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Abstract 
 
 
 Mineral processing and metal production techniques depend on the 
mineralogy of the feedstock fed into the processing plant.  The ability to perform 
on-stream mineralogical characterisation of feedstock materials, or to monitor 
intermediate, product and waste streams would allow better process control and 
increased efficiency.  On-line elemental analysers based on X-ray fluorescence 
and prompt gamma-ray neutron activation analysis are widely used, but existing 
mineralogical analysis methods rely on extracting and measuring small samples.  
This can introduce sampling errors and is time consuming, particularly if the 
sample must be removed to a laboratory for analysis.  These methods are therefore 
ill-suited to process control applications. 
 This thesis develops a new technique for monitoring the mineralogy of 
industrial process streams in real-time.  The technique, called energy-dispersive 
X-ray diffraction (EDXRD), is well-suited to the application of on-stream 
mineralogical analysis of mineral slurries.  An EDXRD analyser measures the 
energy spectrum of X-rays diffracted by a sample material at a fixed angle.  This 
method uses much higher X-ray energies than the conventional X-ray diffraction 
technique, therefore greater depth penetration and is obtained with less reliance on 
sample preparation.  This results in it being better suited to the application of  
on-line diffraction measurement. 
 An extension to the EGSnrc Monte Carlo code was developed that enables 
X-ray diffraction to be modelled.  Diffractive scattering from both crystalline and 
amorphous materials can be modelled, as well as materials containing both 
crystalline and amorphous components.  It was shown that this method can be 
used to simulate the diffraction spectra of samples containing mixtures of 
different materials.  The purpose for developing this extended code was to use it 
to aid in the design and development of EDXRD analysers. 
 A laboratory prototype EDXRD analyser was designed and developed.  
The instrument was designed to measure a wide range of commercially important 
minerals in both dry powder and slurry form.  Monte Carlo modelling was used 
extensively to optimise the design of the instrument and predict its performance.  
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Comparisons between Monte Carlo modelled and experimental spectra obtained 
with the instrument showed good agreement, validating the method developed to 
simulate diffractive scattering. 
 Quantitative mineral phase analysis was performed on two suites of 
materials in order to investigate the accuracy with which the mineral components 
could be determined with the EDXRD analyser.  The first suite consisted of 
twenty samples, each containing six commercially important minerals.  
Regression analysis performed on the spectra showed that all six components 
could be quantified with accuracies of better that 1 wt%.  The second suite 
contained seven minerals found in potash slurry.  Good measurement accuracies 
were obtained for most of the components.  The spectra of the samples in both 
suites were also modelling using Monte Carlo simulation in order to determine if 
simulated spectra can be used to predict the measurement accuracy of an EDXRD 
analyser.  It was found that the analysis accuracies obtained from the modelled 
spectra agreed well with the experimental results.  This showed that the 
measurement accuracy of an EDXRD analyser can be predicted using Monte 
Carlo simulation. 
 A system for optimising the design of an EDXRD analyser was developed.  
The system uses performance data derived from Monte Carlo modelling for  
1.7 million instrument designs and a computer code to find the optimal analyser 
design to measure a material of interest.  The advantage of the system was 
demonstrated by redesigning the prototype analyser using the optimisation code.  
It was shown that the optimised instrument delivers significantly better 
performance than the prototype analyser. 
 Finally, the methods and knowledge developed in the thesis were put to 
use in the design of a potash slurry analyser.  The analyser was designed to 
measure potash slurry on-line for the purpose of process control.  The design of 
the analyser was optimised using the optimisation code.  The analysis accuracy of 
the analyser was predicted using Monte Carlo modelling, which showed that all 
mineral components of the slurry could be quantified with accuracies of better 
than 0.7 wt%.  This result demonstrated that EDXRD has the potential to be a 
viable tool for the on-line analysis mineral slurries. 
 iii
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General Note 
 
 
 In X-ray diffraction and crystallography, 2θ is used to denote the total 
angle through which an X-ray is scattered during the process of diffraction.  
However, in Monte Carlo Modelling, general convention dictates that simply θ be 
used to denote the total scatter angle.  This thesis investigates both X-ray 
diffraction and Monte Carlo modelling.  Therefore, in order to resolve the conflict 
between the two conventions Θ is used throughout the thesis to denote the total 
scatter angle.  An exception to this rule is used in Chapter 2, where the convention 
of crystallography, 2θ, is used in the description of existing angle-dispersive  
X-ray diffractometers. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
 
1.1 – Mineral Processing 
 
 Mineral processing is the method of beneficiating valuable minerals and 
producing metals from ores mined from the Earth’s crust.  A mineral ore can 
generally be thought of as consisting of two categories of material, valuable 
minerals and gangue.  The gangue is any material within the ore that is not 
economically important.  The aim of mineral processing is therefore to separate 
the valuable minerals (the values) from the gangue in order to produce an enriched 
material.  The processes by which minerals are separated from the gangue 
materials are many and varied since different methods are required to process 
different minerals.  For example, the method known as the Bayer process for 
extracting alumina from its ore, bauxite, is different to the technique used to 
process copper ores [1].  There are also differences between how ores of the same 
type are treated, due to differences in the ore mineralogy between mine sites.  
However, most mineral processing techniques typically utilise the four general 
steps shown in the flowchart displayed in Figure 1.1 [2].  Each of these steps is 
broken down into many sub-steps, which can be quite different for the processing 
of particular ores. 
The first step is called size reduction, or comminution.  The primary goal 
of comminution is to break the ore into individual particles of valuable mineral 
and gangue.  This process is commonly called liberation since the valuable 
minerals are liberated from the gangue material.  Liberation is achieved by 
crushing and grinding the ore down to a particle size such that the valuable 
minerals are released from the gangue.  The output of the liberation process 
typically produces three classes of particles: those that contain the values, those 
that only contain only gangue materials and particles that contain both values and 
gangue (middlings).  Crushing and grinding consume significant amounts of 
energy, so the particle size at the output should be optimised according to the cost 
of comminution and recovery of the values. 
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Figure 1.1 - General stages involved in mineral processing.  
Each step typically involves many sub-steps [2]. 
 
The second step is concentration, where the ore is separated into 
concentrates, tailings and middlings.  The concentrate is an enriched product 
containing the valuable minerals.  The tailings are the waste products (gangue), 
but can also contain an amount of valuable minerals that are not recovered in the 
concentration process.  The middlings are generally returned to the comminution 
step for further grinding in order to unlock the valuable minerals. 
There are several methods used to concentrate ores.  The most widely used 
method is the froth flotation technique [2-5].  In this technique, the process stream 
is fed into large flotation tanks in which air bubbles are introduced.  Under the 
correct conditions, the particles of the valuable minerals adhere to the air bubbles 
and consequently rise to the top of the tank, hence separating them from the rest 
of the material.  The bubbles and minerals that arrive at the surface of the tank 
produce a froth from which the minerals can be recovered.  For this method to 
work, the valuable minerals must be hydrophobic, that is, they must be repel water 
on their surfaces so that they can attach to an air bubble.  Many minerals are not 
naturally hydrophobic, therefore chemical reagents are added to the pulp in order 
to promote floatation.  Reagents are also used to aid the production of a stable 
froth and to make the gangue minerals hydrophilic so they do not float.  Floatation 
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can only be used to concentrate materials of small particle size, since for large 
particles the adhesive force between the mineral and the bubble can be insufficient 
to float the particle.  A basic schematic diagram of the floatation process is shown 
in Figure 1.2.  Some mineral processing plants also use the reverse floatation 
method, in which the gangue is floated rather than the valuable minerals. 
Gravity methods are also used to concentrate mineral ores.  These methods 
rely on differences between the specific gravities of the values and the gangue.  
The minerals contained in the ore are separated based on their movements in 
response to the force of gravity in conjunction with one or more other forces.  
There are a number of different gravity concentration techniques utilised, 
including jigs, spirals and shaking tables [2,4].  Other concentration techniques 
include magnetic separation and electrostatic separation.  Magnetic separation is 
used to separate paramagnetic and ferromagnetic minerals from non-magnetic 
gangue materials.  Minerals that can be separated by their magnetic properties 
include ilmenite (FeTiO3), pyrrhotite (FeS), chromite (FeCr2O4) and hematite 
(Fe2O3) [2].  Electrostatic separation (also called high-tension separation) exploits 
Figure 1.2 - Basic schematic of the froth flotation process for 
concentration of a mineral slurry [2]. The valuable minerals are 
separated from the gangue by attaching to air bubbles.  The 
bubbles rise to the top to form a froth. Reagents are added to the 
pulp in order to promote flotation. 
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differences in electrical conductivity between minerals and is used extensively in 
the separation of rutile (TiO2), zircon (ZrSiO4), tin and various other minerals [5]. 
The third step in Figure 1.1, product handling, deals with the disposal of 
the tailings from the beneficiation process.  In some processing plants, the tailings 
are retreated in secondary circuits in order to recover further amounts of the 
valuable minerals.  The final tailings discharged from most plants are usually 
dumped into purpose built dams near the processing plant.  Other disposal 
methods include back-filling, which is the practice of filling mined-out sections of 
underground mines with the coarse solid wastes, and dry stacking, where the 
tailings are dewatered and deposited on the land. 
Upon the completion of the beneficiation process, the concentrated 
products can either be used directly or further processed to extract metals from the 
concentrated ore.  The production of metals from mineral ores is the subject of 
extractive metallurgy [6,7].  There are three general processes used to reduce an 
ore into metallic form, which are classified as: pyrometallurgy, hydrometallurgy 
and electrometallurgy.  Pyrometallurgical processes are the most commonly used 
techniques and involve treating the ore at high temperatures to extract metals of 
interest.  Examples include roasting, which is the method of heating, for example, 
sulphide minerals in the presence of oxygen, and smelting, in which the ore is 
heated in the presence of a reducing agent.  An example of the use of smelting is 
the extraction of iron from iron ore in a blast furnace [7]. 
Hydrometallurgical processes involve the extraction of metals through the 
use of aqueous solutions.  Leaching is a common hydrometallurgical technique in 
which the metals are dissolved in an acidic or alkaline solution while the gangue 
remains as an insoluble product.  The metals of interest are recovered from the 
leached solution.  Electrometallugical techniques are often used to recover or 
purify metals.  These methods involve submersion of electrodes connected to an 
external circuit in an aqueous solution.  The solution may contain the metals, 
which are removed from the solution and deposited on the cathode.  This is a 
common method used to separate metals in leached solutions produced by 
hydrometallurgical operations.  Another electrometallugical technique is 
electrorefining, in which the metal to be purified is the anode.  The anode is 
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dissolved in the solution and the pure metal deposited on the cathode surface, 
from which it can be removed. 
 
1.2 – Process Control 
 
 The physical and chemical processes used to prepare an ore for processing 
and to extract the minerals and metals of value tend to be sensitive to the physical 
parameters and composition of the ore being processed.  Examples may include 
the specific mixture of reagents required during froth flotation to achieve 
maximum recovery or the optimal particle size to obtain the best level of 
separation.  Knowledge about parameters such as the particle size, elemental 
composition, mineralogical composition, mineral texture, density and pH of a 
process stream is therefore extremely important if the optimal recovery of the 
valuable minerals is to be obtained.  For this reason, modern mineral processing 
plants are fitted with sophisticated systems for automated control of processing 
operations.  These systems use dedicated instruments to measure the important 
properties of the material at many points along the process chain.  The 
information gained is used to adjust the operating parameters in response to 
changes in processing conditions, such as the composition of the feed ore, for 
Figure 1.3 - Simple diagram showing the concept 
of process control.  The mixture of the materials 
is analysed after mixing.  The results of the 
analysis are used to control and optimise the 
blend.
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example.  The goal of such a system is to compensate for changes and make 
adjustment to the process in order to continually operate the plant at its optimal 
level.  The concept of process control is shown in Figure 1.3. 
There are two general classes of analysis techniques used for process 
control in mineral processing: off-line and on-line analysis.  In off-line analysis, a 
small amount of material, or assay, is sampled from the processes stream at an 
appropriate location.  The sample is then taken to an on- or off-site laboratory for 
analysis, as depicted in Figure 1.4.  On-line methods on the other hand measure 
the material directly on-stream using probes or other devices that enable the 
process stream to be measured without the need to remove a sample.  
Off-line methods have both advantages and disadvantages (however 
generally the disadvantages tend to outweigh the advantages).  The advantage of 
off-line measurement is that generally a more precise analysis of the material can 
be made, since the measurements are carried out in a laboratory under controlled 
conditions.  However, the lag time between when the assay is taken and the results 
Figure 1.4 – Off- and on-line analysis of a slurry stream.  In off-line analysis, a sample 
of slurry is taken from the stream and analysed by a laboratory instrument.  The on-
line analyser measures the stream directly and provides data in (near) real-time. 
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become available can be as large as hours or days.  As a consequence, the 
operating conditions of the plant can be quite different when the results are 
obtained compared to what they were when the sample was taken.  In extreme 
cases the analysis results may not even be relevant at the time they become 
available.  The other main issue with off-line techniques is, due to the typically 
small sample volumes used for analysis, the composition of the sample itself 
many not be entirely representative of the process stream from which it was taken.  
Also, the sampling equipment required can be expensive to purchase and operate.  
For these reasons, many off-line techniques are ill-suited to process control. 
On-line analysers are capable of providing results in near real-time and can 
be linked to plant control units.  With such systems, automatic adjustments to the 
operating parameters can be made rapidly and hence the efficiency of the plant 
can be maintained at the optimal level.  On-line analysers arranged to measure 
material on-stream can also be capable of performing bulk analysis, i.e. the 
analysis is performed on large quantities of material rather than small samples.   
For example, a slurry analyser may be placed on a pipeline such that it measures 
the stream as it flows past the instrument (see Figure 1.4).  In this case the total 
effective mass of material measured in the course of a single measurement may be 
tens or even hundreds of kilograms.  Thus, the issues surrounding the obtainment 
a representative sample are somewhat alleviated.  However, care must still be take 
to ensure that the instrument ‘sees’ a representative stream. 
The mineral processor would ideally like to have the ability to fully 
characterise the properties of the process stream on-line at every point along the 
processing chain.  This way all processes in the plant could be monitored for 
efficiency and hence the plant would always be operated at its optimal level.  
While in general this is not practical or possible, there are a number of key 
parameters that, if measured, can greatly increase plant efficiency.  An example is 
particle size analysis of the ground ore during the comminution stage.  This 
enables the degree of liberation of the valuable minerals to be estimated.  
Mineralogical analysis of the feed into the crushers is also beneficial, since the 
hardness of a mineral and therefore the grindability of an ore is heavily dependent 
on crystal structures of the minerals contained within the material.  Hence the 
residence time an ore spends within a crusher depends on the mineralogy of the 
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ore.  Mineralogy is also extremely important in froth flotation, as flotation 
properties are determined by structural characteristics and not solely on chemistry.  
Mineralogical and elemental analysis of the tailings can provide information on 
the level of mineral and metal recovery and hence indicate the efficiency of the 
process. 
It can be seen from the above examples that the mineralogy of a process 
stream is an important property in controlling the processing of ores.  Although 
instruments exist for on-line and quasi on-line mineral analysis [8,9], currently 
there is no standard method for monitoring the mineralogy of process streams on-
line in mineral processing.  This is a significant issue for the mineral processor, 
since direct, real-time monitoring of stream mineralogy could greatly increase 
plant efficiency.   Direct mineralogical analysis of process streams is primarily 
limited to off-line techniques.  Widely used techniques include scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) [10] and X-ray diffraction (XRD) [11].  Assay sampling is 
typically used for these methods and therefore they suffer from the issues listed 
above.  On-line monitoring of process streams, on the other hand, is largely 
restricted to elemental analysers, which measure the chemical composition of the 
process stream.  Widely used on-line elemental analysis techniques for process 
monitoring and control include X-ray fluorescence (XRF) [12] and prompt  
gamma-ray neutron activation analysis (PGNAA) [13].  The mineralogical content 
of the stream is determined using prior knowledge of the relationship between the 
chemical and mineralogical composition of the material in question (normative 
mineralogy) [14,15].  The problem with this approach of course is that the 
mineralogy is not measured directly, but rather estimated based on the elemental 
composition.  XRF analysis for the inference of mineralogical composition is a 
well-developed technology, however unexpected or unaccounted changes in the 
chemical composition of the ore can lead to errors in the estimation of the 
mineralogical composition.  For example, in reality many minerals do not have a 
fixed chemical composition.  Substitution of atoms within the crystal lattice is 
common (e.g. a solid solution) and hence the chemical composition of minerals 
can vary depending on location. This phenomenon and others where the chemical 
composition of an ore changes from that which is assumed in the normative 
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calculations can hence produce erroneous results. Measurement of the mineralogy 
directly is therefore preferable. 
 
1.3 – EDXRD for On-line Mineralogical Analysis 
 
 This thesis attempts to address the challenge of performing on-line 
mineralogical analysis by exploring a new method for analysing the mineralogical 
composition of slurries.  This method, known an energy-dispersive X-ray 
Diffraction (EDXRD), is a technique that is well-suited to measuring the 
mineralogy of process streams on-stream and in real-time [16].   The EDXRD 
technique measures the energy spectrum of polychromatic X-rays diffracted 
through a fixed angle.  The energy spectrum, called a diffraction spectrum, plots 
the number of X-rays detected as a function of energy.  For a certain set of 
energies, strong scattering is observed due to constructive interference between 
waves scattered by successive crystalline planes.  This process is called Bragg 
diffraction [17] and is described in more detail in Chapter 2.  The peaks in the 
spectrum produced by this intense scattering are called diffraction peaks.  The 
positions of the diffraction peaks in the spectrum depend on the crystal structure 
of the material under investigation.  Since all crystals have a unique structure, 
each also diffracts a unique set of X-ray energies.  Hence, by detecting these 
energies, a crystal or mineral species may be identified and quantified. 
The EDXRD method for X-ray diffraction measurement differs from the 
more widely used conventional, or angle-dispersive X-ray diffraction (ADXRD) 
method. An ADXRD instrument measures the angles through which X-rays of a 
single energy are diffracted and therefore a diffraction spectrum of diffraction 
angle versus intensity is produced. 
The difference in the way that diffraction is measured has important 
consequences for the applications to which the techniques are best suited.  
EDXRD is rarely used in laboratory analysis of crystal structures, since ADXRD 
is capable of providing much better diffraction peak resolution.  The higher 
resolution of the ADXRD instrument enables much more information to be 
derived from the diffraction spectrum than can be obtained from a lower-
resolution EDXRD spectrum.  However, in on-line analysis, it is sufficient to 
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measure the key mineral phases contained in the process stream.  This does not 
necessarily require the extremely high resolution of an ADXRD instrument.  
EDXRD also possesses a number of properties that make it better suited to on-line 
analysis than ADXRD, with most of its advantages stemming from the use of 
much higher X-ray energies.  High energies enable the unprepared, coarse 
material of an industrial slurry to be analysed with relative ease and at a lower 
cost compared to ADXRD.  A comprehensive review of both X-ray diffraction 
techniques is presented in Chapter 2. 
 EDXRD has been put to use in a number of practical applications, but until 
now it has not been used for on-line mineral analysis.  Most of these applications 
are those that require the rapid identification of unprepared materials – the area in 
which EDXRD excels.  Many examples can be found in medical fields such as 
bone densitometry [18-20], where EDXRD has been proposed as an alternative to 
dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) [21], and coherent scatter imaging 
[22-24].  Other areas where EDXRD has found use include security and baggage 
screening [25-27], non-destructive testing [28,29] and materials investigations 
[30-33].  EDXRD has also been used for in situ investigations of materials as they 
undergo physical changes during processes in real time. [34,35].  In situ studies 
have many commonalities with on-line measurement, such as the need to collect 
data rapidly and difficult sample environments. 
 
1.4 – Thesis Outline 
 
The aim of this thesis is to develop the science and methods involved in 
designing EDXRD analysers for on-line analysis of mineral slurries.  The ultimate 
goal is to demonstrate that EDXRD has the potential to be a viable tool for 
monitoring the mineralogy of process streams for the purpose of plant control.  In 
order to pursue this goal, the following research was undertaken: 
 
1. An investigation into the properties of EDXRD analysers with particular 
emphasis on the area of on-line analysis. 
2. The development of tools and methods for optimising the design of 
EDXRD slurry analysers. 
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3. The design and construction of a prototype EDXRD instrument suitable 
for measuring both dry powder and slurry samples. 
4. The conducting of a variety of experiments to: (i) verify the accuracy of 
the optimisation tools in point 2, (ii) investigate the EDXRD properties of 
a variety of mineral samples and slurries, and (iii) test the accuracy to 
which mineral phases contained in samples can be quantified with the 
EDXRD analyser and hence demonstrate the applicability of EDXRD for 
mineralogical analysis. 
 
Chapter 2 presents essential background information on the physics of  
X-ray interactions with matter and X-ray diffraction.  Following this, an 
introduction into the methods for measuring X-ray diffraction is presented.  Both 
the ADXRD and EDXRD methods are explained.  Descriptions of two on-line 
mineralogical analysers that have been developed using ADXRD are also 
presented.  This discussion is used to explain why in most cases EDXRD is a 
more suitable method for the application of on-line analysis than the ADXRD 
technique. 
In Chapter 3 a discussion is presented of the main issues that must be 
considered when designing an EDXRD analyser.  This includes studies that can 
be found in the literature and new research. 
In Chapter 4 a method for modelling diffractive X-ray scattering from 
crystalline and amorphous materials using the EGSnrc Monte Carlo code is 
presented.  The development of the method is described, including the equations 
for calculating the coherent scattering cross sections and form factors for crystals, 
amorphous materials and mixtures of the two, and a computer code developed to 
calculate this data.  Also, modifications to the EGSnrc code to implement the 
physics of X-ray scattering from crystalline powders are described. 
The design of a prototype laboratory EDXRD analyser is presented in 
Chapter 5.  The process involved in designing the instrument is described, as well 
as predictions of the level of performance obtained with the instrument.  The 
performance of the analyser is compared against these predictions in Chapter 6.  
The validity of the method for modelling diffractive scattering is also studied in 
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Chapter 6 through comparisons between EDXRD spectra obtained with the 
prototype analyser and Monte Carlo simulation. 
Chapter 7 presents investigations into two types of material with the 
prototype analyser.  The first is a suite of samples containing six minerals that are 
important in a variety of processing industries.  The spectra collected with the 
EDXRD analyser from each sample are analysed in order to determine how 
accurately the mineral components can be quantified.  The second material 
studied is an industrial potash slurry obtained from a processing plant.  The 
EDXRD properties of the slurry, such as particle size and solids loading effects, 
are investigated.  A synthetic version of the slurry is also studied to determine if 
the mineral components can be quantified using EDXRD.  In Chapter 8, the 
spectra of the samples in the six mineral and synthetic potash suites are modelled 
using the Monte Carlo simulation code.  The aim of this work was to determine 
whether the analysis accuracies obtained with the EDXRD analyser could be 
predicted using Monte Carlo modelling. 
In Chapter 9, a computer code developed for optimising the design of an 
EDXRD analyser is explained.  The code uses simulated Monte Carlo spectra to 
derive performance data for a large number of designs.  This data is used to find 
the optimal instrument geometry for measurement of a given material.  The code 
can complete this task in a matter of seconds, saving months of design work.  
Finally, in Chapter 10, the code, plus all the other knowledge gained in this 
research, is used to design a new EDXRD slurry analyser suitable for on-line 
measurement of potash slurries.  
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Chapter 2 
Photon Interactions with Matter and X-ray Diffraction 
 
 
2.1 – Interaction of X-rays with Matter 
 
 There are a number of mechanisms through which X-rays interact with 
matter.  This section provides a discussion of the mechanisms important in the 
photon energy region used in EDXRD analysis. 
 
2.1.1 – Photoelectric Effect  
 
 The photoelectric effect is a process where the energy of a photon is 
transferred to an electron of an atom.  The incident photon is completely absorbed 
in the interaction and the electron is ejected from the atom with an energy of  
 
ϕν −= hEK ,                                                (2.1) 
 
where νh  is the photon energy, h being Planck’s constant and ν  being the 
photon’s frequency, and φ  is the energy required to remove the electron from the 
atom.  The ejected electron usually originates from one of the innermost shells.  
This leaves a vacancy in one of the bound shells of the absorber atom, which can 
be filled by either a cascade of the electrons moving down from higher energy 
shells or less commonly by the capture of an electron from the surrounding 
environment.  In both cases characteristic X-rays are emitted when electrons move 
to lower energy shells; the energy of the X-ray photons created being equal to the 
difference in the binding energy of the original and final shells.  It is also possible 
that some of the excitation energy is carried away from the atom through the 
creation of Auger electrons.  Photoelectric absorption is generally the most 
important interaction process for low energy photons. 
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Figure 2.1 - The photoelectric effect. The atom absorbs the incident photon of energy hν 
and ejects a K shell electron.  An L shell electron fills the vacancy and emits a photon of 
energy equal to the difference in the shell binding energies E2-E1. 
 
2.1.2 – Rayleigh Scattering 
 
 Rayleigh scattering is a process in which a photon is scattered by an atom 
without losing energy.  When an X-ray approaches a free electron, the oscillating 
electric field of the X-ray sets the electron into vibration at the same frequency as 
the incident X-ray.  According to electromagnetic theory, an accelerating electric 
charge emits energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation; hence the oscillating 
electron emits electromagnetic radiation with the same frequency and phase as the 
incident wave.  In this process, the incident wave is said to be ‘scattered’ by the 
electron.  The differential cross section for this scattering process (Thompson 
scattering) is given by [36] 
 
( )Θ+=
Θ
22
0 cos1 cos
rπ
d
σd T                                      (2.2) 
 
where 150 108.2
−×=r  m is the classical electron radius and Θ is the scattering 
angle. 
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Figure 2.2 - Thompson scattering of a photon.  The photon is scattered through an angle 
Θ and retains the same energy and phase as the incident photon. 
 
 For electrons bound to an atom, the scattering process is more complicated 
due to interference effects between the waves scattered by each electron in the 
atom.  The amplitude of the resulting scattered wave is a function of a quantity 
known as the momentum transfer x, which is defined as 
 
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜
⎝
⎛ Θ=
2
sin1
λ
x                                                (2.3) 
 
where λ is the wavelength of the incident photon.  The scattering amplitude is a 
maximum in the direction parallel to that of the incident X-ray (Θ = 0°) and a 
minimum in the antiparallel direction (Θ  = 180°).  The interference effect is 
expressed in terms of the so-called atomic form factor F(x), which is formally 
defined as the Fourier transform of the electron charge distribution.  The atomic 
form factors of the elements Z = 1 to Z = 100 have been tabulated by Hubbell and 
Øverbø [37].  The application of the atomic form factor to the Thompson 
scattering cross section for scattering from a free electron gives the cross section 
for coherent (or Rayleigh) scattering from an atom 
 
( ) ( ) 2220   cos1 cos xFrπd
σd R Θ+=
Θ
 .                              (2.4) 
 
Rayleigh scattering is generally only important for photons with energy less than 
about 100 keV. 
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2.1.3 – Compton Scattering 
 
 Compton scattering [38] occurs when a photon interacts with a loosely 
bound or free electron.  During the interaction some of the photon’s energy is 
transferred to the electron and the photon is deflected at an angle Θ with respect to 
its original direction.  The phases and frequencies of the incident and scattered 
photons are not necessarily the same and therefore Compton scattering is a form 
of incoherent scattering.  
 
 
Figure 2.3 - Compton scattering from a free electron.  The energy of the incident photon 
is shared between the scattered photon and the recoil electron. 
 
 The differential cross section for Compton scattering from a free (loosely 
bound) electron in an atom of atomic number Z is given approximately by the 
Klein-Nishina [38] formula 
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where k is the energy of the incident photon in units of electron rest energy and kc 
is scattered photon energy given by,  
 
)cos1(1 Θ−+
=
k
kkc .                                            (2.6) 
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The assumption that the electron is free is valid for high-energy photons 
where the binding energy of the electron is negligibly small compared to the 
photon energy.  This assumption breaks down for low energy photons and small 
scattering angles because, for Compton scattering to occur, the amount of energy 
transferred to the electron must be sufficient to remove it from the atom.  
Therefore, Compton scattering tends to be suppressed in the forward direction.  
For Compton scattering between a photon and a bound electron, the scattering 
cross section is approximated by 
 
)cos,( 
cos
2
0 Θ= kSXrπθd
σd
KN
comp .                                  (2.7) 
 
where S(k,cosΘ) is the incoherent scatter function [38]. The values of S(k,cosΘ) 
can be found in the tables of reference [37]. 
 
2.2 – Diffractive (Bragg) Scattering 
 
 The phenomenon of X-ray diffraction was discovered by German physicist 
Max von Laue in 1912 after finding that when a beam of X-rays was passed 
though a crystal of copper sulphate, a pattern of spots developed on a 
photographic plate positioned behind the crystal [17].  X-ray diffraction is a 
phenomenon that occurs when photons undergo coherent scattering from 
materials in which there is a degree of molecular ordering.  This leads to varying 
degrees of constructive and destructive interference to occur between scattered 
photons, resulting in intense scattering at specific angles.  X-ray diffraction is 
observed most strongly from crystalline materials in which the atoms are arranged 
in a highly ordered structure.  In a crystal regularly spaced atomic planes can be 
identified, where the distance between adjacent planes is in the order of a few 
angstroms.  In 1913, William L. Bragg showed that X-rays scattered from 
successive planes will be in phase and hence constructively interfere if the 
difference in the path length travelled by two waves is an integral multiple of the 
wavelength and the scatter angle equals the angle of incidence [17] (see Figure 
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2.4).  This phenomenon can be expressed mathematically through the well-known 
Bragg law 
 
θλ sin2dn =                                                (2.8) 
 
where λ is the X-ray wavelength, d is the atomic plane spacing, θ is the angle of 
incidence and reflection and n is an integer denoting the order of diffraction.  For 
a given X-ray wavelength, constructive interference hence occurs at angles that 
satisfy the Bragg law for each spacing d.  Since all crystal types have a unique set 
of d-spacings, different crystals diffract X-rays at a unique set of angles for a 
given incident X-ray wavelength, or equivalently crystals diffract a unique set of 
wavelengths at a given angle.  This fact is exploited in X-ray diffraction and 
crystallography analysis where either the angles or wavelengths of diffraction are 
measured to calculate the d-spacings of the crystal(s) under investigation.  The 
diffraction information can be used to identify the crystal and investigate many of 
its other properties. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 - Bragg diffraction from a set of atomic planes with spacing d. Diffraction can 
only occur if the incident and scatter angles are equal. 
 
 
 
 
 The cross section for Bragg scattering from a powdered crystalline 
material (a crystal that has been crushed into small grains) is given by [40] 
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where N is the number of atoms contained in the unit cell of volume Vc and m, d 
and Fhkl are the multiplicity, d-spacing and structure factor of the plane hkl 
respectively.  The multiplicity m adjusts the magnitude of the cross section 
according to the number of planes that contribute to a particular hkl reflection.  It 
should be noted that Equation 2.9 is only valid if λ, θ and d satisfy the Bragg Law.  
The structure factor of a plane hkl accounts for the interference between waves 
scattered by different planes and is calculated as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )∑= ++−−
j
jlwjkvjhuiπjM
jhkl eexFxF
2                           (2.10) 
 
where j is the number of atoms in the unit cell, ( )xFj  is the atomic form factor of 
the jth atom, jMe−  is the Debye temperature factor and uj, vj, and wj are the 
fractional coordinates of the atoms in the unit cell.  The structure factor describes 
both the amplitude of the diffracted wave (proportional to ( ) 2 xFhkl ) and its 
phase. 
 
2.3 – Methods for X-ray Diffraction Measurement 
 
 Various experimental methods exist for measuring the diffraction of  
X-rays from materials.  These methods can be broadly categorised into two 
classes: (i) angle-dispersive X-ray diffraction (ADXRD) and (ii) energy-
dispersive X-ray diffraction (EDXRD).  The follow sections provide an overview 
of the instruments and methods involved in measuring X-ray diffraction using the 
angle- and energy-dispersive techniques. 
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 2.3.1 – Angle-Dispersive X-ray Diffraction 
 
 There are a number of different experimental setups in use that measure  
X-ray diffraction through angular dispersion.  These include the Debye-Scherrer, 
focusing and pinhole methods [39].  However, here we focus on the method that 
has been employed in the field of on-line mineralogical analysis, namely the 
diffractometer method.  A schematic diagram of the setup of a typical angle-
dispersive X-ray diffractometer is shown in Figure 2.5.  The essential components 
of a diffractometer are an X-ray tube, collimators to define the incident and 
diffracted beams, a monochromator, sample, and a goniometer upon which a 
sample stage and detector are mounted. 
The X-ray tube emits a beam of polychromatic X-rays, which are 
produced by an electron beam impacting a heavy metal target.  The electrons are 
accelerated toward the target due a large potential (typically tens of kilovolts) 
created between the target and the electron emitting filament.  A continuum of  
X-ray energies are produced by electrons decelerating in the target.  X-rays 
produced by this process are called bremsstrahlung.  The continuum extends up to 
Figure 2.5 - Schematic of an ADXRD diffractometer.  The beam emitted by the    
X-ray tube is monochromated, collimated and passed onto the sample.  A detector is 
rotated about the sample so that the diffracted intensity as a function of angle is 
measured. 
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the operating voltage, for example an operating voltage of 100 kV produces  
X-rays of up to 100 keV.  Fluorescent X-rays characteristic of the target material 
are also produced.  An example spectrum is shown in Figure 2.6. 
 
 
Figure 2.6  - Example X-ray tube spectrum for a tungsten target and operating voltage of 
100 kV. The sharp lines are characteristic lines of the target. 
 
In an ADXRD analyser, the polychromatic X-ray beam exiting the tube is 
monochromated and then passed through collimator slits to produce a 
unidirectional beam of X-rays directed at the sample.  The monochromator is a 
crystal set at an angle relative to the incident beam such that the X-ray wavelength 
applicable for the measurement is selected by diffraction.  This wavelength is 
generally the K fluorescent radiation of the X-ray target material.  Popular choices 
of wavelengths include Mo Kα (0.711 Å), Cu Kα (1.542 Å), Co Kα (1.790 Å),  
Fe Kα (1.937 Å) and Cr Kα (2.291 Å).  In a typical laboratory measurement, the 
sample is a loosely packed crystalline powder where in some cases the surface 
subjected to the X-ray beam is polished to create a highly smooth surface.  The  
sample axis is rotated during measurement at half the angular velocity of the 
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detector such that the angles of incidence and reflection are always equal to θ with 
respect to the sample surface.  This therefore creates a total reflection angle of 2θ.  
On-line ADXRD mineralogical analysers on the other hand measure slurry 
streams which are held at a fixed angle relative to the incident beam.  In this case 
the angle of the reflected beam varies in order to maintain a total angle of 2θ.  The 
setup of on-line angle-dispersive analysers is discussed in detail in Section 2.4.  
The detector is usually either a gas detector such as a proportional counter, a 
scintillator coupled to a photodetector such as a photomultiplier tube, or a solid-
state detector. 
 The diffraction geometry shown in Figure 2.5 is called reflection 
geometry, which gets its name from the fact that the measured diffracted beam is 
‘reflected’ from the surface of the sample.  As an alternative to reflection 
geometry, transmission geometry can be used.  In transmission geometry the 
beam diffracted in the forward direction is measured after transmission through 
the sample.  Subsequently, shorter wavelength (higher energy) radiation is used in 
transmission geometry so that the X-rays may penetrate through the material.  
This means that diffraction from the entire thickness of the sample is measured as 
opposed to reflection geometry where typically only a shallow layer of material 
near the surface is analysed.  The depth of material examined is strongly 
dependent on the average atomic number and density of the sample, as well as the 
energy of the X-rays.  As will be seen later, the use of transmission geometry has 
benefits in the area of on-line mineralogical analysis. 
A diffraction measurement is made by scanning the detector about the 
sample over a suitable angular range and collecting the X-ray counts either 
continuously over the full angular range or discontinuously at closely spaced 
intervals.  In continuous mode, the detector is rotated about the sample at a 
constant angular speed and the discrete current pulses created by the detection of 
an X-ray are converted into a steady current.  This current is measured and 
converted into a reading of the number of X-rays entering the detector per unit 
time.  When discontinuous mode is employed, the detector is rotated about the 
sample in discrete steps and the number of X-rays striking the detector per unit 
time at each value of 2θ is recorded.  The angular difference between successive 
steps can be as little as 0.01° 2θ, however the step size need not be constant over 
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the full range of 2θ examined.  For example one may wish to use steps as large as 
three degrees in regions where it is know that there are no interesting features. 
However in regions where diffraction peaks lie, the step size may be reduced 
substantially so that the full profiles of the peaks are accurately measured. 
 Figure 2.7 shows a typical ADXRD spectrum, in this case the spectrum of 
the mineral quartz (SiO2) [41].  An ADXRD spectrum is generally characterised 
by highly resolved peaks and low spectral background.  However in some 
situations the peaks may be broader and the background level greater than the 
example shown here.  Each peak represents a reflection from a certain set of 
atomic planes when the angle of the detector is correct to satisfy the Bragg 
condition for that set of planes. 
 
 
Figure 2.7 - ADXRD spectrum of quartz [41]. 
 
An abundance of information can be extracted from such a diffraction 
profile.  For example, the peak positions reveal information about the lattice 
spacings and the unit cell size and shape.  Also, macrostrain can be determined by 
investigating shifts in the diffraction peak positions from their strain-free 
positions.  For example, a uniform compressive strain in a certain direction causes 
the atoms to pack closer together, thus reducing the d-spacing.  As a result the 
diffraction peaks shift to slightly larger angles.  The peak intensities provide 
information about the species of atoms (since scattering strength depends on the 
number of electrons in the atom) and their positions within the unit cell.  The 
profile of the peak is influenced by the size of the crystal grains and mircostrain. 
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In the field of on-line mineralogical analysis the two properties of interest 
are the mineral phases contained in the measured material and their relative 
abundances.  These properties can be determined from the positions of the 
diffraction peaks and their relative intensities respectively, where a greater 
abundance of a particular mineral leads to an increase in the intensities of the 
diffraction peaks.  The other properties of the material are generally analysed 
using off-line techniques in the laboratory. 
 
2.3.2 – Energy-Dispersive X-ray Diffraction 
 
 Energy-dispersive X-ray diffraction is an X-ray diffraction technique that 
exploits Bragg’s law in an inverse way to the angle-dispersive method.  Instead of 
using a fixed X-ray wavelength (or energy) and a variable diffraction angle to map 
the d-spacings of the sample, EDXRD uses a broad range of X-ray energies and a 
fixed diffraction angle.  The resulting diffraction spectrum produced contains 
diffraction peaks at energies that satisfy Bragg’s law for each of the d-spacings of 
the investigated material.  Therefore in EDXRD Bragg’s law can be written more 
conveniently in terms of the X-ray energy E rather than the wavelength as in 
Equation 2.8, 
 
( )2sin2 Θ= d
nhcE                                             (2.11) 
 
where c is the speed of light. 
 
Table 2.1 - Summary of how ADXRD and EDXRD satisfy Bragg's law. 
Method Energy/Wavelength Diffraction Angle 
ADXRD Fixed (single energy) Variable (scanned) 
EDXRD Variable (continuous spectrum) Fixed (constant narrow angular range) 
 
 Figure 2.8 shows how an EDXRD analyser may be set up.  The essential 
components of the instrument are an X-ray source, which may be either an X-ray 
tube or a synchrotron if higher intensities are required, collimators to define the 
incident and diffracted beams, a sample material and an energy-resolving X-ray 
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detector.  Some instruments use multiple detectors so that the diffracted beam is 
measured at a number of different angles, such as the TEDDI (tomographic 
energy-dispersive diffraction imaging) instrument [34].  Such a setup is used to 
increase the d-spacing range measured by the instrument.  Typically, an EDXRD 
instrument is setup in transmission geometry, as depicted; however, reflection 
geometry may be used in some cases [35].  Transmission geometry is preferred 
since EDXRD uses high energy X-rays (up to 150 keV in some applications) and 
hence materials tens of millimetres thick can be easily analysed.  The X-ray 
detectors used in EDXRD are generally high-resolution semiconductor detectors 
such as high-purity germanium (HPGe) and cadmium zinc telluride (CZT). 
 
 
Figure 2.8 – Basic Setup of an EDXRD analyser. 
 
A diffraction spectrum is collected simply by running the X-ray tube at a 
suitable voltage and detecting the X-rays that diffract at the angle Θ.  The detector 
and its associated electronics are linked to a multichannel analyser (MCA), which 
produces a histogram spectrum of the number of X-rays that lie within an array of 
narrow energy bins.  This histogram constitutes the EDXRD spectrum of the 
sample material. 
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Figure 2.9 - EDXRD spectrum of quartz. 
 
The diffraction spectra obtained using EDXRD are generally of poorer 
resolution than those collected by angle-dispersive measurements.  Figure 2.9 
shows the EDXRD spectrum of quartz taken at a diffraction angle of Θ = 5.5°.  
Upon comparison with the ADXRD spectrum (Figure 2.7) it can be seen that the 
widths of the diffraction peaks in the EDXRD spectrum are much broader than 
those of the angle-dispersive spectrum.  This stems from the fact that, for the sake 
of efficiency, the collimator openings must have a finite width to allow  
X-rays to pass through to the detector, meaning that X-rays diffracted through a 
small range of angles are detected.  This blurs the diffraction peaks; a wider range 
of angles leads to more severe blurring.  Also, the energy resolution of the X-ray 
detector contributes to the widths of the diffraction peaks.  However, the 
resolutions of the typical semiconductor detectors used in EDXRD instruments 
are usually 1% FWHM or better.  Therefore, the detector only has a relatively 
minor influence on the resolution considering that the collimator resolution of an 
EDXRD instrument can range from 3% FWHM to over 10% FWHM.  These and 
other factors that affect the quality of an EDXRD spectrum are discussed in detail 
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in later chapters.  However, despite EDXRD exhibiting poorer diffraction peak 
resolution than ADXRD, it has many qualities that make it very well suited to the 
on-line analysis of minerals.  The reasons behind this are discussed in Section 2.5. 
 
2.4 – Existing On-line XRD Mineralogical Analysers 
 
 A number of on-line analysers have been developed that use XRD to 
determine the mineralogical composition of process stream slurries.  In this 
section two such on-line XRD systems are discussed: (i) the Midfox on-stream 
XRD analyser [8] developed by Mintek [42] to analyse quartz and Bone 
Phosphate of Lime (BPL) concentrations for the Florida phosphate industry, and 
(ii) the FCT-ACTech Continuous XRD Analyser [9] developed in a collaboration 
between the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 
(CSIRO) [43], Fuel & Combustion Technology Pty. Ltd. [44] and Inel [45]. This 
analyser was developed to perform quantitative phase analysis for the Portland 
cement industry [46] but is also applicable to applicable to a wide range of 
powder diffraction applications.  For example, it has also been implemented to 
monitor the reduction conditions in an ilmenite (FeTiO3) roasting kiln.  Both of 
these analysers utilise the ADXRD method but employ significantly different 
analyser designs.  A comparison between these angle-dispersive methods and the 
EDXRD method under development in this thesis is presented in Section 2.5.  
 
2.4.1 – The Midfox On-stream XRD Analyser 
 
 The Midfox on-stream XRD analyser was developed by South Africa’s 
national minerals research organisation, Mintek, to monitor the mineralogical 
composition of mineral slurries in the beneficiation of phosphate rock.  The 
system was first demonstrated successfully in the processing plants of Foskor 
[47], a major South African phosphor producer and has also been adapted to 
monitor slurries containing other minerals such as pyrite and ilmenite.  Here the 
analyser system developed by Mintek to measure the composition of phosphor 
slurries at the Four Corners beneficiation plant in Florida is described. 
 The Midfox on-stream XRD analyser was developed to measure the two 
major components of the slurry floated in phosphate rock processing, namely 
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quartz and apatite (francolite - Ca5(PO4,CO3)3F).  The system was designed to 
operate with as little human intervention as possible and with a minimum 
requirement for maintenance.  A schematic of the system is given in Figure 2.10 
[8], where the slurry selection, sampling and transport systems are shown along 
with the XRD analyser itself.  The system is able to select from three different 
slurry streams originating from different points along the processing chain: the 
amine feeds, rough tails and final concentrates.  A multiplexer tank is used to 
select which of the slurries is to be passed though the analyser.  The header tank 
ensures that the flow rate and hydrostatic pressure of slurry are kept at a constant 
level.  The de-aerator removes air bubbles from the slurry so that a smooth, 
consistent flow of material is achieved which is free from large changes in 
density.  After the slurry is de-aerated it is passed through a splitter that divides 
the slurry into two equal streams.  These streams are then fed into the XRD 
analyser. 
 The XRD instrument itself is essentially two separate diffractometers that 
share a common X-ray tube.  The X-ray tube has a molybdenum target that emits 
two beams almost horizontally and in opposite directions.  In each side of the 
instrument there is a pyrolytic graphite monochromator, a slurry presenter and a 
fixed-geometry goniometer upon which two scintillation detectors are mounted.  
The slurry presentation system is a windowless guide that presents a curtain of 
material of constant thickness to the X-ray beam.  The advantage of the 
windowless system is the elimination of the possibility of window contamination 
and a reduced need for maintenance. 
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The operation of this instrument is slightly different to the traditional 
diffractometer.  Rather than scanning the detectors through the full range of 
diffraction angles, the two detectors of each analyser are fixed at constant angles 
relative to the incident beam.  Scanning detectors are inappropriate in on-stream 
XRD analysis because it is preferable that a wide data range be collected 
simultaneously since the material measured is constantly changing.  If a scanning 
detector were used, each point on the diffraction spectrum would effectively be 
taken from a different material and hence the analysis results would not represent 
the average composition of the stream over the measurement time.  Fixed 
detectors also have the advantage that the diffraction spectrum can be collected in 
a shorted time period compared to a system in which the detector is scanned about 
the sample.  The simple detector setup of the Midfox analyser can be used 
because the instrument is required to measure just the two materials, quartz and 
apatite, hence the detectors can be fixed at angles corresponding to the useful 
regions of the diffraction spectrum of each material.  
The Midfox system uses the following method to quantify the amount of 
quartz and apatite in an unknown slurry.  Each of the four scintillation detectors 
are positioned to measure different features of the diffracted X-ray beam.  Two of 
the detectors are set at angles to measure the quartz (100) and apatite (211) 
Figure 2.10 - Diagram of the Midfox on-line XRD system [8].  The selected slurry 
stream is de-aerated, split into two and passed through two joint analysers.  One 
analyser monitors the quartz concentration of the slurry and the other monitors the 
apatite concentration. 
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diffraction peaks.  These angles are respectively 12.18° 2θ and 14.58° 2θ.  The 
other two detectors are set at angles of 12.55° 2θ (quartz) and 17.06° 2θ (apatite) 
to measure the intensity of the background in the vicinity of measured diffraction 
peaks.  Figure 2.11 shows the typical diffraction spectra of the three slurry types 
measured (feeds, tails and concentrates) and the features measured during an  
on-line acquisition.  The background intensities measured and mass absorption 
coefficients (MAC) (calculated from the background intensity of the slurry and a 
reference water sample [8, pages 4-5]) are used to calculate the normalised net 
intensities of the diffraction peaks. 
 
 
Figure 2.11 - The diffraction spectra of the amine feeds, final concentrates, rougher tails 
and pure water.  The angles at which the Midfox analyser measures diffraction from the 
stream are shown [8]. 
 
The net peak intensities are related to mass abundances of quartz and 
apatite by referring to calibration curves, which are determine by measuring net 
counts obtained from samples of known composition in the laboratory.  As 
examples, Figures 2.12 and 2.13 show the calibration curves for the final 
concentrates slurry for each material.  Note that the concentration of apatite is 
given in terms of bone phosphate of lime (BPL) where BPL equals the apatite 
concentration divided by 1.355.  The concentration of quartz and apatite in an 
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unknown sample are calculated by finding the value from the calibration curve 
that corresponds to the net peak counts obtained during a measurement. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12 - Midfox calibration curve for quartz in the final concentrates [8]. 
 
Figure 2.13 - Midfox calibration curve for apatite in the final concentrates [8]. 
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Figures 2.14 and 2.15 show plots of the percentage compositions of quartz 
and apatite respectively calculated for all three slurries using the calibration data.  
The statistical uncertainties in quantifying concentrations are given in Table 2.2.  
The results show that the accuracies in determining quartz and apatite in all three 
slurries are sufficient for the instrument to be used as a tool for quantitative 
analysis in the Four Corners processing plant. 
 
Figure 2.14 - Midfox versus laboratory analysis of 
the concentration of quartz in all three slurries [8]. 
 
Figure 2.15 - Midfox versus laboratory analysis of 
the concentration of apatite in all three slurries [8]. 
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Table 2.2 - Statistical uncertainties in quantifying the concentrations of quartz and apatite 
in the feeds, tails and concentrates [8]. 
Stream Material Range of Concentrations (wt%) Error (wt%) 
Rougher tails Quartz 91.1 - 98.0 0.7 
 BLP 0.4 - 3.5 0.4 
Amine feeds Quartz 10.3 - 44.0 1.7 
  BLP 40.2 - 64.6 2.4 
Final concentrates Quartz 3.3 - 16.8 1.0 
  BLP 59.8 - 72.2 2.4 
 
 Although the Midfox analyser can provided sufficient quantitative 
mineralogical data for the application described above, the instrument design 
would need to be revised if a slurry containing a more complicated mixture of 
minerals was to be analysed.  The diffraction pattern for such a slurry would 
likely be far more complex than that of the phosphorus rock slurries, with many 
more diffraction peaks.  As a result the peaks would be very close together and 
even overlapping, which could make the task of finding a suitable region to 
measure the background intensity in the same manner as the Midfox analyser 
difficult.  Moreover, if a larger number of minerals were required to be measured, 
the number of detectors required would become untenable.  Therefore a different 
approach to the instrument design would be required. 
 Mintek suggested a possible modification to the design of the Midfox 
analyser that would allow more complicated slurries to be examined and higher 
accuracy results obtained.  Rather than using a number of separate detectors to 
measure selected features of the diffracted beam, a single position sensitive 
detector (PSD) could be used to measure the entire diffracted beam 
simultaneously.  Using such a detector, the mineral concentrations could be 
calculated using a whole-pattern fitting technique such as Rietveld analysis 
[48,49], enabling more accurate results to be obtained compared to the technique 
described above.  In the following section an on-line analyser that utilises a PSD 
and Rietveld analysis is described. 
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2.4.2 – The FCT-ACTech Continuous XRD Analyser 
 
 The FCT-ACTech Continuous XRD analyser was developed to perform 
quantitative mineral phase analysis for process control in the production of 
Portland cement.  Portland cement is a rather complicated material from an XRD 
point of view as it contains a wide variety of different minerals leading to a 
diffraction spectrum that contains extensive peak overlap.  This property of 
Portland cement makes it a difficult material to analyse using XRD.  The  
FCT-ACTech Continuous XRD analyser addresses these difficulties by using a 
clever diffractometer design and Rietveld analysis to extract phase abundance 
information. 
Rietveld analysis uses the whole diffraction pattern to extract quantitative 
phase information rather that the traditional method of using selected peaks.  
Rietveld analysis generally returns more accurate results than single peak methods 
since the entire diffraction pattern, i.e. all available information, is used in the 
analysis rather than just a small number of peaks per phase. 
The Rietveld method first involves calculating the diffraction pattern of 
the sample based on structure factors of the minerals in the material, the peak 
shape and pattern background, and comparing the calculated spectrum to the 
measured spectrum.  Using an iterative process, the parameters of the model are 
refined until the calculated diffraction spectrum matches the observed spectrum as 
closely as possible.  A scaling parameter to adjust the peak intensities is used to 
infer the relative abundances of each phase contained in the sample. 
The advantage of Rietveld analysis over single peak methods include:  
(i) more accurate data analysis since the entire diffraction pattern, and hence many 
peaks, is used, (ii) an increased capacity to deal with peak overlap, and (iii) the 
possibility to determine the changes in crystal structure of the sample, which can 
be used to further assess the operating conditions of the process.  Rietveld analysis 
does also have a number of drawbacks including potentially long computation 
times (though with modern fast computers this is becoming less of an issue) and 
the fact that relative phase abundances are determine rather than absolute 
abundances.   
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Portland cement is manufactured by feeding milled limestone, shale, sand 
and iron oxide into a kiln set to a temperature of about 1400 °C.  The heating 
process produces clinker, which contains phases of calcium silicate, calcium-
aluminate and calcium-aluminoferrite with a range of Al/Fe.  The clinker material 
is then ground in a ball mill after being mixed with 2-8% calcium sulphate as 
gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) and limestone.  The temperature in the mill reaches a 
maximum of about 130 °C resulting in partial or complete dehydration of the 
gypsum to form hemihydrate (CaSO4.½H2O) or anhydrite (CaSO4.H2O) during 
the grinding process.  The mineral phases contained in the final product are given 
in Table 2.3.  If the clinker has been stored for any appreciable time, the lime will 
have hydrated to poorly crystalline portlandite Ca(OH)2. 
 
Table 2.3 – Mineral phases contained in Portland cement [46]. 
Phase Formula Typical Abundance (wt%) 
C3S Ca3SiO5 50-70 
C2S Ca2SiO4 15-30 
C4AF Ca4(AlxFe1-x)4O10 5-15 
C3A Ca3Al2O6 5-10 
Gypsum CaSO4.H2O 2-5 
Hemihydrate CaSO4.xH2O 2-5 
Calcite CaCO3 0-5 
Anhydrite CaSO4 0-3 
Quartz SiO2 0-3 
Lime CaO 0.5-2 
 
 
The FCT-ACTech instrument is designed to perform on-line analysis and 
hence allow process control to be implemented at two important stages of the 
production of Portland cement: analysis of (i) the clinker composition and (ii) the 
milled cement.  Analysis of the clinker material allows the parameters of the kiln 
(temperature, residence time and excess oxygen) to be optimised based on the 
clinker composition.  The mineralogy of the final product is analysed to optimise 
the milling conditions and assess the quality of the cement produced.  Monitoring 
the mineralogy of the process material at each of these points is vitally important 
for producing the best quality Portland cement. 
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Figure 2.16 shows a photograph of the FCT-ACTech analyser [50].  The 
X-rays produced by a Co-target X-ray tube are passed onto a graphite 
monochromator to select only the Co Kα radiation.  The monochromated beam is 
incident on the sample, which is prepared for measurement by a specially built 
sample presenter.  The sample presenter provides a continuous flow of material 
through the instrument and a smooth surface from which diffraction can be 
measured.  It consists of a rotating table upon which the material is deposited, a 
roller to flatten the material and a scraper to remove the material from the table 
after it has passed under the X-ray beam.  The sample presenter is capable of 
passing about 30 kilograms of material per hour though the instrument.  The 
diffracted X-rays are measured using an Inel CPS 120 PSD that is capable of 
simultaneously measuring an angular range of 120° 2θ with a resolution of 
approximately 0.03° 2θ. 
Rietveld analysis is used to determine the mineral abundances in the 
sample material.  A modified Rietveld procedure is used to analyse the spectra 
collected by the FCT-ACTech analyser which addresses some of the 
disadvantages mentioned above.  The modified approach uses pre-calculated 
Figure 2.16 - Photograph of the FCT-ACTech analyser [50]. 
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structure factors that are modified to comply with the measured diffraction 
pattern.  Rather than continually recalculating the structure factors during each 
iteration of the Rietveld refinement process, the pre-calculated factors are used to 
reduce the computation time. 
 The ability of the analyser and analysis method to quantify the phase 
abundances in clinker and Portland cement was tested in various experiments.  
One such experiment investigated the ability of the system to measure lime (CaO) 
in clinker, which can be used as a measure of the operating conditions of the kiln.  
Figure 2.17 shows the measured vs. known amount of CaO contained in synthetic 
samples of clinker with various amount of added lime.  The XRD data was 
collected with a laboratory-based scanning-detector diffractometer rather than the 
industrial instrument, however the same Rietveld procedure was employed.  The 
results indicated that the lime content of the material can be quantified with an 
accuracy of about 0.2 wt%, which is within the accuracy required for kiln control.  
Another investigation was carried out to assess the ability of the XRD method to 
analyse the phases contained in plant samples is shown in Figure 2.18.  The plot 
shows a comparison between the reduced oxide values of the samples determined 
using XRF and XRD.  The reduced oxide values are determined using the phase 
abundances determined by XRD and the known composition of each of those 
phases.  The results are clearly in good agreement and thus the FCT-ACTech 
Continuous XRD Analyser has shown to be successful in determining the mineral 
phase abundances in the manufacturing of Portland cement. 
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Figure 2.17. - Added versus analysed lime content determined using a laboratory 
diffractometer and Rietveld analysis [50]. 
 
 
Figure 2.18 - Comparison of the reduced oxide values determined with XRD and XRF. 
The plot B is an expansion of the low abundance region of plot A. [50] 
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2.5 – Advantages of EDXRD for On-line Mineralogical Analysis 
 
 The angle-dispersive method is so far the only XRD technique that has 
been applied to the application of on-line mineralogical analysis.  As described 
above, instruments utilising ADXRD have been successful in their targeted 
application.  Up until now, EDXRD has not been implemented as a tool for  
on-line mineral analysis even though it has been suggested as a possible 
alternative to ADXRD in this area [36].  EDXRD exhibits the following 
advantages over ADXRD for on-line mineralogical analysis: 
 
• The EDXRD technique uses much higher X-ray energies (typically up to 
150 keV) than ADXRD (generally around 10 keV). This means that a 
much greater thicknesses of material can be measured when transmission 
geometry is used.  Depending on the instrument and material measured, it 
is possible to easily measure material tens of millimetres in thickness with 
EDXRD.  ADXRD instruments in transmission mode, like the Midfox 
analyser are capable of measuring slurry just a few millimetres thick.  An 
ADXRD analyser in reflection mode, such as the FCT-ACTech measures 
an even smaller amount of material, where generally only material within 
a few tens of microns of the surface of the sample is measured. 
• The use of higher energy X-rays in EDXRD reduces the effect of 
microabsorption1.  This leads to the need for less sample preparation than 
what is required for an ADXRD in reflection mode.  This is an advantage 
in on-line analysis because it negates the need for complex sample 
presentation equipment such as the rotational stage used in the  
FCT-ACTech instrument. 
                                                 
1 A powdered mineral sample is comprised of large number of individual crystallites of each 
mineral phase.  Microabsorption occurs when there is a disproportionately high attenuation of     
X-rays within a highly absorbing phase compared to the average absorption of all phases.  Hence, 
the intensities of the peaks of the highly absorbing phases, and therefore the phase abundances, 
will be underestimated.  The abundances of the low absorbing phases will be overestimated.  The 
microabsorption effect is proportional to (μ-μave)r were μ is the attenuation coefficient and r is the 
radius of the particle.  In EDXRD, microabsorption effects are reduced compared to ADXRD 
since μ-μave is small (compared to ADXRD) due to the use of high X-ray energies.  However, if the 
particle size r is large (in the order of millimetres), microabsorption effects can become 
significant.  
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• An EDXRD instrument is simpler and less expensive than an ADXRD 
instrument.  As seen from the above examples of on-line ADXRD 
analysers, either multiple detectors or the preferred curved PSDs are 
required.  Both of these increase the complexity and cost of the instrument 
relative to an EDXRD analyser, which uses just a single semiconductor 
detector. 
 
The main disadvantage of EDXRD is its relatively low d-spacing resolution 
compared to ADXRD.  This resolution stems almost entirely from the relatively 
wide collimator openings required to achieve sufficient counting statistics in an 
acceptable measurement time.  This was noted in section 2.3.2 where a 
comparison between the EDXRD and ADXRD spectra of quartz showed that 
EDXRD exhibits significantly poorer diffraction peak resolution.  This drawback 
of EDXRD may preclude its use in particular applications where the diffraction 
spectrum of the material measured contains significant peak overlap, such as 
Portland cement.  However, there are many applications where this is not a 
problem and hence EDXRD has the potential to solve some mineral processor’s  
on-line analysis needs. 
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Chapter 3 
EDXRD Analyser Design Issues 
 
 
3.1 – Introduction to Design Issues 
 
 An EDXRD analyser is a simple instrument consisting of relatively few 
components.  However, designing an EDXRD analyser that delivers the best 
possible performance is a difficult and highly involved process.  Two properties 
of the instrument can be used as a measure of its performance: the diffraction peak 
width (resolution) and the efficiency (count-rate per unit input X-ray flux).  A 
good quality EDXRD spectrum is one for which the diffraction peaks are sharp 
and measured with good statistical accuracy.  The ideal instrument would 
therefore deliver both good resolution and a high count-rate.  Sharp diffraction 
peaks are desirable as it allows closely spaced diffraction peaks to be resolved and 
hence more complicated diffraction spectra analysed.  High efficiency enables 
diffraction spectra with good statistical accuracy to be obtained in the shortest 
possible time period. 
Unfortunately however, resolution and efficiency are opposing factors.  A 
design that produces a very high count-rate will generally have very poor 
diffraction peak resolution and similarly a design that gives excellent resolution 
will tend to deliver low throughput.  As will be seen in this chapter, this mainly 
stems from the fact that the resolution and efficiency have conflicting design 
needs in order to deliver their optimal values.  Good resolution requires small 
collimator openings to limit beam divergence.  On the other hand a high 
efficiency results from wide collimator openings that allow more X-rays to be 
detected.  Therefore, a compromise must be reached between resolution and 
efficiency and since there are essentially an infinite number of possible setup 
choices, finding the best design is a challenging task.  The goal of the EDXRD 
instrument designer is to create an analyser that delivers the optimal balance 
between resolution and efficiency for the intended application. 
 Having a good understanding of the design parameters of an EDXRD 
analyser that influence the resolution and count-rate is therefore vitally important 
if the optimal instrument design is to be obtained.  The focus of this chapter is to 
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identify and explain the design issues that directly affect the performance 
properties of an EDXRD analyser.  The discussion begins by looking at the design 
as a whole and the different possible incident and scattered beam geometries that 
can be used.  It then moves on to discuss other factors that must be considered 
such as the minerals that the instrument will measure, the output of the X-ray 
tube, the detector, the design of the collimators and the sample thickness.  Finally 
a discussion is presented on the need for and the design of radiation shielding. 
 
3.2 – Geometrical Setup 
 
 The design property that has the most significant influence on both the 
resolution and efficiency is the geometrical setup of the instrument.  The term 
‘geometrical setup’ refers to the way the X-ray collimators are arranged to create 
the shape, or geometry of the incident and scattered X-ray beams.  There are a 
number of different possible geometrical setups for EDXRD analysers.  In this 
section two of the most commonly used geometrical setups are reviewed and the 
advantages and disadvantages of each discussed. 
 
3.2.1 – The Pencil-Pencil Geometry 
 
The first geometrical setup to be considered is the pencil-pencil geometry.  
The name ‘pencil-pencil’ is used to denote that both the incident and scattered  
X-ray beams are pencil beams, i.e. a beam of parallel rays with a small cross 
sectional area.  The term ‘pencil beam’ usually refers to beams with a circular 
cross section, however here this is extended to also include beams with a 
rectangular cross section (normally called a ribbon beam). The overall geometry 
of an instrument that uses pencil beams is essentially the same as one that uses 
ribbon beams, thus the two can be grouped together into the same geometrical 
setup class.  The method for naming geometrical setups in terms of their incident 
and scattered beam geometries is continued throughout this thesis. 
A typical pencil-pencil geometry instrument is shown in Figure 3.1 [51].  
This design employs a two-staged slit collimator to shape the incident X-ray beam 
into a thin ribbon beam.  The role of the first stage is to immediately restrict the 
X-ray beam exiting the tube.  This is done so that X-rays which are directed away 
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from the sample are absorbed and thus do not create a background of X-rays 
around the instrument.  The second stage of the primary beam collimator (the slit 
closest to the sample) determines size and shape of the beam on the sample and 
thus creates the true geometry of the incident beam.  The sample is placed close to 
the second stage (10 mm) to limit the effect of beam divergence after the slit.  The 
detector collimator is also two-staged with slit openings of 1 mm.  Each slit has a 
similar function to its corresponding slit of the primary beam collimator.  The 
detector collimator defines a diffraction angle of Θ = 6°. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 - The pencil-pencil EDXRD geometry [51]. 
 
An advantage of the pencil-pencil geometry is the instrument can be 
designed to enable the diffraction angle to be varied.  This can be achieved by 
simply placing the detector and detector collimator on a goniometer, allowing 
them to be placed at any angle relative to the incident beam.  This is very useful 
since, as will be seen later, the diffraction angle plays a vital role in determining 
the range of d-spacings and hence materials that the instrument is capable of 
measuring.  An instrument that was designed to allow the diffraction angle to be 
varied is shown in Figure 3.2 [52].  The collimator setup of this instrument also 
enables the widths of the collimator openings to be varied.  The collimators 
consist of three interlocking leaves of height 50 mm that create a slit aperture with 
a width that can be varied by adjusting the leaf separation in the plane of the page.  
Adjustment of the beam and detector collimation allows the angular resolution of 
the instrument to be varied.  The detector collimator and the X-ray detector can be 
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rotated together so that any scattering angle Θ can be interrogated.  The distances 
between the source, collimators, sample and detector are kept constant. 
Another advantage of the pencil-pencil design is that, due to the small, 
well-defined scatter voxel, a two- or three-dimensional scan of an object can be 
made.  Such a scan can be carried by raster-scanning the sample through the 
beam.  This technique is used in applications in which a map of the mineral 
composition of an object is investigated [53]. 
The primary disadvantage of the pencil-pencil design is that it is highly 
inefficient since only a small fraction of the scattered beam is detected.  Scattering 
of the primary X-ray beam is azimuthally symmetric about the direction of the 
incident beam and hence the diffracted beam defines a cone with an apex half-
angle of Θ.  With the pencil-pencil setup, the detector only captures a small 
fraction of the diffracted cone of X-rays (see Figure 3.3).  The result is a loss of 
much of the diffraction information and a reduced count-rate.  It is also worth 
noting that only a small fraction of the available X-ray flux from the tube is used, 
which further reduces the efficiency of the system.  An X-ray tube typically 
produces a cone beam where the apex angle can be 50° or more.  The pencil-
pencil system utilises small fraction of this cone (tenths of a degree). 
 
Figure 3.2 - Pencil-pencil geometry with variable diffraction angle and collimator 
opening widths [52]. 
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Figure 3.3 - Illustration of the loss of diffraction counts with the pencil-pencil geometry. 
The detector only samples a small section of the diffracted cone. 
 
3.2.2 – The Pencil-Cone Geometry 
 
 From Figure 3.3 it can be seen that a geometrical setup that allows the 
entire diffracted cone to be detected would have an advantage over the pencil-
pencil setup.  Thus the pencil-cone geometry was created.  The pencil-cone setup 
uses an annular detector collimator and a detector large enough to cover the base 
of the cone, enabling the entire diffraction cone to be sampled.  An example of 
this setup is shown in Figure 3.4 [54].  This particular instrument employs two 
pinhole primary beam collimators and two annular detector collimators.  The first 
beam collimation plate contains a 0.6 mm diameter diaphragm positioned close to 
the X-ray source.  The second beam collimation stage is positioned 600 mm from 
the X-ray tube focal spot and contains a hole of diameter 0.3 mm.  The size of the 
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incident beam on the sample is defined by this collimator.  The diffracted beam is 
defined by the two collimators with annular openings. The inside surface of the 
second-stage detector collimator opening is sloped at the diffraction angle  
(Θ = 3.6°) so that X-rays diffracted at this angle will pass unimpeded through the 
opening.  The size of the scatter voxel in the direction parallel to the incident 
beam is determined by the openings of the detector collimators.  Larger collimator 
openings produce a scatter voxel of greater length, while the opposite is true for 
smaller openings.  Thus the collimator openings can be ‘tuned’ so that the length 
of the scatter voxel is optimal for the thickness of material measured (whilst 
making appropriate considerations for the effect this has on the resolution and 
efficiency).  With this setup, any photon scattered at the angle Θ is detected, 
leading to a much higher count-rate than would be obtained with pencil-pencil 
geometry instruments. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 - Pencil-cone EDXRD geometry [54]. 
 
 It can be seen from the descriptions of the pencil-pencil and pencil-cone 
geometries that the geometrical setup of an EDXRD analyser can have a 
significant influence on the performance of the instrument, particularly the  
count-rate performance.  The pencil-cone design is generally the better of the two 
setups due to its greater efficiency.  However, if a high count-rate is not important 
or a high-power (high flux) X-ray source is to be used, such as a high-power tube 
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or a synchrotron, the pencil-pencil design is generally preferable since it is the 
simpler setup.  There is however another geometrical setup called the cone-cone 
geometry, which has many performance and practical advantages over both the 
pencil-pencil and pencil-cone designs.  This design is discussed in detail in 
Chapter 5. 
 
3.3 – Geometry and Design Optimisation 
 
 When designing an EDXRD analyser there are four main issues that must 
be considered: 
 
• the materials that the analyser will measure, 
• the resolution required, 
• the count-rate required or maximum acquisition time, and 
• the application – e.g. mineralogical ‘imaging’ in small voxels using a 
synchrotron is very different from on-line analysis using an X-ray tube. 
 
All four of these issues affect the design of the instrument.  The range of 
materials that the instrument can measure is mostly determined by the choice of 
the diffraction angle.  The resolution is determined largely by the collimator 
openings and to a lesser extent by the geometrical setup, sample thickness, 
diffraction angle, X-ray focal spot size and the energy resolution of the X-ray 
detector.  The count-rate is influenced by the geometrical setup, diffraction angle, 
collimator openings, X-ray tube output, detector design and the sample thickness.  
Modifying the design of an EDXRD analyser to improve either the resolution or 
efficiency will typically degrade performance on the other measure.  Hence it is 
important to understand exactly how the resolution and efficiency depend on the 
instrument design so that the best compromise between them can be reached. 
 In this section all of the issues that must be considered when designing an 
EDXRD analyser are discussed.  First, the influence of the diffraction angle on the 
diffraction pattern is explained.  This is followed by an explanation of how 
changes in the beam geometry – due to variations in the collimator opening 
widths, sample thickness and X-ray focal spot size – affect the performance of the 
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instrument.  The influence of the X-ray tube selection, acquisition time and the 
energy resolution and efficiency of the X-ray detector are also discussed. 
 
3.3.1 – The Diffraction Angle 
 
 The diffraction angle is one of the most important design parameters of an 
EDXRD analyser.  A study into the effects of changing the diffraction angle was 
conducted by Luggar et al [52], the results of which are shown on Figure 3.5.  The 
spectra in Figure 3.5 show diffraction spectra from the plastic explosive PE4 
Figure 3.5 - Diffraction spectra of PE4 taken over an angular 
range of 2° to 8° with the instrument in Figure 3.2 [52]. 
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taken over an angular range of Θ = 2° to Θ = 8°.  The measurements were 
acquired using the instrument shown in Figure 3.2 with an X-ray tube potential of 
70 kV and a collection time of 100 s. 
 
The most easily observed effect of varying the diffraction angle is the 
change in the positions of the diffraction peaks.  This is expected because 
according to Bragg’s law (Equation 2.8) the angle at which diffraction occurs is 
inversely proportional to the X-ray energy [55], 
 
⎟
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⎛ Θ∝−
2
sin1E                                                  (3.1) 
 
where E is the energy of an X-ray diffracted at the angle Θ from a given set of 
crystal planes.  Therefore, if the diffraction angle is increased, the peaks to move 
to lower energies; conversely the peaks shift to higher energies if the angle is 
reduced.  This phenomenon has two important implications.  Firstly, only a 
certain region of the X-ray tube spectrum is useful for diffraction measurement.  
This is generally a broad region of the bremsstrahlung spectrum where the X-ray 
flux is greatest.  For example, for a 120 kV spectrum the useful energy region 
may be 20 keV to 80 keV because the flux outside this region is too low for 
practical measurements to be made.  Since the diffraction angle sets the diffraction 
energy for a spacing d, the angle must be set correctly so that all diffraction lines, 
or as many as possible, lie at energies within this usable range.  Therefore the 
diffraction angle is heavily dependent on the range of d-spacings in the sample 
material that needs to be observed.   
The second implication is that the diffraction profile is compressed when 
moving to larger angles since the peaks tend to be squeezed together when 
shifting to lower energies.  As a consequence, a larger range of d-spacings can be 
interrogated by using larger angles leading to more information being contained in 
the diffraction spectrum.  This phenomenon is clearly observed in Figure 3.5 
where the number of peaks in the spectra increases with increasing angle. 
Another important note to draw from the spectra in Figure 3.5 is that the 
resolution of the profiles improve as the scattering angle is increased.  This occurs 
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because the angular range through which X-rays can scatter and still be detected, 
Θ1 - Θ2 (see Figure 3.2) is constant for a given detector collimation width and 
does not depend on the choice of scattering angle.  The relative angular resolution 
can be defined approximately as [55], 
 
Rang = 
Θ
ΔΘ
=
Θ
Θ−Θ 21                                         (3.2) 
 
where Θ1, Θ2 and Θ are the angles given in Figure 3.2.  Therefore, for a given 
collimator opening width ΔΘ, the resolution value decreases (improves) as the 
scattering angle Θ is increased. 
 The final influence the diffraction angle has in terms of the performance of 
an EDXRD analyser is on the count-rate.  The cross sections for all the scattering 
processes relevant at the energies used in EDXRD are dependent on the scattering 
angle; therefore changing the diffraction angle will vary the relative total flux 
observed for each scattering process.  This has important ramifications in the 
design of an analyser since it is highly preferable to obtain the highest possible 
diffraction flux while minimising the background spectra from Rayleigh and 
Compton scattering.  Referring back to Section 2.1, it was noted that coherent 
scattering is maximised at very forward angles whereas Compton scattering is 
minimised in this angular region.  This can be exploited in the design of an 
EDXRD analyser as a means to reduce the Compton flux whilst maximising 
diffractive scattering.  This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 
 
3.3.2 – Incident X-ray Energy Distribution 
 
The X-ray energy spectrum produced by an X-ray tube and its intensity are 
determined by four parameters: (i) the potential between the anode and the target, 
(ii) the electron beam current, (iii) the target characteristics (material, angle, etc), 
and (iv) the inherent attenuation due to the target, tube housing and any other 
built-in filtration.  The effects of varying the X-ray tube potential are displayed in 
Figure 3.6 [55].  The figure shows the diffraction profile of PE4 taken at an angle 
of Θ = 5° with tube potentials of 70 kV, 110 kV and 160 kV.  The results show 
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that the tube potential has no effect on the resolution but does influence the 
intensity of the peaks and the amount of background scatter contained in the 
spectrum.  This occurs because the X-ray intensity produced by an X-ray tube is 
roughly proportional to the square of the tube potential [56].  Compton scattering 
increases with increasing energy therefore a larger relative amount of Compton 
scatter is observed for higher tube potentials.  This contributes to the increased 
background intensity observed in the high-kV spectra.  Also, the maximum X-ray 
energy in the spectrum increases in direct proportion to the tube potential.  Notice 
also that the characteristic lines of the tungsten target appear at potentials above 
70 kV.  These lines can be potentially corrected for via normalisation of the 
diffracted profiles with the transmitted X-ray spectrum. 
 The tube current only affects the number of X-rays produced, where the 
current and the resulting flux produced are directly proportional.  For example, 
doubling the current doubles the output flux.  The shape of the spectrum however 
remains unchanged. 
The maximum beam current and voltage are limited by the maximum 
energy that can be sustainedly transferred to the target per unit time (power).  The 
bremsstrahlung process is highly inefficient – only about 1% of the total kinetic 
energy of the electron beam is converted into X-radiation.  The vast majority is 
Figure 3.6 - Effect on the diffraction spectrum of changing the X-ray 
tube potential [55]. 
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converted into heat energy, which must be removed from the target otherwise 
overheating, and thus damage, can occur.  The target of a typical X-ray tube is 
attached to a large metallic block (e.g. copper) that is designed to draw heat away 
and thus cool the target.  The heat taken up by the block is passed onto the tube 
housing and finally to the external environment.  Many tubes facilitate cooling 
either by using fans or chilled liquids to actively draw heat from the tube housing. 
The maximum power that can be delivered to the target is also a function 
of the focal spot size.  If the spot size is too small, extremely high temperatures 
can be produced in the region where the electron beam strikes the target.  This can 
damage the target, causing the surface to pit or crack.  Increasing the spot size 
spreads the beam over a larger area and hence the rate of heat built up is reduced.  
For this reason, high-power tubes (hundreds or thousands of Watts) tend to use 
larger focal spot sizes (several millimetres), whereas tubes with small spot sizes 
(tens of microns) are restricted to relatively low power (tens of Watts). 
 The target material has a significant impact on both the shape of the X-ray 
spectrum and the number of photons produced.  Popular target materials in 
EDXRD include tungsten and molybdenum. X-ray production through the 
bremsstrahlung process is more efficient for high atomic number atoms, therefore 
tubes that have high Z targets produce more X-rays than low Z targets for a given 
tube potential and current.  As an example, Figure 3.7 compares the X-ray spectra 
produced by tungsten (Z = 74) and molybdenum (Z = 42) targets using a potential 
and current of 100 kV and 1 mA respectively.  These spectra were calculated 
using the MATLAB [57] script mexxspec [58].  Tungsten is a popular target 
material due to its high X-ray output.  Molybdenum is used as it has a reasonably 
high output and additionally the characteristic lines appear at low energies, which 
results in a cleaner diffraction spectrum. 
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The choice of the best X-ray tube, potential and current for an EDXRD 
analyser is dependent on the application of the instrument.  Generally tungsten 
target tubes are used as these provide a higher X-ray flux than those with lower 
atomic number targets.  The tube potential is normally set such that the energy 
range of the spectrum is just sufficient to cover the d-spacing range of the sample.  
Producing only the necessary energy range leads to a cleaner diffraction spectrum 
with less background and lower intensity fluorescent peaks (see Figure 3.6).  
However if a low-power tube is used it may be more practical to use a higher kV 
so that the overall X-ray flux is increased.  Typically in EDXRD, tube potentials 
are set in the range of 70 kV to 150 kV.  The beam current is normally set at or 
near the maximum of the tube in use, which tends to be of the order of a few mA. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 - X-ray spectra of tungsten and molybdenum target X-ray tubes with 
voltage and current settings of 100 kV and 1 mA respectively. 
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3.3.3 – X-ray Detector 
 
 An ideal X-ray detector measuring a monochromatic radiation source 
would show a spectrum containing a single peak lying at the emission energy of 
the source (blue trace in Figure 3.8).  For a real detector however, the physical 
phenomena that are responsible for the detection of photons tend to distort the 
spectrum, moving it away from the ideal spectrum to one more like that of the 
green line in Figure 3.8.  Note that the spectra in Figure 3.8 are for illustrative 
purposes only.  The height of the peak in the real spectrum would actually be 
much lower relative to the spectrum of the ideal detector.  The effects that the 
detector response has on the spectrum include: 
 
• a reduction in the number of counts detected (detector efficiency), 
• a degradation in the resolution of the peaks, 
• the production of escape peaks, and 
• other partial energy collection effects. 
 
 
Figure 3.8 - Response of an ideal and real detector to monochromatic photons. Note: 
intensity axis is not to scale. 
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The efficiency of a detector is a measure of how many photons incident on 
the detector are actually recorded.  Typically, the efficiency of an X-ray detector 
reduces with increasing energy because higher energy photons are less likely to 
interact in the detector volume than those with low energy.  That is to say that no 
detector is 100% efficient at all energies.  This is an important point and should be 
considered when selecting the diffraction angle of an EDXRD analyser.  It is 
preferable to choose an angle that places the key diffraction peaks at energies 
where the detector is most efficient so that counts are not unnecessarily lost. 
The extent to which the photopeak is broadened is called the energy 
resolution of the detector and is defined as [59] 
 
Rdet
0E
FWHM
=                                               (3.3) 
 
where FWHM is the full width at half maximum of the peak in units of energy as 
indicated in Figure 3.8.  The broadening of a photopeak originates from a number 
of sources.  In semiconductor X-ray detectors, which are used in EDXRD 
analysers, the peak resolution is caused by three main factors: statistical 
fluctuations in the number of charge carries produced in response to the deposited 
energy E0, random electronic noise from the detector electronics and variations in 
the charge collection efficiency over the detector volume.  These factors cause the 
height of the pulses output by the detector to vary around the mean for the energy 
E0.  Hence, the measured energy fluctuates about E0 even though only photons of 
a single energy are incident on the detector. 
The low-energy peaks labelled ‘escape peaks’ are produced when some of 
the energy of an incident photon escapes from the detector in the form of a 
secondary photon.  This results in the energy of the incident photon being 
measured as E0 –Eescape, where Eescape is the energy of the escaping photon.  In 
semiconductor detectors, escape peaks are produced when a photon undergoes 
photoelectric absorption in the detector crystal and one or more of the fluorescent 
X-rays produced escape from the detector.  Escape peaks are more prevalent in 
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small volume and/or high Z detectors such as cadmium zinc telluride (CZT) 
detectors. 
Other mechanisms can also result in partial energy deposition in the 
detector volume.  An example is Compton scattering, where the photons scatters 
in the detector volume (depositing some energy) and then escapes without further 
interaction.  However, unlike escape peaks that occur at discrete energies, 
Compton scattered photons can have a broad range of energies.  This produces a 
background continuum in the spectrum as shown in Figure 3.8. 
For an EDXRD analyser it is preferable to use an X-ray detector with the 
following characteristics: 
 
• Good energy resolution (no more that a 2 or 3 percent FWHM). 
• High detection efficiency over the energy range 0 to 100 keV. 
• Minimal escape peaks. 
 
The resolution of an EDXRD spectrum is mainly a result of the beam 
divergence of the incident and scattered beams, however the detector also 
contributes.  The resolution of a peak in a diffraction spectrum is given by  
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where Rang is the fractional angular resolution of the instrument due to beam 
divergence (Equation 3.2) and Rdet is the fractional detector resolution (Equation 
3.3).  As stated above, semiconductor detectors, such as high-purity germanium 
(HPGe), CZT, cadmium telluride (CdTe) and HgI2 detectors are used in EDXRD 
analysers [54,60-63] due to their excellent energy resolution of about 1% FWHM 
in the energy range applicable in EDXRD.  Hence, the angular resolution is much 
larger than Rdet and thus it has only a minimal contribution to the diffraction peak 
resolution.  HPGe detectors have the advantage that the fluorescent X-rays of Ge 
have very low energies (less than 12 keV) and hence are easily reabsorbed in the 
detector volume.  The fluorescent X-rays of the elements in CZT, CdTe and HgI2 
detectors have much higher energies than Ge.  When this is coupled with the 
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small crystal sizes of these detectors it leads to the production significant escape 
peaks.  However CZT, CdTe and HgI2 detectors are smaller and cheaper that 
HPGe and do not require cryogenic cooling.  The relative advantages and 
disadvantages of these detectors are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. 
 
3.3.4 – Beam Divergence 
 
 An important property of an EDXRD analyser is the extent to which the 
incident and diffracted beams diverge.  The angular divergence of these beams, as 
shown in Equation 3.2, is largely responsible for determining the resolution of a 
diffraction profile.  There are three properties of an EDXRD analyser that 
determine the extent of the beam divergence: 
 
• the collimator opening widths, 
• the thickness of the sample, and 
• the X-ray focal spot size 
 
The most important of these in determining the resolution is the collimator 
opening widths.  Increasing the collimator openings increases the amount of beam 
divergence and hence degrades the resolution. However as a consequence of the 
larger openings the count-rate is increased.  Also, the volume of the sample 
measured is increased since the beam is spread over larger region of the sample.  
These effects are shown in Figure 3.9. 
The size of the X-ray focal spot has much the same effects as the 
collimator opening widths.  An increase in the size of the focal spot subsequently 
increases the beam divergence and thus poorer resolution results.  This however 
does not necessarily lead to an increase in count-rate because, as explained above, 
the X-rays flux produced by an X-ray tube is determined mainly by the target 
material, tube potential and electron beam current.  If these are kept constant then 
no increase in count-rate will be achieved but the resolution will be degraded.  
Generally, increasing the focal spot size enables a higher potential and beam 
current to be used and hence a higher flux to be obtained. 
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Figure 3.9 - The effect of beam divergence on the resolution, count-rate and sample 
volume measured.  The resolution of the instrument ΔΘ/Θ is poorer with larger 
collimator openings since ΔΘ2>ΔΘ1. 
  
Increasing the sample thickness can result in greater beam divergence and 
hence poorer resolution, however the effect is generally minor.  The sample 
thickness does however have a significant impact on the count-rate.  Increasing 
the sample thickness results in a higher count-rate since there is more material 
available to scatter the incident beam.  However, increasing the sample thickness 
also increases the attenuation experienced by the X-ray beam.  Hence a point 
exists where the increased count-rate due to the larger amount of material in the 
beam is outweighed by the greater attenuation.  After this point is reached 
increasing the sample thickness further reduces the count-rate.  
From a physics standpoint, the optimal sample thickness is about one 
mean free path (the average distance travelled by a photon in the medium before 
interaction) for a chosen energy region.  The energy region is usually selected to 
correspond to the energies where the important diffraction peaks reside.  For an  
on-line instrument, other practical issues also influence the sample thickness.  For 
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example, in the case of an instrument analysing a slurry stream, the sample 
thickness (diameter of the pipeline carrying the slurry) must be large enough to 
allow consistent slurry flow.  These issues are presented in detail in later chapters. 
 
3.3.5 – Acquisition Time 
 
 The acquisition times for on-line analysis measurements are often limited 
as results must be made available in a time period suitable for the process being 
evaluated – be it plant control in mineral processing or the screening of baggage at 
airports.  Although not a design issue in itself, the maximum allowable acquisition 
time for a diffraction measurement does have an influence on the design of an 
EDXRD analyser.  This influence stems from the fact that enough X-ray counts 
must be measured during a collection such that a spectrum can be collected with 
sufficiently low statistical noise.  The statistical noise associated with a channel in 
a diffraction spectrum is given by N1 , where N is the number of counts in the 
channel.  Therefore a higher quality spectrum with a lower level of noise is 
obtained by increasing the number of photons detected.  This can be achieved by 
either increasing the output of the source or changing the instrument design, 
assuming that the acquisition time is kept constant.  Figure 3.10 [55] shows the 
change in the diffraction spectrum of PE4 and the noise level obtained when 
acquisition times ranging from 0.1 s to 10 s are used with the instrument in  
Figure 3.2.  The spectra collected for 0.1 s and 0.2 s show high levels of noise, 
which skews the relative intensities of the diffraction peaks and would make 
analysis on the spectrum difficult.  The statistical noise in the spectra becomes 
less significant with the intermediate acquisition times of 0.5 s and 1 s while for 
the largest times the gain in statistical precision becomes small. 
For this instrument an acquisition time of about 1 second is required to 
obtain a spectrum with a relatively low level of noise.  If a shorter acquisition time 
were needed, the design of the instrument would have to be changed so that the 
same total number of counts were obtained in a shorter time.  It can be appreciated 
now that this would also alter other performance characteristics of the instrument, 
therefore these changes would need to be considered carefully otherwise the 
overall performance of the instrument may suffer as a result. 
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Figure 3.10 - Effect of changing the acquisition time on the spectrum noise [55]. 
 
3.3.6 - Shielding 
 
 A final but important consideration in the design of an EDXRD analyser is 
radiation shielding.  There are two categories of shielding that are required in any 
EDXRD instrument: (i) shielding to protect persons in the vicinity of the 
instrument and (ii) shielding to reduce background rates at the detector.  The first 
requirement is satisfied by surrounding the instrument in a radiation opaque 
material such as lead to prevent X-rays from reaching the immediate outside 
environment.  Satisfying the second requirement is slightly more complex.  
Firstly, the detector must be protected from X-rays that scatter around the detector 
collimator as shown in Figure 3.11. Secondly it must be protected from 
background scatter that passes through the detector collimator opening.  The first 
source of background can be reduced by placing the detector in a shielded 
enclosure to eliminate possibility of X-rays passing around the detector collimator 
and reaching the detector.  The amount of scatter passing through the collimator 
openings can be limited by either placing shielding between the scatter and 
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detector collimators or designing the scatter collimator such that it covers the 
entire viewing angle of the detector collimator (see Figure 3.11).  Ensuring that 
the minimum amount of stray scatter reaches the detector leads to better quality 
diffraction spectra and hence more accurate analysis results. 
 
 
Figure 3.11 - Shielding required to protect the detector from background scattered X-rays. 
 
3.4 – Summary 
 
 This chapter has presented the main considerations that must be taken into 
account when designing an EDXRD analyser.  Typically the order that these 
design considerations are presented corresponds to the order in which they are 
addressed when designing an analyser.  That is, the geometrical setup is chosen 
first, then the diffraction angle is selected based on the materials to be measured, 
the X-ray energy distribution and the detector.  Factors that affect the beam 
divergence such as the collimator openings and the sample thickness are 
addressed next.  Finally, remaining issues such as X-ray shielding are considered.  
In practise though, each design parameter is revisited several times for fine-tuning 
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until the optimal design is reached.   The methods discussed here are put to use in 
Chapter 5 where the design of our prototype EDXRD instrument is presented. 
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Chapter 4 
The Simulation of X-ray Diffraction using Monte Carlo Modelling 
 
 
4.1 – Introduction 
 
Designing an EDXRD analyser is a complicated multi-parameter problem.  
The design and placement of the X-ray source, collimators, sample and detector 
must be considered carefully as subtle changes to the design can result in 
significant changes to the performance of the instrument.  It would hence be 
advantageous to be able to accurately predict the performance of an EDXRD 
instrument during the design phase, as this would allow different designs to be 
compared and the best chosen.  A tool that is well suited to this purpose is the 
computer simulation technique of Monte Carlo modelling.  In radiation and 
nuclear physics, the term Monte Carlo modelling refers to computer codes that 
simulate the transport of radiation through matter via stochastic sampling.  In this 
project, the Electron Gamma Shower code developed by the National Research 
Council of Canada (EGSnrc) [38] was used to carry out Monte Carlo simulations 
of EDXRD instrument designs.  EGSnrc is a general-purpose Monte Carlo 
package for the simulation of the coupled transport of electrons and photons with 
energies ranging from a few keV up to a few hundred GeV.  EGSnrc is widely 
used in high-energy physics and medical physics applications such as 
radiotherapy treatment planning and dosimetry [64-68].  
A common deficiency of many general-purpose Monte Carlo codes is the 
lack of an appropriate physical model for coherent photon scattering from 
materials that have an ordered molecular or crystal structure.  This deficiency does 
not stem from an insufficient understanding of coherent scattering; the physics of 
coherent scattering is generally well understood, but rather from a desire to keep 
the codes as flexible and general-purpose as possible.  Also, in many applications 
the contribution of coherent scatter is small and this deficiency produces 
negligible errors.  When EGSnrc calculates the data required to simulate coherent 
scattering from a molecule (the cross section and form factor), it assumes that the 
various atoms that constitute the molecule scatter photons independently.  That is, 
it assumes that the waves scattered by the different atoms do not interfere with 
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one another.  It is well known that this assumption, called the independent atom 
approximation (IAA) can be quite poor, a fact that is actually noted in the manual 
of EGS4 [69, page 94], the predecessor of EGSnrc.  If the scattering atom is 
surrounded by other atoms, significant interference can occur between waves 
scattered by neighbouring atoms.  It is these interference effects that produce the 
phenomenon of X-ray diffraction.  Therefore by ignoring them, EGSnrc fails to 
model diffractive scattering. 
In many of the applications in which EGSnrc is employed, the use of the 
IAA is not a problem because the energies of the photons modelled lie outside the 
energy region were coherent scattering is important.  However if the photon 
energies modelled lie primarily within about 10 keV to 150 keV, the region where 
coherent scattering is most important (particularly for low-Z materials), the failure 
to model diffractive scattering can lead to significant discrepancies between 
Monte Carlo modelled and experimentally measured scatter spectra [62,70]. 
In this chapter, methods are presented that have been developed to allow 
diffractive scattering to be modelled from amorphous materials.  Following this, it 
will be shown how we have extended this work to also enable diffraction from 
crystalline powders and materials containing mixtures of amorphous and 
crystalline substances to be modelled.  The development of this method involved 
(i) determining the appropriate form factor for modelling Bragg scattering from 
crystal powders, (ii) the creation of a computer code that is capable of calculating 
the cross sections and form factors of materials containing an arbitrary mixture of 
crystalline and amorphous components, and (iii) modifications to the EGSnrc 
code to include the physics of scattering from crystal powders. 
 
4.2 – Simulation of Coherent Scattering in the Standard EGS Code 
 
 Before a discussion can be presented about how it is possible to simulate 
X-ray powder diffraction using EGSnrc, a brief explanation on the method used 
by the standard EGSnrc code to model coherent scattering is required.  The 
methods used to model the other X-ray interaction processes can be found 
elsewhere [38,69]. 
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 All Monte Carlo codes model particle transport using a random sampling 
process.  Coherent scattering is modelled in EGSnrc using two steps  
[38, page 46]: 
 
(i) The occurrence of a coherent scattering event is sampled based on the 
magnitude of the total coherent cross section relative to the total cross 
sections of the competing interaction processes. 
(ii) In sampling the scattering angle, EGSnrc takes advantage of the fact 
that the differential cross section for coherent scattering (Equation 2.4) 
is the product of two functions: (1) the form factor, which is a function 
of the momentum transfer, x, only, and (2) the Thompson cross 
section, which is a function of the scattering angle, Θ, only.  The 
momentum exchanged in the interaction is sampled from the form 
factor distribution and the scattering angle is calculated from Equation 
2.3 using the sampled value of x and the known wavelength (or 
energy) of the photon.  The sampled scattering angle is accepted if a 
uniformly chosen random number on the range [0,1) is less than the 
rejection function ( ) 2cos1 2 Θ+ , where Θ is the scattering angle 
calculated from the momentum exchange.  The factor of 1/2 appears in 
the angular rejection function since it must vary between 0 and 1.  If 
the value of Θ is rejected the momentum distribution is resampled and 
the process repeated. 
 
Incorporating diffraction effects involves modifying these two steps. In 
step 1, a modified total coherent cross section must be used in place of the IAA 
cross section to determine when coherent scattering occurs.  In step 2, a modified 
sampling scheme is used to determine the scattering angle. 
 
4.3 – Modelling Diffractive Scattering from Amorphous Materials 
 
 Methods for modelling diffractive scattering from amorphous materials 
have been developed for the EGS4 Monte Carlo code by a number of groups  
[71-74].  These methods are similar and mainly centre on modelling diffractive 
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scattering from biological materials and plastics for medical physics applications 
such as computerised tomography (CT) and the detection of breast cancer.  
Modelling diffractive scattering from amorphous materials can be 
successfully carried out using the standard procedure explained above, however 
changes need to be made to form factors and cross sections used for coherent 
scattering.  The cross section for coherent scattering was given in Section 2.1.2 as 
 
( ) ( ) 2220 cos1cos  xF rπd
σd R Θ+=
Θ
                                 (4.1) 
 
The standard EGSnrc code uses this cross section to model coherent scattering 
from amorphous materials, where the form factor is calculated using the IAA, 
 
( ) ( ) 22   ∑=
j
RjjIAA xFwxF                                      (4.2) 
 
where wj and ( )xFRj  are the atom fraction and atomic form factor of the jth 
element in the material.  In order to model diffractive scattering from amorphous 
materials the form factor must be calculated without the assumption of 
independent atoms.  It has been shown that diffraction effects for amorphous 
materials can be included in the calculation of the form factor simply by 
multiplying the IAA form factor by a function that accounts for the diffraction-
producing interatomic and intermolecular interference effects [74] 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) 22   ∑=
j
RjjR xFwxsxF                                   (4.3) 
 
where ( )xs  is an oscillatory structure function that accounts for diffraction effects.  
The structure function is calculated from experimental measurements of the form 
factor and values are available for a wide range of materials [73-77].  Integration 
of Equation 4.1 where the form factor has been determined using Equation 4.3 
gives the total coherent cross section of an amorphous material with diffraction 
taken into account.  This value for the total cross section is used in step 1 to 
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determine when a coherent scattering event occurs during a Monte Carlo 
simulation.  The scattering angle is selected using the form factor ( ) 2 xFR  and 
the rejection function ( ) 2cos1 2 Θ+  is applied. 
 To demonstrate the effect the inclusion of diffraction has on the coherent 
cross section and form factor for amorphous materials, Figures 4.1 and 4.2 display 
the form factor and cross section respectively of liquid water calculated with and 
without the IAA.  The form factor and cross section plots clearly illustrate why 
the IAA is a poor assumption when calculating the form factor of liquid water.  
The IAA is particularly deficient at low momentum transfers where diffraction 
effects are most significant.  The IAA form factor is a maximum at zero 
momentum transfer and gradually decreases as the momentum transfer increases.  
However, the true (non-IAA) form factor of liquid water is not peaked at zero 
momentum transfer but rather has a low value, indicating that scattering is 
suppressed for low momentum exchanges.  The peak in the form factor occurs at 
approximately 0.16 Å -1 after a rapid rise from the initial low values.  On the high-
momentum side of the peak the form factor shows a slight oscillatory behaviour.  
At high values of momentum transfer, where the short wavelength of the radiation 
dictates that diffraction effects begin to become less important, the IAA and true 
form factors begin to merge.  The coherent cross section of liquid water follows 
similar behaviour to the form factor.   
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Figure 4.1 – Form factor of liquid water calculated with and without the assumption of 
independent atoms.  The oscillatory structure function was taken from [74]. 
Figure 4.2 – Coherent cross section of liquid water calculated with and without the 
assumption of independent atoms. 
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4.4 – Modelling Diffractive Scattering from Crystalline Powders 
 
Since Bragg diffraction from crystalline powders has a different cross 
section to Rayleigh scattering from amorphous materials, a different form factor 
and rejection function must be used to model scattering from crystals, although 
the steps in the modelling process remain the same.  This section details the 
calculation of the form factor and rejection function for modelling Bragg 
diffraction. 
 The cross section for Bragg scattering from a crystalline powder was given 
in Section 2.2 as 
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In order to use the standard method for modelling coherent scattering to 
simulate Bragg scattering, the cross section must be expressed as a function of 
angle multiplied by a function of momentum transfer.  This way we have a form 
factor to sample the scatter angle and an angular function for rejection.  The 
rejection function is part of the EGSnrc code, therefore the form factor, which is 
input by the user must contain all the material dependent parameters: m, d, N, Vc 
and Fhkl. 
The cross section can be expressed in the required form using a few simple 
substitutions.  Consider Equation 2.3 rewritten in the form 
 
( )
x
λ 2sin Θ= .                                                (4.5) 
 
By equating this equation and Bragg’s law with n = 1 we find that atomic spacing 
d can be expressed in terms of x, 
 
x
d
2
1
= .                                                   (4.6) 
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Substituting Equations 4.5 and 4.6 into Equation 4.4 yields 
   
( ) ( ) ( ) 2
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= ,                         (4.7) 
 
where  
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2
2 .                             (4.8) 
 
where the Dirac delta function ( )xδ  is used to define the cross section and form 
factor over all x.  The parameters that are material-dependent have been ‘rolled in’ 
to the new factor ( )xFB , which will be called the Bragg form factor.  Hence, we 
can sample the scattering angle using ( ) 2 xFB  and reject based on the angular 
function ( ) ( ) 22sin cos1 22 ΘΘ+ . 
 Displayed in Figure 4.3 is the form factor of the mineral wüstite (FeO) 
calculated using the IAA and Equation 4.8.  Wüstite has a face-centred cubic unit 
cell as shown in Figure 4.4.  The two form factors are in complete contrast to one 
another, where we see that the IAA form factor takes on its usual smooth nature 
but the Bragg form factor is a set of sharp lines.  Each of the lines in the Bragg 
form factor represents a reflection from a particular set of atomic planes.  For 
values of x that do not satisfy Bragg’s law, the form factor and hence the cross 
section are zero (diffuse scattering is ignored).  In reality the peaks in the form 
factor are not infinitely thin but rather have a small width, however the delta-
function peak approximation is more than adequate for the needs of this work. 
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Figure 4.3 – Form factor of wüstite calculated with and without the assumption of 
independent atoms. Equation 4.8 calculates the Bragg form factor as a series of delta 
functions with infinite magnitude.  For illustrative purposes, the area under the delta 
peaks are represented by the peak heights in the above plot. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 – The face-centred cubic unit cell of wüstite. 
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The Bragg cross section of wüstite displays some interesting properties as 
shown in Figure 4.5.  The most striking aspects of this cross section plot are the 
steps at low energies.  According to Bragg’s law, the maximum wavelength λmax 
of radiation that can diffract from a set of crystalline planes of spacing d is 
dλ 2max =  (i.e. when 1sin =θ ).  Writing this in terms of energy rather than 
wavelength we have   
 
d
hcE
2max
=                                                  (4.9) 
 
Hence if the X-ray energy decreases below Emax for a particular set of planes, 
reflection from that set of planes is no longer observed.  It is this fact that 
produces the undulations in the Bragg cross section at low energies.  As the X-ray 
energy is decreased, planes from which scattering can occur are sequentially 
removed, hence the cross section drops in response to each lost plane.  However 
the general trend of the cross section is to increase with decreasing energy since 
Figure 4.5 - Bragg cross section of wüstite. 
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the Bragg cross section is proportional to 1/E2.  At low energies, the cross section 
is produced mainly by planes with large spacings.  The difference between these 
spacings is generally sufficiently large so that the loss of individual planes can be 
easily seen as sharp drops in the cross section.  At energies lower than Emax for the 
largest plane spacing, no planes are available for reflection and hence the Bragg 
cross section is zero.  For wüstite, this is the case for energies below about 2 keV. 
 It should however be noted that although it is theoretically possible to 
compute the cross section for 1sin =θ  (i.e. θ = 180°), in practice measurements 
cannot made under such conditions since this implies that the detector is 
coincident with the source.  It is also worth noting that the sharp drops in the cross 
section tend to occur at low energies (in the case of wüstite below about 5 keV), 
which is too low to be measured in a typical EDXRD measurement (see Section 
3.3).  Hence this phenomenon is generally not observed in experiments. 
 
4.5 – Computer Code for Calculating the Scattering Cross Sections and Form 
Factors of Mixed Crystalline and Amorphous Materials 
 
 We are interested in modelling diffractive scattering from process streams 
encountered in mineral processing plants, which typically comprise of a complex 
mixture of mineral phases.  Water or other liquids may also be present if the 
stream has the form of a slurry.  Consequently, we need to be able to simulate 
scattering from mixed materials that may include both crystalline and amorphous 
components.  The most efficient way to do this is to represent the mixture as a 
single material, where the scattering cross sections and form factors of the mixture 
are a combination of those of the individual components.  EGSnrc uses a  
pre-processor program called PEGSnrc to calculate the material cross sections and 
form factors for each scattering process.  PEGSnrc can determine the Compton 
and photoelectric cross sections satisfactorily since these processes are structure 
independent, however the Bragg and Rayleigh scattering data must be calculated 
separately because the PEGSnrc code uses the IAA. 
In this section, a description is presented of a computer code developed to 
calculate the total diffractive (Bragg and coherent) cross sections and form factors 
for materials containing arbitrary mixtures of crystalline and amorphous 
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substances.  The code outputs the calculated cross section and form factor data in 
a format that is suitable for use by a modified version of the EGSnrc code.  (The 
EGS code needed to be modified to model diffractive scattering.  The details of 
the modifications are given in the next section.)  The computer code is accessed 
by the user via a graphical user interface (GUI) developed in the framework of 
MATLAB.  The name of the GUI is EDXRD Crystallography Package and from 
this point on the computer code and the GUI will be referred to by this name. 
  
4.5.1 – Brief Overview of the EDXRD Crystallography Package 
 
 The EDXRD Crystallography Package provides a complete facility for 
computing the cross section and form factor data for mixed crystalline and 
amorphous materials.  A screenshot the main page of the GUI is shown in Figure 
4.6.  The functions provided by EDXRD Crystallography Package allow the user 
to: 
 
• Create materials – either crystalline or amorphous 
• Create samples – mixtures of materials 
• Edit materials and samples 
• Calculate the coherent cross section and form factor data for samples 
• View the cross section and form factor data calculated 
• Edit the parameters used in the calculation, e.g. energy, x and hkl ranges  
• Create a text file containing the calculated data 
• Create text files containing crystallographic information about the 
materials, e.g. form factors, intensities, d-spacings Miller indices and 
positions of the diffraction lines. 
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Figure 4.6 - Screenshot of the main GUI of EDXRD Crystallography Package. 
 
Listed in the following subsections are more detailed descriptions of the main 
functions provided by the package. 
 
4.5.1.1 – Materials in EDXRD Crystallography Package 
 
A material may be described as being either crystalline or amorphous.  
Crystalline materials are created by entering the fractional co-ordinates and the 
elemental species of each atom in the unit cell (this information is required to 
calculate the structure function of the crystal), as well as the unit cell axial lengths 
and angles.  Amorphous materials are created by specifying the chemical 
composition and, if required, the oscillatory structure function ( )xs  of the material 
as a function of momentum transfer.  If a structure function is not entered, a 
default value of 1 (no molecular interference effects) is given for all momentum 
transfer values.  The package contains a library of atomic form factors for the 
elements Z = 1 to Z =100 [37] and molecular structure functions for common 
amorphous materials, e.g. water and various plastics.  The user may also save a 
structure function for future use.  Figure 4.7 shows an example of the 
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specification of both an amorphous (water) and a crystalline (wüstite) material in 
EDXRD Crystallography Package. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 – Creating materials in EDXRD Crystallography Package – (a) an amorphous 
material (water) and (b) a crystal (wüstite). 
 
4.5.1.2 – Samples in EDXRD Crystallography Package 
 
Samples are created by specifying combinations of materials in mass-
weighted proportions.  Samples can contain any number of crystalline and 
amorphous materials.  Figure 4.8 shows the sample creator in EDXRD 
Crystallography Package. 
 
 
Figure 4.8 - Sample creator in EDXRD Crystallography Package. 
 
 The cross section and form factor data of a sample are calculated when the 
user hits the ‘Run’ button (see Figure 4.6).  The data calculated is displayed in the 
two plot areas on the main GUI screen.  An example of the displayed data is 
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shown in Figure 4.9 for a material containing 20 wt% wüstite and 80 wt% water.  
The form factors are displayed in the top graph and the cross sections in the lower 
graph area.  The Compton cross section and incoherent scatter function are also 
shown.  Using the ‘Get Data’ button, the data can be saved as a text file.  This text 
file contains all the information necessary for diffractive scattering to be modelled 
and is in a format suitable for importing into EGSnrc. 
 
 
Figure 4.9 - Information displayed by EDXRD Crystallography Package upon completion 
of a calculation. 
 
The EDXRD Crystallography Package also has a facility that allows the 
user to produce sample suites, where each sample in the suite contains a different 
amount of specified constituent materials.  The composition of the samples in a 
suite can either be specified directly or a suite of random compositions can be 
produced.  In the case of a random suite, the materials can be weighted so that 
particular material can be made to represent, on average, a certain fraction of the 
total sample mass.  For example, if a suite of samples contains two materials 
where material 1 is given a weighting double that of the material 2, the samples in 
the suite would contain on average 67% of material 1 and 33% of material 2.  The 
suite creator is a useful function as it enables the user to create a large number of 
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samples without having to create each one individually, which can be a time 
consuming process.  When the suite has been created, the code calculates the cross 
section and form factor data for each sample and saves the data so that it is ready 
to be imported into EGSnrc. 
 
4.5.2 – Calculation of the Cross Sections and Form Factors of a Mixture 
 
In Section 4.3 it was explained that the EGS code uses two quantities to 
simulate coherent scattering: the coherent cross section, which is used to sample 
when a scatter event occurs and the form factor to sample the scatter angle.  This 
section describes how EDXRD Crystallography Package calculates the cross 
sections and form factors of mixture materials. 
 
4.5.2.1 – Calculation of the Rayleigh Cross Section and Form Factor of a Mixture 
 
Consider a mixture containing n different materials.  The Rayleigh cross 
section of the mixture can be calculated by summing the cross sections of each 
individual material in the sample, where each individual cross section is weighted 
according to the fractional mass α that its corresponding material represents in the 
mixture, 
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The Rayleigh cross section of a mixture is therefore given by, 
 
( ) ( )∑=
n
i
R
ii
R
mix EσαEσ ,                                       (4.11) 
 
where ( )Eσ Rmix  is the macroscopic Rayleigh cross section of the mixture as 
function of the photon energy E, ( )Eσ Ri  is the Rayleigh cross section of material i 
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and Mmα ii = , where im  is the mass of the ith material in the sample and M is 
the total mass of the sample.   
A similar equation can be derived for the form factor of the mixture. 
Expressing Equation 4.10 in the form 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]2222211220 ...cos1cos  xFα xFα xFα rπθd
σd
nn
R
S ++Θ+=        (4.12) 
 
shows that the form factor of the mixture is given by the sum of the mass-
weighted squares of the form factors of the components 
 
( ) ( ) 22  xFαxF i
n
i
i
R
mix ∑= ,                                     (4.13) 
 
where ( )xF Rmix  is the Rayleigh form factor of the mixture as a function of 
momentum transfer and ( )xFi  is the molecular form factor per unit mass of 
material i. 
 
4.5.2.2 – Calculation of the Bragg Cross Section and Form Factor of a Mixture 
 
 The Bragg cross section of a sample is calculated by summing the Bragg 
cross sections of the materials in the mixture in much the same way as for the 
Rayleigh scattering cross section, 
 
( ) ( )EσαEσ
n
i
B
ii
B
mix ∑= ,                                      (4.14) 
 
where ( )Eσ Bmix  is the Bragg cross section of the sample as a function of photon 
energy E and ( )Eσ Bi  is the Bragg cross section of the ith material as given by 
Equation 4.7.   
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The Bragg form factor for a sample is calculated by summing the mass-
weighted form factors of the individual materials a similar manner to the Rayleigh 
form factors, 
 
( ) ( )∑=
n
i
B
ii
B
mix xFαxF
22
  ,                                   (4.15) 
 
where )(xF Bmix  is the Bragg form factor of the sample, )(xF
B
i  is the Bragg form 
factor per unit mass of material i calculated using Equation 4.8. 
 
4.5.3 – Example of Cross Section and Form Factor Calculations for a Mixture 
 
 Shown below is an example of a cross section and form factor calculation 
using EDXRD Crystallography Package.  The sample investigated contains the 
titanium oxide minerals rutile (50% wt%) and anatase (50% wt%).   Figure 4.10 
shows the Bragg form factor of the sample and Figure 4.11 shows the cross 
section for the energy range 0 to 150 keV. 
Figure 4.10 - Bragg form factor of a sample containing 50 wt% rutile and 50 wt% 
anatase.
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Figure 4.11 - Bragg cross section of a sample containing 50 wt% rutile and 50 wt% 
anatase. 
 
 The Bragg form factor of the sample is the sum of the form factors of 
rutile and anatase and similarly the Bragg cross section the sum of the cross 
sections of the two mineral components.  Notice at low energies we can see the 
familiar steps in the Bragg cross section.   
 
4.6 – Modification of the EGSnrc Code 
 
 Modification of the EGSnrc code was necessary to enable diffractive 
scattering to be modelled.  Two main modifications were made to the EGSnrc 
code: (i) the user was given the ability to specify the coherent cross section and 
form factor for a material, and (ii) a routine was added to the code that performs 
the simulation of X-ray scattering from crystalline materials.  This section briefly 
describes these modifications.   
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4.6.1 – Specification of Cross Section and Form Factor Data for a Material 
 
 The EDXRD Crystallography Package is separate from the Monte Carlo 
programs EGSnrc and PEGSnrc.  Hence, it was necessary to modify EGSnrc to 
read in and use the data supplied by the package.  In this project, Monte Carlo 
simulations were created and run using the XPERT interface [78].  XPERT is a 
graphical interface developed by CSIRO that allows the user to create three-
dimensional geometries and materials for Monte Carlo problems.  A facility is 
provided in XPERT that allows the user to choose if the coherent cross section 
and form factor of a material be calculated by PEGSnrc (using the IAA) or a 
customised cross section and form factor be specified for the material (see Figure 
4.13).  This facility allows data calculated by EDXRD Crystallography Package to 
be directly imported into XPERT and used by EGSnrc. 
Specified cross sections and form factors must be contained in a text file 
with the data in the format shown in Figure 4.12.  EDXRD Crystallography 
Package outputs data in this format.  BRAGXS and BRAGFT are the Bragg cross 
section and form factor respectively and RAYLXS and RAYLFT are the Rayleigh 
cross section and form factor respectively.  The variables E and x define the 
energies and momentum transfers respectively that the cross sections σ  and form 
factors F values are specified.  COMP is the elemental composition of the sample, 
where Z and P are the atomic number and proportion of each element 
respectively.  The variables n denote the number of points for which each field is 
defined. 
 
                
  # Sample Name:  Example      
          
  BRAGXS  nBx  E1B  E2B . . . EnBxB    σ B(E1B) σ B(E2B)…σ B(EnBxB)    
  BRAGFT  nBf  x1B  x2B . . . xnBxB    FB(x1B) FB(x2B) …FB(xnBxB)   
  RAYLXS  nRx  E1R  E2R . . .  EnRxR    σ R(E1R)  σ R(E2R) . . . σ R(EnRxR)  
  RAYLFT  nRf  x1R  x2R . . . xnRxR    FR(x1R)  FR(x2R) . . . FR(xnRxR)   
  COMP  nelem  Z1  Z2 . . . Znelem    P1  P2 . . . Pnelem    
                
Figure 4.12 – Data format for cross section and form factor data for importation of data 
into XPERT. 
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If cross section and form factor data for a material are imported into XPERT, 
EGSnrc will use that data in the simulation, not the data calculated by PEGSnrc. 
 
4.6.2 – Modification to Coherent Scatter Modelling in the EGSnrc Code 
 
  The implementation of diffractive scattering in EGSnrc required some 
changes to the standard code.  As mentioned, the standard method for selecting 
Figure 4.13 - Material editor in XPERT. Data can be 
imported from EDXRD Crystallography Package using 
the options under ‘Coherent scattering’.  Note that the 
density entered here is that of the bulk material.  In this 
case it is the density of the rutile powder not the density 
of a rutile crystal. 
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when a coherent scattering event occurs and the scatter angle are used, however 
since we now have two forms of coherent scattering, separate routines are 
required for each.  A simple flow diagram showing the procedure for modelling 
coherent scattering is displayed in Figure 4.14.  A coherent scatter event is chosen 
to occur in the usual way, i.e. by sampling from the total interaction cross 
sections.  For this operation the coherent cross section is the sum of the Bragg and 
Rayleigh cross sections.  If a coherent scatter event is chosen, the interaction type 
is determined to be either Bragg or Rayleigh scattering based on their relative 
cross sections.  After the scattering type is selected, the appropriate form factor is 
sampled and the corresponding rejection function is applied. 
 
 
Figure 4.14 - Flow diagram describing how each scattering process is selected in the 
modified EGSnrc code. 
 
4.6.3 – Variance Reduction 
 
 Variance reduction techniques are widely used to reduce the computation 
time required to complete Monte Carlo simulations and/or to increase the 
statistical precision of the simulated spectra [79].  Under normal conditions, 
simulations rely on analogue transport of photons from scatter centres to detector 
regions.  If there is only a very small probability that a photon’s path will intersect 
with a detector, simulation times required to obtain suitable statistical precision 
can be exceedingly long.  One technique used to address this problem is the next-
event tally estimator, in which a tally is made of the probabilities of a photon 
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being detected after each interaction [80].  Simulation times are reduced since 
every interaction contributes to the tally, not simply photons that interact in the 
detector volume.  The photon flux at a point can be calculated by 
 
Σ−
Θ
= e
rπd
σdφ
2
1
cos
                                          (4.16) 
 
where Θ is the angle between the photon’s initial direction of travel and the line 
connecting the interaction and detection point, Θcosdσd  is the differential cross 
section of the interaction, r is the distance to the detection point and Σ is the 
number of interaction lengths between the scatter and detection points. 
In the case of Bragg scattering from a crystal, the differential cross section 
is infinite at angles that satisfy Bragg’s law and zero elsewhere due to the use of 
the delta function in Equation 4.8.  This prohibits the use of Equation 4.16 to 
calculate the point flux due to Bragg scattering since this would result in infinite 
flux.  In order to circumvent this problem, the differential cross section for Bragg 
scattering is ‘smeared’ on an event-by-event basis over a small range of angles 
ΔΘ.  When a Bragg scattering event occurs the differential Bragg cross section is 
given the value ΔΘ2Bσ , where Bσ  is the Bragg cross section for the scattering 
plane, such that the point flux is given by 
 
Σ−
ΔΘ
= e
rπ
σ
φ BB 2
1
2
                                           (4.17) 
 
if the scattering angle lies within ±ΔΘ of a Bragg scattering angle and zero 
otherwise.  The amount by which the Bragg angles are smeared is determined by 
the user and can be different for different materials.  The value of ΔΘ is assigned 
in the material editor in XPERT (see Figure 4.12).  Typically, a ΔΘ value of one 
tenth of the opening angle of the detector is used.  Using Equation 4.17 to 
estimate the Bragg flux at the detector can dramatically reduce the time required 
to run a Monte Carlo simulation of an EDXRD analyser. 
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4.7 – Example Simulated EDXRD Spectra 
 
 To conclude the description of the method for modelling diffractive 
scattering with Monte Carlo, examples of simulated EDXRD spectra are shown.  
Three samples were modelled, (i) pure rutile, (ii) pure anatase, and (iii) a mixture 
of 50 wt% rutile and 50 wt% anatase.  The instrument setup used for the 
simulations was the pencil cone geometry with primary beam and detector 
collimator opening widths of 0.5 mm with a sample thickness of 5 mm.  The  
X-ray source was a 150 kV, 0.4 mA X-ray tube spectrum.  The diffraction angle 
was set at Θ = 7°. 
  Figures 4.15 to 4.17 show the EDXRD spectra of the mineral samples.  
These spectra are designed to demonstrate the creation of a mixture sample and 
the resulting diffraction spectrum.  The first two spectra are the simulated 
diffraction spectra of the pure rutile and anatase samples (Figures 4.15 and 4.16).  
Diffraction lines appear at energies that correspond to momentum transfer (or  
d-spacing) values of the Bragg form factor that are non-zero (see Figure 4.10).  
The major diffraction lines are labelled according to the Miller indices of the 
planes responsible for producing each peak.  The sharp peaks residing at 
approximately 58.0 and 59.3 keV are the characteristic fluorescent lines of the  
X-ray tube’s tungsten target.  Figure 4.17 shows the sample containing 50 wt% of 
both rutile and anatase.  If this spectrum is compared to the single mineral 
samples it can be seen that the peak intensities are approximately halved because 
the sample contains only half the amount of each mineral.  Therefore the spectrum 
of this simple mixture is approximately the sum of half the spectra of the 
individual components.  
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Figure 4.15 - Simulated EDXRD spectrum of rutile. 
 
 
Figure 4.16 - Simulated EDXRD spectrum of anatase. 
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Figure 4.17 - Simulated EDXRD spectrum of a sample containing 50 wt% rutile and  
50 wt% anatase. 
 
4.8 – Summary 
 
 A method for modelling diffractive scattering in the EGSnrc Monte Carlo 
code has been developed to simulate diffractive scattering from crystalline and 
amorphous materials.  Implementing diffractive scattering into EGSnrc requires: 
 
• Calculating the form factors of amorphous materials by multiplying the 
IAA form factor by a structure function that accounts for interatomic and 
intermolecular interference effects.  The cross sections are calculated using 
the modified form factors. 
• Determining an appropriate expression for the form factor and rejection 
function of a crystalline powder.  This enables Bragg scattering from 
crystalline powders to be modelled. 
• Calculating the cross sections and form factors of materials containing 
mixtures of crystalline and amorphous components. 
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• Developing a computer code to facilitate the calculation of the cross 
section and form factor data for single materials and mixture samples.  
• Modifying the coherent scatter routine in EGSnrc to handle the physics of 
diffractive scattering from crystalline powders.  This involves splitting the 
routine into two separate parts: one to handle Rayleigh scattering from 
amorphous materials and another to handle Bragg scattering from crystals. 
• Modifying the next-event tally estimator for Bragg scattering by smearing 
the differential Bragg cross section over a small range of angles. 
 
The diffraction spectra of a number of samples were given which showed 
that the modified EGSnrc code can successfully model X-ray diffraction.  The 
Monte Carlo method developed here was used extensively to design and optimise 
the performance of a prototype EDXRD mineralogical analyser.  This is the topic 
of the next chapter.  Simulated diffraction spectra are compared to real spectra 
produced by the prototype analyser in Chapter 6 in order to validate the Monte 
Carlo method. 
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Chapter 5 
Design of an EDXRD Instrument for Mineral Analysis 
 
 
5.1 – Introduction 
 
 In Chapter 3 a discussion was presented on the issues that must be 
considered for the design of an EDXRD analyser.  This chapter focuses on the 
design of a new laboratory prototype instrument for analysing mineral samples.  
The design process involved in the development of the new instrument is 
discussed in detail.  The aim of this exercise is to not only develop a laboratory 
instrument to study the applicability of EDXRD for on-line mineralogical 
analysis, but also learn more about the intricacies of EDXRD analysers and to 
understand how changes in design affect the performance of the instrument.  
Therefore, particular attention is paid to the processes involved in choosing the 
various design parameters and how these affect the performance.  These include 
the geometrical setup, diffraction angle, collimator design, collimator opening 
widths and the choice of the detector.  Also investigated is the spatial sensitivity 
of the instrument, which is an important performance characteristic of an on-line 
analyser. 
 
 
5.2 – Geometrical Setup 
 
 The geometrical setup of an EDXRD analyser has a greater effect on its 
performance than any other aspect of its design.  The most pronounced effect that 
the geometrical setup has on performance is the measured X-ray flux at the 
detector.  This is evident from the discussion given in Section 3.2, where it was 
seen that the pencil-cone geometry can deliver count-rates many times greater 
than the pencil-pencil setup.  The geometrical setup also has a significant effect on 
the instrument’s resolution and the volume of the sample that is measured.  It is 
therefore vital that the most appropriate geometrical setup is chosen for the 
instrument’s intended application. 
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 The aim of this project is to develop an EDXRD analysis system suitable 
for analysing mineral slurries on-line in an industrial situation.  The requirements 
of a design to fulfil this objective include: 
 
1. The resolution must be at a level that allows closely spaced diffraction 
peaks to be resolved, thus enabling materials containing complex mixtures 
of minerals to be analysed. 
2. A high count-rate must be achieved to keep analysis times to a minimum. 
3. A large volume of the mineral slurry must be analysed so that a true 
measure of the slurry composition is obtained. 
4. A simple and reliable X-ray detector must be able to be used. 
 
A survey of the geometrical setups discussed in Chapter 3 reveals that 
none of these designs meet all of the above-mentioned criteria.  The pencil-pencil 
geometry provides neither a high count-rate nor a large measured volume due to 
the narrow beam geometry used.  The pencil-cone geometry achieves a high 
count-rate; however, like the pencil-pencil geometry, the incident X-ray beam 
interrogates only a small volume of the sample. 
 
5.2.1 – The Cone-Cone Design 
 
 An entirely different geometrical setup is therefore required, one that 
delivers a good count-rate, high resolution and measures a large fraction of the 
sample.  A diagram of a setup that satisfies all of the above requirements is shown 
in Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1 - The cone-cone geometrical setup.  The incident and scattered beams are 
conical, producing a circular-shaped beam at the sample. 
 
The new geometrical setup, called the cone-cone design, employs a 
primary beam collimator with an annular opening similar to the detector 
collimator of the pencil-cone setup.  This produces a conical incident X-ray beam 
and hence results in a ring-shaped region of the sample being irradiated.  The 
scattered beam geometry is also conical, and is essentially a mirror image of the 
incident beam.  A pinhole collimator placed above the detector is used to define 
the apex of the scattered cone.  The diffraction angle Θ is the angle of deviation 
described by the adjoining cones. 
 
5.2.2 – Advantages of the Cone-Cone Design 
 
 The cone-cone geometry has a number of advantages over the pencil-
pencil and pencil-cone geometries.  The most important advantage of the cone-
cone design is that a much larger volume of the sample is measured compared to 
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the designs that use an incident pencil-beam.  This advantage comes about 
because the incident beam is spread over the sample, meaning much more 
material is analysed.  This is of particular importance for the current application, 
as a better measure of the sample composition is obtained.  In an on-line system 
measuring slurry in a pipeline, the incident beam could be made to cover the 
entire width of the pipe, hence no material in the stream would escape 
measurement.  Compare this to a pencil-beam, which essentially measures the 
stream at a point.  A far smaller amount of material would be measured and hence 
the issue of whether this small volume represents the bulk material is raised. 
A useful aspect of cone-cone design is that a very good trade-off between 
resolution and count-rate can be obtained, particularly for high-resolution setups.  
This is displayed in Figure 5.2, which shows a comparison of the resolution and 
efficiency of the three geometrical setups.  The quantity ‘resolution performance’ 
is calculated as the inverse of the resolution in units of %FWHM.  The data was 
obtained by Monte Carlo modelling each of the setups with various combinations 
of collimator openings ranging from 0.1 mm to 2.0 mm.  It can be clearly seen 
that the counting efficiency obtained with the cone-cone arrangement is far 
superior to that of the pencil-pencil setup and better than the pencil-cone design 
for high-resolution setups.  For medium- to low-resolution design, the pencil-cone 
setup delivers slightly better efficiency, the crossover point occurring at about  
4 % FWHM.  Typically, EDXRD analysers for on-line mineralogical analysis 
require resolution in the order of 5% FWHM or better, therefore cone-cone design 
instruments deliver efficiencies as good or better than the pencil-cone design 
whilst also having the benefit of measuring a greater amount of material. 
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Figure 5.2 – Resolution performance vs. efficiency for the pencil-pencil, pencil-cone and 
cone-cone geometies.  For high-resolution setups the cone-cone design delivers the best 
performance. 
 
 Another significant advantage of the cone-cone design is that a CZT or 
CdTe diode X-ray detector may be used instead of the more commonly used 
HPGe detector.  CZT and CdTe detector crystals can only be manufactured with 
detector-grade quality in very small sizes (several mm2) and hence the detector 
area is too small to cover the entire diffracted beam in a pencil-cone instrument.  
Since the diffracted beam is measured at a point in the cone-cone geometry, no 
such problem exists.  CZT and CdTe detector have very good energy resolution 
(about 600 eV at 60 keV), similar to HPGe, however they have three distinct 
advantages over HPGe detectors for use in an on-line analyser: 
 
• HPGe detectors must be kept at a temperature of 77 K whilst in use to 
reduce noise caused by electrons thermally excited across the Ge band gap 
(0.67 eV).  CZT and CdTe have much larger band gaps (~1.4-1.6 eV) and 
therefore do not require cryogenic cooling.  This property makes CZT and 
CdTe much more practical for industrial applications because HPGe 
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detectors require regular replenishment of liquid nitrogen in order to keep 
the detector at a suitable temperature. 
• CZT/CdTe detectors are more compact than HPGe detectors, which 
require bulky liquid nitrogen Dewars. 
• CZT/CdTe detectors are less expensive than HPGe detectors. 
 
CZT and CdTe detectors have two disadvantages relative to HPGe 
detectors.  Firstly, due to the much higher K-shell energies of Cd and Te 
compared to Ge, CZT and CdTe detectors show far more prominent escape peaks.  
The second disadvantage is that they suffer from greater spectral distortion due to 
the poorer charge transport properties of CZT and CdTe compared to Ge.  CZT 
and CdTe, like many compound semiconductor materials, tend to contain a much 
higher density of crystal defects than a crystal of HPGe.  The charge carriers 
produced when ionising radiation deposits energy in the crystal can become 
‘trapped’ at so-called trapping sites located at defects.  The charge collected is 
therefore less than the total charge produced leading to the measured energy of the 
Figure 5.3 - Spectrum of 241Am measured with a CdTe detector.  Notice the significant 
exponential tail on the low-energy side of the photopeak. 
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radiation being lower than the actual value.  This results in a ‘tail’ being observed 
on the low-energy side of photopeak, as shown in the 241Am spectrum displayed 
in Figure 5.3. 
 The amount of hole tailing observed depends on a number of factors, 
including (i) the photon energy, (ii) detector bias voltage and (iii) the quality of 
the detector crystal [81,82].  These factors affect hole tailing as they influence 
either the distance the charge carriers (electrons and holes) must travel to reach 
the electrodes or the trapping length  (the mean length a charge carrier travels 
before becoming trapped).  Hole tailing is given its name as the holes produced by 
ionising radiation contribute most to the tailing phenomenon due to their low 
mobility compared to electrons.  Hole tailing is minimised if the distance travelled 
is much less than the trapping length.  For interactions that happen close to the 
cathode, the output pulse is produced almost entirely by electrons and therefore 
the charge collection efficiency is close to 100%.  This generally occurs for low-
energy photons and hence tailing is minimal at low energies.  For higher energy 
photons, interactions tend to take place more uniformly through the detector and 
hence holes contribute more to the signal.  Therefore increased tailing is observed 
in high-energy peaks.  Figure 5.4 shows the effect of the photon energy on the 
tailing observed with a CdTe detector.  The 241Am peak at 59.5 keV shows 
relatively little tailing compared to the 57Co peak at 122 keV. 
Tailing can be reduced by an increase in the detector bias voltage.  This 
increases the trapping length and hence reduces the probability that charge carriers 
will be lost.  The resolution at high energies will therefore improve due to less 
tailing.  However an increase in bias voltage causes greater electronic noise, 
which results in poorer resolution at low energies. 
 The quality of the crystal also has a significant impact on the amount of 
tailing observed and the quality of the spectra obtained.  The quality of CdTe and 
CZT crystals cannot be controlled very well, leading to a wide variation in the 
properties of detectors even for crystals cut from the same boule.  The variation 
arises as the defect density across the boule can change significantly.  Therefore 
the amount and shape of the hole tailing observed is generally unique to a 
particular detector. 
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Figure 5.4- Comparison of the photopeaks of 241Am and 57Co measured with a CdTe 
detector.  Note that the effect of hole-tailing becomes worse with increasing energy. 
 
Between CZT and CdTe, the best charge transport properties and hence 
best quality spectra are obtained with CdTe [82].  For this reason, CdTe, was 
selected as the detector type for the prototype analyser – specifically an Amptek  
XR-100T-CdTe with a detector crystal of size 3 × 3 × 1 mm. 
 
 
5.3 – The Diffraction Angle 
 
  The diffraction angle plays an important role in influencing the 
performance of an instrument.  In particular, the diffraction angle determines the 
d-spacing range that can be covered and hence materials that can be detected..  As 
explained in Chapter 3, there are a number of factors to consider when selecting 
the most appropriate diffraction angle.  These include the minerals to be 
measured, the Rayleigh and Compton scattering cross sections as functions of the 
scattering angle, the output spectrum of the X-ray tube, the detector efficiency and 
the thickness of the sample material.  However, before an explanation on the 
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selection of the diffraction angle for the prototype instrument is presented, a 
definition of the diffraction angle is required.   
 
5.3.1 – Definition of the Diffraction Angle 
 
Due to the finite size of the X-ray tube focal spot, the widths of the 
collimator openings and the thickness of the sample, X-rays diffracted through a 
small range of angles are allowed to pass through to the detector, as was shown in 
Figure 3.2.  Therefore a particular scattering geometry must be chosen to define 
the diffraction angle.  The most convenient scattering geometry to choose is that 
for which a photon generated at the centre of the X-ray focus and passing through 
the centre of the primary beam collimator, travels through the centre of the 
detector collimator opening after being scattered by a crystallite at the centre of 
the sample.  This scattering geometry is shown in Figure 5.5.  This scattering 
geometry describing the angle Θ is defined as diffraction angle. 
 With this definition of the diffraction angle, the factors affecting the 
selection of the best angle for the prototype instrument can be discussed.  This 
explanation follows the discussion presented in Section 3.3, which outlined the 
considerations that must be taken into account when selecting the diffraction 
angle.  The majority of these considerations deal with how the various properties 
of the sample material and the instrument itself influence measured energy 
spectrum.  These influences are used to identify the optimal energy region for the 
diffraction peaks to reside.  The chosen diffraction angle is that which results in 
the diffraction peaks lying within this optimal energy region. 
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5.3.2 – Identification of Test Materials 
 
The first factor to be considered is the types of materials that the EDXRD 
instrument will be used to measure.  These materials influence the choice of the 
diffraction angle in two ways.  Firstly, the diffraction angle must be set such that 
some or all of the important diffraction lines of the minerals of interest lie in an 
energy region that is less that the maximum energy output of the X-ray tube.  For 
example a peak that lies at an energy of 130 keV at a particular angle will not be 
observed if the maximum X-ray energy produced by the tube is 120 keV.  This 
essentially places a lower limit on the range of available diffraction angles 
(because reducing the diffraction angle increases the peak energies).  The second 
consideration is the expected attenuation of the X-ray beam in the sample, for 
Figure 5.5- The diffraction angle Θ is defined as the path 
through the centre of the collimator openings after scattering at 
the centre of the sample. 
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which the elemental composition and thickness of the sample must be considered.  
The attenuation of the beam is also heavily energy dependent, where lower 
energies are absorbed much more readily in the sample than higher energies.  
Therefore changes in the composition of the sample can significantly effect 
transmission of the beam, for example a change in the solids loading of a slurry.  
This effect can be corrected for by normalisation of the diffraction spectrum.  For 
a sample with high attenuation, the diffraction peaks must be pushed up to higher 
energies where X-ray penetration is greater, otherwise important diffraction 
energies may be attenuated out of the beam.  This places an upper limit on the 
diffraction angle. 
It was required that the instrument be able to measure a wide range of 
materials so that a variety of potential industrial applications could be 
investigated.  Examples include bauxite, iron ore, titanium ore, copper ore and 
nickel ore.  Table 5.1 gives a list of the important minerals in these materials, 
together with the d-spacings and relative intensities of the three strongest 
diffraction lines for each mineral [83].  Note that this list is not all-inclusive, 
however it includes a reasonable coverage of minerals and typical d-spacing 
ranges. 
 The list of materials in Table 5.1 shows that the d-spacings of the three 
brightest lines of all the minerals lie approximately within the range 1.5 Å to  
4.5 Å.   This corresponds to a momentum range of x = 0.11 to x = 0.33 Å-1 or a 
relative d-spacing range of 4.5/1.5 = 3.  There are a few exceptions however, 
brightest lines for boehmite (6.11 Å), kaolinite (7.17 Å) and talc (9.35 Å) standout 
as much larger d-spacings.  Since these d-spacings lie well outside the general 
range of the others, they unfortunately had to be ignored.  However, the other two 
lines of these minerals (plus others not listed) do lie within the range 1.5 Å to  
4.5 Å.  Therefore these minerals would still be measurable even thought their 
brightest lines are ignored in the selection of the optimal diffraction angle.  In any 
case, these large spacings may still be measurable; they would just reside outside 
the ideal energy range. 
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Table 5.1 - List of important test material for the analyser to measure [83]. 
Material Mineral Chemical Composition d-spacings (Å) Intensity 
Bauxite Gibbsite Al(OH)3 4.82 100 
      4.34 40 
      4.3 20 
  Boehmite AlO(OH) 6.11 100 
      3.16 65 
      2.35 53 
  Goethite FeO(OH) 4.18 100 
      2.69 30 
      2.45 25 
  Kaolinite Al2Si2O5(OH)4 7.17 100 
      1.49 90 
      3.58 80 
Iron Ore Magnetite Fe3O4 2.53 100 
      1.48 85 
      1.61 85 
  Hematite Fe2O3 2.69 100 
      1.69 60 
      2.51 50 
  Wustite FeO 2.15 100 
      2.48 80 
      1.52 60 
Titanium Oxides Anatase TiO2 3.52 100 
      1.89 33 
      2.38 22 
  Rutile TiO2 3.25 100 
      2.49 50 
      1.69 41 
  Illmenite FeTiO3 2.75 100 
      2.54 70 
      1.73 55 
Copper Chalcocite CuS2 1.88 100 
      1.79 70 
      2.4 70 
  Chalcopyrite CuFeS2 3.03 100 
      1.85 80 
      1.59 60 
Other Talc Mg3Si4O10(OH)2 9.35 100 
      1.53 55 
      4.59 45 
  Quartz SiO2 3.34 100 
     4.25 20 
      1.82 15 
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5.3.3 – X-ray Energy Distribution 
 
 The upper and lower diffraction angle limits discussed in the previous 
section can be extended to also include consideration of the X-ray energy 
distribution.  Since the flux of photons produced by an X-ray tube varies with 
energy, it is desirable to place the diffraction peaks at energies at which there is a 
high number of X-rays produced, so that the intensities of the diffraction peaks are 
as large as possible.  It would obviously be of little use to have the important 
diffraction peaks lying at energies where the X-ray tube is producing relatively 
few X-rays.  Figure 5.6 displays the simulated X-ray spectrum [58] produced by 
the Hamamatsu Microfocus L8121-01 X-ray tube that was chosen as the X-ray 
source for the prototype instrument.  Also shown is the spectrum after attenuation 
by typical bauxite slurry of thickness 15 mm.  The composition of the slurry is 
given in Table 5.2. 
The maximum voltage and current available with the Hamamatsu tube are 
150 kV and 0.5 mA (75 W) respectively.  Generally, advisable to operate an  
X-ray tube at a power slightly less than its maximum output since this increases 
the tube’s lifetime.  Therefore, the tube settings for diffraction collections with the 
instrument were chosen to be 120 kV and 0.5 mA (60 W – 80% of maximum 
power).  These settings are used in the simulated X-ray spectrum in Figure 5.6 
(although the intensity is normalised).  The reduction in power could also have 
been achieved through a reduced tube current.  For example, settings of  
150 kV/0.4 mA, for which the output flux is similar to 120 kV/0.5 mA (the total 
power is 60 W for both) could have been used.  However, a cleaner spectrum with 
reduced Compton scattering and lower intensity tungsten fluorescent peaks is 
obtained by using a lower potential (see Section 3.3.2). 
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Figure 5.6- X-ray tube spectrum incident on and transmitted through a 15 mm thick 
bauxite slurry.  The transmitted spectrum is the most important to consider when 
designing an EDXRD instrument. 
 
Table 5.2 - Composition of the bauxite slurry 
(solids loading 50% by weight) used for the 
calculation of the transmitted X-ray spectrum 
in Figure 5.6. 
Material Concentration (%)
Gibbsite 15.1 
Boehmite 19.2 
Kaolinite 7.6 
Calcite 0.8 
Anatase 1.3 
Quartz 0.9 
Hematite 3.8 
Goethite 0.5 
Maghemite 0.3 
Magnetite 0.5 
Water 50.0 
 
The transmission spectrum shows that for the typical bauxite slurry,  
X-rays with energies below about 20 keV are completely attenuated out of the 
beam.  Thus for the bauxite slurry in the example, the important diffraction peaks 
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would need to lie at energies greater than 20 keV.  The value of the lower energy 
limit varies with the thickness and composition of the sample, however a value of 
25 keV is generally a good practical limit. 
 The upper energy limit is most conveniently set to be the point on the 
high-energy side of the transmitted spectrum where an equivalent X-ray flux to 
the lower limit is obtained.  This point obviously varies as a function of the tube 
potential, so a set value must be chosen.  Here we use 120 kV.  From Figure 5.6, 
the point on the high-energy side of the spectrum where the same flux as the 
lower limit is obtained is approximately 90 keV.  This is hence the upper limit 
with respect to the transmitted X-ray spectrum.  These energy limits give a 
relative measurable d-spacing range of 3.6 (the relative d-spacing range can also 
be calculated as 1221 EEdd =  where E1 and E2 correspond to the upper and 
lower energy limits respectively).  Note that this is greater than the required 
relative range of 3.  
 
5.3.4 – Detector Efficiency 
 
 As discussed in Chapter 3, the efficiency of an X-ray detector generally 
reduces for increasing photon energies.  This is true because the interaction length 
of photons (away from K-edges) increases with increasing photon energy.  The 
photoelectric contribution also decreases, reducing the fraction of events that are 
recorded at full energy.  The efficiency of the X-ray detector over the energy 
range used is therefore an important consideration since it is desirable to detect as 
many X-rays as possible.  Figure 5.7 shows the detection efficiency on the region 
0 keV to 250 keV of the Amptek XR-100T-CdTe detector [84].  The green line 
represents interactions where the photon’s entire energy is deposited in the 
detector by photoelectric absorption.  The blue line represents energy deposited by 
both photoelectric and Compton interactions.    
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Figure 5.7- Detection efficiency of the Amptek XR-100T-CdTe detector used in the 
EDXRD analyser [84]. 
 
 The CdTe detector is most efficient between approximately 15 keV to  
55 keV, where nearly 100% efficiency is achieved.  Below 10 keV many photons 
are absorbed in the 250 μm beryllium entrance window and hence are unable to 
travel to the CdTe crystal to be detected.  Above 55 keV the interaction cross 
sections of CdTe are such that the probability of a photon depositing energy in the 
1 mm thick crystal becomes significantly less than 1.  Hence the detection 
efficiency decreases. 
 Obviously it would be ideal for the energy range of the diffraction peaks to 
coincide with the region 15 keV to 55 keV where the detector efficiency is about 
100%.  However, this is not possible for a number of reasons and thus a 
compromise must be reached.  Firstly, at lower end of the efficient region, around 
15 keV to 25 keV, the likelihood of X-rays penetrating through several 
millimetres of most mineral samples is quite low.  Hence, as seen in Figure 5.6, it 
would be likely that X-rays of these energies would be attenuated out of the beam.  
This unfortunately means that we cannot take advantage of the efficiency of the 
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detector in this energy region.  Secondly, the region remaining after taking into 
account attenuation in the sample, roughly 25 keV to 55 keV, is far too narrow.   
The relative range of this energy region is only 2.2, compared to the required 
range of 3.   However Figure 5.7 shows that at 80 keV the detector is about 80% 
efficient for total energy deposition and about 70% at 90 keV.  These efficiencies 
are quite acceptable and hence allow the diffraction peak energy range to be 
extended up to 90 keV giving a total range of 65 keV or a relative d-spacing range 
of 3.6. 
 
5.3.5 – Coherent and Compton Scattering Cross Sections 
 
 An important property of a diffraction spectrum is the peak-to-background 
ratio.  That is the intensity of the diffraction peaks relative to the height of the 
spectral background on which the peak resides.  Higher peak-to-background ratios 
generally lead to more accurate analysis results.  Therefore designing an 
instrument that provides the best possible peak-to-background ratio is highly 
desirable. 
The two scatter processes that produce the majority of the spectral 
background are Compton scattering and Rayleigh scattering from amorphous 
materials.  Like all photon interactions with matter, the intensity of these 
processes and Bragg scattering vary as a functions of angle.  Therefore, the 
diffraction angle plays an important role in determining the measured Bragg flux 
relative to the background produced by Compton and Rayleigh scattering.  
 First we consider the cross section for Compton scattering compared to 
Bragg scattering.  As noted previously, Compton scattering is suppressed at 
forward angles; however on the contrary, coherent scattering – both Bragg and 
Rayleigh – are both strongest in the forward direction.   Figure 5.8 shows the 
differential cross sections for Bragg and Compton scattering from wüstite (FeO) 
for photon energies of 30 keV and 60 keV.  It can be seen from the cross sections 
plots that the cross section for Compton scattering decreases sharply at forward 
scattering angles.  However, the Bragg cross section tends to increase in 
magnitude in the same region.  This relationship between Bragg and Compton 
scattering at small angles is very fortunate as it allows a diffraction angle to be 
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chosen that delivers high diffractive flux with comparatively little Compton 
background.  It is also worth noting that the angle at which the Compton cross 
section begins to drop decreases with increasing photon energy.  This causes the 
ratio of Bragg-to-Compton scattering to reduce with increasing photon energy and 
thus a relatively higher background is obtained at high energies. 
 
 
Figure 5.8- Bragg and Compton for wüstite as a function of angle at (a) 30 keV and (b) 60 
keV.  Note that the magnitude of the Bragg cross section has been normalised for viewing 
purposes. 
 
Now we investigate the cross section for Rayleigh scattering as a function 
of angle.  Mineral slurries often consist of 50% water or more by mass and 
therefore Rayleigh scattering from the water component makes the most 
significant contribution to the background of the diffraction spectrum.  Figure 5.9 
shows the Rayleigh cross section of water for 30 keV and 60 keV photons as a 
function of angle.  The Rayleigh cross section for water increases rapidly in the 
forward direction, however it peaks and then decreases at angles approaching 
1cos =Θ  in accordance with the sharp drop in its form factor at low momentum 
transfer (see Figure 4.2).  The low magnitude of the cross section of water, like 
that for Compton scattering is advantageous as using a shallower diffraction angle 
will reduce not only the Compton background but also the Rayleigh background 
from water.  If we compare the position of the peak in the Rayleigh cross section 
for water at 30 keV and 60 keV it can be seen that with increasing photon energy 
the peak moves to a more forward angle (the peaks resides at about Θ = 7.7° at 30 
keV and Θ = 3.6° at 60 keV).  This means that generally the ratio between Bragg 
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and Rayleigh scattering, as with Compton scattering, decreases with increasing 
photon energy. 
 
 
Figure 5.9 - Rayleigh cross section of water as a function of angle at 30 keV and 60 keV. 
 
5.3.6 - Resolution 
 
In Section 3.3.1 it was shown that the angular resolution is a function of 
the diffraction angle ( ΘΔΘ≈resolution ).  Increasing the diffraction angle tends 
to improve the resolution while decreasing the diffraction angle creates poorer 
resolution.  This must be considered when selecting the best diffraction angle.  
The diffraction peaks become quite broad and less defined at high energies 
compared to the sharp peaks obtained at low energies.  Therefore it is preferable 
for the diffraction peaks to reside at mid-to-low energies where the peaks are 
much sharper.  Defining a cut-off for the energy at which the diffraction peaks 
become too ill-defined to be suitable for analysis cannot be determined precisely, 
though typically the upper limit is about 90 keV. 
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5.3.7 – Selection of the Diffraction Angle 
 
 From the discussions above we have the information given in Table 5.3 
regarding the energy dependence of each factor influencing the choice of the 
diffraction angle. 
 
Table 5.3 - List of energy ranges/cut-offs due to diffraction angle considerations. 
Energy range with suitably high detection efficiency 15 - 90 keV 
Minimum energy due to attenuation 25 keV 
Maximum Energy due to transmitted flux 90 keV 
Maximum Energy due to peak broadening 90keV 
 
Combining this information the usable region of the X-ray spectrum is 
found to be 25 keV to 90 keV, a relative range of 3.6.  The diffraction angle must 
therefore place diffraction peaks of d-spacings ranging from 1.5 Å to 4.5 Å within 
this energy range.  
We also have information regarding the diffraction angle’s influence on 
the various other performance parameters discussed above.  These are summarised 
below in Table 5.4.  Desirable effects are labelled in green and undesirable effects 
are labelled in red.  The diffraction angle is assumed to be at a forward angle were 
Rayleigh scattering and Compton scattering are suppressed. 
 
Table 5.4 - The effect of varying the diffraction angle on a number of instrument 
performance properties.  The diffraction angle is assumed to be at a very forward angle.  
Desirable effects are labelled in green. 
Property Increase Angle Effect Decrease Angle Effect 
Bragg scattering Reduce Increase 
Rayleigh scattering (water) Increase Reduce 
Rayleigh scattering (no structure) Reduce Increase 
Compton scattering Reduce Increase 
Resolution Improve Degrade 
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Using the above information, the best diffraction angle was determined by 
investigating the solutions to Bragg’s law for a range of angles and d-spacings.  
Table 5.5 shows the diffraction energies for d-spacings of 1.5 Å to 4.5 Å over a 
wide angular range.  Energies that are outside the usable energy range are labelled 
in red. 
 
Table 5.5 - Solutions to Bragg's law for X-ray energy (in keV).   Energies labelled in red 
are outside the usable energy range 25 < E < 90 keV. 
          
d-spacing 
(Å)       
    1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 
  2.0 236.8 177.6 142.1 118.4 101.5 88.8 78.9 
  2.5 189.5 142.1 113.7 94.7 81.2 71.1 63.2 
  3.0 157.9 118.4 94.7 78.9 67.7 59.2 52.6 
  3.5 135.3 101.5 81.2 67.7 58.0 50.8 45.1 
  4.0 118.4 88.8 71.1 59.2 50.8 44.4 39.5 
  4.5 105.3 79.0 63.2 52.6 45.1 39.5 35.1 
  5.0 94.8 71.1 56.9 47.4 40.6 35.5 31.6 
Diffraction 5.5 86.2 64.6 51.7 43.1 36.9 32.3 28.7 
Angle Θ  6.0 79.0 59.2 47.4 39.5 33.8 29.6 26.3 
(degrees) 6.5 72.9 54.7 43.7 36.5 31.2 27.3 24.3 
  7.0 67.7 50.8 40.6 33.9 29.0 25.4 22.6 
  7.5 63.2 47.4 37.9 31.6 27.1 23.7 21.1 
  8.0 59.3 44.4 35.6 29.6 25.4 22.2 19.8 
  8.5 55.8 41.8 33.5 27.9 23.9 20.9 18.6 
  9.0 52.7 39.5 31.6 26.3 22.6 19.8 17.6 
  9.5 49.9 37.4 29.9 25.0 21.4 18.7 16.6 
  10.0 47.4 35.6 28.5 23.7 20.3 17.8 15.8 
 
It is seen that only angles in the range Θ = 5.5° to Θ = 6.0° satisfy the 
usable energy region for the range of d-spacings.  The information in Table 5.4 
detailing how the diffraction angle affects the resolution and count-rate 
performance was used to discriminate between the two angles (although over 0.5° 
the effects are small).  Using the smaller angle, Θ = 5.5°, a slightly better  
signal-to-background ratio is obtained since Bragg scattering is maximised and 
Compton scattering is minimised.  Another benefit of using the smaller angle is 
the diffraction peaks lie at slightly higher energies and therefore small increases in 
sample attenuation above that used to determine the minimum measurable energy 
could be tolerated.  With the peaks lying at higher energies, the lines produced by 
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very large d-spacings (boehmite, kaolinite, talc, etc) also reside closer to the 
usable energy region and are thus more likely to be measurable. 
The benefit of using the larger angle is slightly better diffraction peak 
resolution.  However, overall Θ = 5.5° provides more advantages and was thus 
chosen as the diffraction angle of the prototype analyser. 
 
5.4 – Collimator Design 
 
 The collimators of an EDXRD analyser serve two main functions.  The 
first is to shape the incident and diffracted X-ray beams, the second is to provide 
shielding for the detector.  The design of the X-ray collimators and how they are 
arranged within the analyser therefore has a significant effect on the performance 
of the instrument.  This section begins by identifying the collimators contained in 
the prototype instrument, how they are arranged and their design.  Detailed 
descriptions are then presented on the method used to select the correct cone beam 
diameter at the sample and the opening widths, construction materials and the 
physical dimensions of each collimator. 
 
5.4.1 – Collimator Arrangement 
 
 As shown in Figure 5.10, the prototype instrument contains four 
collimators: the source collimator, the primary beam collimator, the scatter 
collimator and the detector collimator.  The source and primary beam collimators 
reside on the source-side of the sample while the scatter and detector collimators 
are located on the detector-side.  The primary beam and scatter collimators are 
equidistant (40 mm) from the sample.  This distance (which is the distance from 
the centre of the sample to the collimator face closest to the sample) was chosen 
because it is the closest the collimators can be to the sample whilst still give 
reasonable access to the sample.  It is ideal for these collimators to be as close to 
the sample as possible because it allows wider collimator openings to be used.  If 
they were placed closer to the source/detector, smaller openings are required to 
give the same resolution (assuming a constant opening width, ΘΔΘ  increases as 
the collimators are moved away from the sample.  Therefore narrower collimator 
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openings are required if the collimators are placed far from the sample).  
Collimators with wide openings are much easier to manufacture than ones with 
narrow openings.  Thus it is best to place the primary beam and scatter collimators 
close to the sample.  The detector collimator is situated at the apex of the scattered 
cone with the detector sitting directly below it.  The function and basic design of 
each collimator are described in the following subsections. 
 
 
Figure 5.10 - The prototype instrument contains four collimators: the (i) source 
collimator, (ii) primary beam collimator, (iii) scatter collimator and (iv) detector 
collimator. The collimators are arranged as shown above. 
 
5.4.1.1 – The Source Collimator 
 
The source collimator is a small block of metal with a cylindrical hole at 
its centre.  It is attached directly to the X-ray tube and its purpose is to 
immediately restrict the size of the X-ray beam emanating from the tube.  
Reducing the beam to the smallest possible size limits the amount of unwanted 
scatter that can contribute to the spectral background and also simplifies personnel 
shielding.  A diagram of the source collimator is shown in Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11 - The source collimator is a metal block with a cylindrical hole at its centre. 
 
5.4.1.2 – The Primary Beam Collimator 
 
 The primary beam collimator is a metal plate with a ring-shaped aperture 
at its centre.  The use of an annular aperture creates a conical incident X-ray 
beam.  As displayed in Figure 5.12, the inner surface of the aperture is sloped at 
half the diffraction angle, 2.75°, which allows X-rays to pass efficiently from the 
source, through the opening and onto the sample.  The width of the aperture 
(determined in a later section) is that which gives the best compromise between 
resolution and efficiency.  The annular aperture cannot be completely continuous 
since a small amount of material must extend across the opening to support the 
inner section.  This unavoidably reduces the opening area and hence results in a 
loss of counts.  The size of the aperture joins are therefore as small as possible to 
limit this loss.  
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Figure 5.12 - The primary beam collimator is a metal plate with two openings.  An 
annular opening creates a conical incident X-ray beam for diffraction measurements 
while a pinhole at the centre provides a means to measure the transmitted beam. 
 
The primary beam collimator also contains a cylindrical opening located at 
the centre of the annular aperture.  The purpose of this opening is to allow the  
X-ray beam transmitted directly through the sample (0° diffraction) to be 
measured.  It is important to acquire transmission measurements along with 
diffraction measurements as they can be used to ‘normalise’ the diffraction 
spectrum.  Normalisation of a diffraction spectrum (dividing the diffraction 
spectrum by the direct-transmission spectrum) provides a first order correction for 
attenuation losses in the sample, which is important if the composition and/or 
density of the sample varies throughout the measurement.  A second function of 
the central opening is for alignment of the collimators.  Measuring the strength of 
the direct beam allows the collimator to be aligned precisely with the central axis 
of the instrument.  During diffraction measurements this opening is closed. 
 The dimensions of the collimator plate itself are determined by two 
factors.  The thickness of the plate must be great enough to completely (or very 
nearly) stop the highest energy X-rays.  Although a tube potential of 120 kV is 
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used for most diffraction measurements, the tube is capable of running at up to 
150 kV, therefore the collimator thickness must be chosen with the value in mind.  
To determine the width and breadth of the plate, one must look to the next two 
collimators in the chain, the scatter and detector collimators.  The dimensions of 
the primary beam collimator should be great enough so that the direct line of sight 
through the scatter and detector collimators is blocked, as described in Section 
3.3.6 and shown in Figure 5.13.  This therefore shields the detector from X-rays 
that emanate from above the primary beam collimator, thus reducing the spectral 
background. 
 
 
Figure 5.13 - The primary beam collimator plate must be large enough so that it blocks 
the direct line of sight of the scatter and detector collimators.  This eliminates the 
possibility that X-rays emanating from above the collimator reaching the detector. 
 
5.4.1.3 – The Scatter Collimator 
 
 The scatter collimator is essentially a mirror image of the primary beam 
collimator.  The scatter collimator therefore also contains two openings, an 
annular aperture and a central cylindrical opening, both of which must be aligned 
with the openings of the primary beam collimator. 
 The size of the scatter collimator plate is determined by the viewing angle 
of the detector collimator.  Similarly to the primary beam collimator, the scatter 
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collimator must shield the detector from X-rays produced above it.  Thus the 
scatter collimator must completely fill the field of view of the detector collimator. 
The main purpose of the scatter collimator is not to collimate the diffracted 
beam, but rather to provide three forms of shielding: (i) shield the detector as 
described above, (ii) immediately stop the X-rays of the incident beam that travel 
straight through the sample, and (iii) block X-rays diffracted from the inner 
surfaces of the primary beam collimator opening.  The second and third points are 
quite important.  Regarding point (ii), if the direct beam were left unchecked, this 
very high intensity beam would pass close to the detector, potentially increasing 
the spectral background if adequate detector shielding was not provided.  
Stopping this beam as far from the detector as possible is desirable as it decreases 
the amount of stray scatter around the detector.  
 
 
Figure 5.14 - Illustration of the possibility of observing diffraction from the collimators.  
On the left, collimator-diffracted X-rays can reach the detector. On the right, these X-rays 
are blocked. 
 
Point (iii) is particularly vital.  It must be remembered that the collimators 
are made from metals, which are crystalline and will therefore diffract X-rays.   
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X-rays that graze the inner surfaces of the primary beam collimator opening can 
be diffracted towards the detector.  Thus, the opening of the primary beam 
collimator must not be visible from the detector, otherwise diffraction from the 
collimator will be observed in the diffraction spectra obtained with the instrument.  
Also, diffraction from the inner surfaces of the annular scatter collimator opening 
is possible if it is subjected to the transmitted beam.  Figure 5.14 illustrates how 
these effects are possible.  On the left side of the figure, diffracted X-rays from the 
primary beam (red) and scatter (blue) collimators are able to reach the detector. 
On the right, the collimator diffracted X-rays are blocked.  This must be the case 
otherwise unwanted diffraction peaks will appear in the diffraction spectrum of 
the sample 
 
5.4.1.4 – The Detector Collimator 
 
 The detector collimator is a metal plate like the primary beam and scatter 
collimators.  At the centre of the plate there is a conical hole, the sides of which 
are angled at 2.75°.  This opening defines the apex of the scattered cone beam.  
The dimensions of the detector collimator are not particularly important, so long 
as it provides adequate shielding for the detector. 
 
 
Figure 5.15 - The detector collimator is a metal plate with a conical hole at its centre. 
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5.4.2 – Cone Beam Diameter 
 
 The cone beam diameter is the width of the intersection between the 
incident and scattered beams.  This is an important consideration as it influences 
two fundamental parameters of the instrument: 
 
• the volume of the sample irradiated by the X-ray beam, and 
• distances from the source to the sample and the sample to the detector. 
 
An increase in the diameter of the beam increases the volume of material 
measured.  Generally it is beneficial to measure the largest amount of material 
possible because this results in smaller sampling errors.  However increasing the 
beam diameter also increases the source to sample and sample to detector 
distances, assuming a constant diffraction angle.  Therefore limitations on the 
physical size of the instrument may subsequently limit the range of available 
beam diameters. 
 For the instrument designed here, the beam diameter was restricted by the 
diameter of compressed disc samples that could be measured from time to time 
with the analyser.  These samples are discs of compressed mineral powder of 
diameter 32 mm, which are typically used in laboratory X-ray diffraction 
measurements.  The analyser will primarily be used to measure mineral slurries 
and loose dry powder samples for which there are no real size limitations, 
however it is desired that a laboratory analyser be as flexible as possible, thus it 
was preferable that compressed discs could be measured too.  This means that the 
beam diameter needed be less than 32 mm, which lead to the value of 30 mm 
being chosen as the diameter of the beam at the sample. 
 Knowing the beam diameter, 30 mm, and the diffraction angle, 5.5°, the 
source to sample and sample to detector distances can be calculated.  These are 
312.3 mm giving a source to detector distance of 624.6 mm. 
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5.4.3 – Collimator Opening Widths 
 
 It has been explained previously that widths of the collimators openings 
are highly influential in determining the resolution and efficiency of an EDXRD 
analyser.  It is therefore important that they are chosen carefully.  In this section 
an explanation is presented on the procedure employed to determine the best 
opening widths for each of the four collimators. 
 
5.4.3.1 – Source Collimator Opening Width 
 
 The opening width of the source collimator is relatively simple to 
determine.  The diameter of the opening must be such that the width of the beam 
incident on the primary beam collimator is large enough to just cover the annular 
opening.  Figure 5.16 shows the positions of the X-ray focus, source collimator, 
primary beam collimator and geometry of the incident beam.  The source 
collimator is attached to a tungsten nozzle fitted to the X-ray tube with its outer 
face a distance of approximately 41 mm from the X-ray focus.  This leads to an 
opening of 6 mm producing a cone beam radius that just covers the annular 
opening of the primary beam collimator. 
 
 
Figure 5.16 - The opening width of the source collimator must be large enough so that the 
cone beam produced just covers the primary beam collimator opening. 
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5.4.3.2 – Primary Beam, Scatter and Detector Collimator Opening Widths 
 
 The primary beam, scatter and detector collimator openings were chosen 
together as they combine to determine the geometries of the incident and scatter 
beams and hence the resolution.  This requires the ascertainment of the 
combination of openings that give the best compromise between resolution and 
efficiency.  However, the primary beam and scatter collimators of the prototype 
instrument were chosen to have equal opening widths, which simplified the 
construction of these collimators.  Therefore the resolutions and count-rates 
obtained with a wide range of primary beam/scatter and detector collimator 
openings were investigated.  The combination that provided the best performance 
was utilised in the prototype analyser. 
 Monte Carlo modelling is extremely useful for this a task as it enables the 
resolutions and count-rates obtained with different combinations of collimator 
opening widths to be assessed and compared.  Table 5.6 details the collimator 
openings investigated by Monte Carlo modelling.  All possible combinations of 
these openings were simulated.  The sample material used in all simulations was  
5 mm thick rutile.  The resolution and diffraction peak intensity obtained with 
each design variation were calculated and the results are given in Figure 5.17.  
The data points for each set of primary beam/scatter collimator values represent a 
different value for the detector collimator width.  The highest intensity values 
correspond to a 2.0 mm detector collimator opening.  Note that the intensity 
values indicated are only for comparison between the potential count-rate 
performances of the different design variations.  The actual count-rate obtained 
when measuring a real material depends on the nature of the material itself and the 
X-ray tube voltage/current settings. 
 
Table 5.6 - Collimator opening widths investigated to determine the best combination for 
the prototype analyser. The primary beam and scatter collimator opening were always 
equal. All combinations were investigated. 
Collimator Opening Width (mm) 
Primary beam/scatter 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 2.5 
Detector 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0
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Figure 5.17 - Resolution vs. count-rate performance for various combinations of primary 
beam/scatter and detector collimator opening widths. 
 
 The results show that for primary beam/scatter collimator opening widths 
greater than approximately one millimetre, the detector collimator opening width 
has little influence on the resolution.  This occurs because the value of ΘΔΘ  is 
dominated by the large openings of the primary beam and scatter collimators.  
Increases in the detector collimator opening thus only have a minor effect.  
However, for these large primary beam and scatter collimator opening widths the 
count-rate does increase significantly in correspondence with the increased 
detection area.  When the primary beam and scatter collimator openings are 
decreased below 1 mm, the detector collimator has a larger role in determining the 
resolution. 
 Since the prototype is a general-purpose instrument it needed to be capable 
of measuring a wide range of materials of varying complexity.  Therefore the 
instrument was designed to have very good resolution.  It has been shown that a 
resolution value of at least 4-5% FWHM is generally desirable [85].  When 
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determining the best compromise between resolution and count-rate it is usually 
best to lean towards obtaining better resolution than a higher count-rate because 
the resolution of an instrument is a fixed quantity.  A slightly lower count-rate can 
be overcome by using longer data collection times or a higher output X-ray tube.  
Therefore it is more beneficial to obtain a resolution level towards the lower end 
of a targeted resolution range.  For the prototype instrument that was between  
4% and 4.5% FWHM.  Also, since the data was obtained for a sample thickness of 
5 mm, using a resolution at the lower end of the range allows for the small 
degradations in resolution caused by thicker samples.  The data in Figure 5.17 
shows that an instrument with a resolution in this range can be obtained using 
primary beam/scatter collimations of 0.5 mm with detector collimation of 1.2 mm, 
or primary beam/scatter collimations of 0.6 mm coupled to 0.8 mm, 1.0 mm or  
1.2 mm detector collimations respectively.  Out of these four settings, the 
collimator settings that give the best compromise between resolution and count-
rate are 0.5 mm for the primary beam and scatter collimators and 1.2 mm for the 
detector collimator.  The data point corresponding to these settings is labelled in 
the figure.  These are the settings chosen for the prototype analyser.  With these 
collimator openings a resolution close to the middle of the optimal range of  
4 - 4.5% FWHM is achieved at the greatest count-rate, thus giving the best  
all-round performance. 
A summary of all the collimator openings for the prototype EDXRD 
analyser is given in Table 5.7.  With these settings, the resolution of the 
instrument was predicted to be approximately 4.2% FWHM.  Note that this value 
will vary slightly with changes in the sample thickness. 
 
Table 5.7 - Collimator opening widths. 
Collimator Opening Width (mm) 
Source 6.0 
Primary beam 0.5 
Scatter 0.5 
Detector 1.2 
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5.4.4 – Collimator Construction 
 
 This section provides an overview of the procedure used to determine the 
appropriate materials from which to build the primary beam, scatter and detector 
collimators and their physical dimensions. 
 
5.4.4.1 – Collimator Material 
 
 Steel was chosen as the most appropriate material from which to construct 
the primary beam, scatter and detector collimators.  Other materials that could 
have been used for these collimators include lead and tungsten.  Steel was selected 
because it has a number of advantages over all of the other potential materials.  
Lead and tungsten both suffer from the disadvantage that they are difficult to 
machine precisely due to the soft nature of lead and the extreme hardness of 
tungsten.  The softness of lead also means that it is susceptible to damage.  
Tungsten is also very expensive compared to both lead and steel.  The main 
drawback of steel is it is relatively transparent to X-rays compared to lead and 
tungsten.  Therefore, greater thicknesses must be used in order to obtain the same 
level of X-ray shielding. 
 The source collimator on the other hand was manufactured from lead.  The 
source collimator is a much simpler component from a mechanical standpoint 
because it does not have the difficult-to-machine conical openings of the other 
collimators.  Therefore, without the requirement of precision machining, lead is 
the most appropriate material for the source collimator.  
 
5.4.4.2 – Collimator Dimensions 
 
 The thickness of the collimators should ideally be the minimum required 
to achieve zero transmission through the collimator itself since the difficulty and 
expense involved in manufacturing a collimator increase with its thickness.  To 
determine the minimum thickness of steel required for the collimators, Monte 
Carlo simulations were carried out on instruments with collimator thicknesses 
ranging from 5 mm to 40 mm.  The sample material used in the simulations 
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contained 50 wt% wüstite and 50 wt% water.  The diffraction angle, collimator 
openings and beam diameter used were those determined above. 
 
 
Figure 5.18 – Monte Carlo EDXRD spectrum of wüstite and water collected with 
instruments with collimator thicknesses ranging from 5 mm to 30 mm.  
 
 Figure 5.18 shows the simulated diffraction spectra obtained using the 
range of collimator thicknesses with a magnification of the energy region 75 keV 
to 120 keV.  It can be seen that at medium-to-high energies there is a significant 
increase in the spectral background with collimator thicknesses of 5 mm and  
10 mm compared to thicknesses of 15 mm or greater.  Thicknesses below 10 mm 
are therefore insufficient.  Above 15 mm no advantage in terms of extra 
attenuation is obtained by increasing the collimator thickness.   Therefore 15 mm 
is the ideal collimator thickness. 
 The dimensions of the primary beam, scatter and detector collimator plates 
in the plane normal to the central axis where chosen to be 120 × 120 mm.  These 
dimensions correspond to the length and breadth of the x-y translation stages to 
which the collimators were fixed.  The translation stages, which can be adjusted 
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via micrometers, are used to precisely align the collimators with the central axis 
(as will be seen in the next section, this is extremely important.)  It was also 
discussed in Section 5.4.1 that the dimensions of each collimator in the plane 
normal to the central axis must be large enough to completely cover the entire 
field of view of the collimator(s) directly below it.  The collimator with the largest 
field of view is the detector collimator, which has a field of view diameter of 
approximately 66 mm at the primary beam collimator.  Thus the dimensions of the 
collimators more than cover the field of view of all collimators.  In fact the 
‘oversized’ nature of the collimators allowed the screws for securing the 
collimators to their respective translation stage to be placed in the region outside 
the field of view.  This means that the shielding integrity of the collimators is not 
compromised. 
 In order to increase the shielding capability of the primary beam, scatter 
and detector collimators, a 3 mm thick layer of lead is affixed to the face subject 
to the incoming X-ray beam.  Although this is not entirely necessary (the 15 mm 
Figure 5.19 - Primary beam collimator with lead shield.  The scatter and 
detector collimators also have similar lead shields. Note that the openings in the 
shield are much wider than the collimator opening as the shield is not intended 
to provide collimation. 
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steel plate provides good shielding as shown), it provides a low cost and simple 
way to boost the shielding capacity of the collimators.  Note though the lead 
sheets themselves do not help to collimate the X-ray beam.  The openings cut into 
the lead around apertures are much wider than the collimator openings, as shown 
in Figure 5.19.  Their only purpose is to increase shielding. 
 The dimensions of the source collimator are far less critical than the other 
collimators.  Its thickness was chosen to be 10 mm, which is more than enough 
lead to effectively reduce the transmission of 150 keV X-rays to zero.  The length 
and breadth of the source collimator were made to match those of the tungsten 
nozzle to which it is fixed.  These are 20 mm × 24 mm. 
 
5.5 – Tolerances 
 
 When machining metal components like those in this analyser, the 
dimensions of the final products are never an exact match for those specified in 
the design.  The closer one requires the final component to be to the design, the 
more care must be taken in machining the part.  A designer indicates how closely 
the manufactured component should match the design by specifying tolerances on 
each dimension.  For example, a designer might specify that a certain side of a 
collimator have a length of 120 ± 1 mm.  In this case, the length of the collimator 
should lie between 119 mm and 121 mm.  The allowable tolerances in the 
component dimensions are important to determine when designing an EDXRD 
analyser as, it is vital to understanding exactly how misaligned or incorrectly 
dimensioned components affect the performance of the instrument.  For example, 
we may want to know by how much the resolution and count-rate change if the 
primary beam collimator opening is not angled at 2.75° as it should be, but, say 
2.5°.  Or if the detector collimator is 2 mm too close to sample.  Understanding 
exactly how subtle changes in the geometry, dimensions and positions of the 
components affect the performance allows us to specify tolerances for the 
machining of the various parts of the analyser.  That way we do not lose 
performance through poorly machined components.  This section investigates the 
changes in performance obtained when components are misaligned or the 
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dimensions differ slightly from those specified.  This data was used to determine 
the required tolerances of each part of the instrument. 
 
5.5.1 – Horizontal Tolerances 
 
 First to be investigated are the tolerances of dimensions in the horizontal 
plane, that is the plane normal to the central axis.  Examples of some of the 
misalignments that were investigated this plane relative to the central axis include: 
 
• misalignment of the primary beam collimator, 
• misalignment of the scatter collimator, 
• misalignment of the primary beam and scatter collimators together, and 
• misalignment of the detector collimator. 
 
The affect that each of these has on the resolution and count-rate obtained was 
investigated using Monte Carlo modelling so that suitable tolerances could be 
obtained. 
 The effect of misalignment of the primary beam collimator was 
investigated by moving it in the horizontal plane whilst keeping the other 
collimators perfectly aligned with the central axis.  The resulting effect on a 
diffraction peak is shown in Figure 5.20.  It can be seen that a misalignment of 
just 200 μm is enough to significantly reduce the count-rate.  Further 
misalignments lead to a much greater loss of counts.  Similar results are obtained 
for misalignment of the scatter collimator (Figure 5.21).  This shows that these 
collimators must both be aligned with the central axis to within at least 200 μm. 
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Figure 5.20 – Monte Carlo modelled effect on the diffraction peak when the primary 
beam collimator is misaligned in the horizontal direction whilst all other collimators 
remain perfectly aligned.  A misalignment of just 200 µm is sufficient to significantly 
reduce the peak intensity. 
 
 
Figure 5.21 - Monte Carlo modelled effect on the diffraction peak when the scatter 
collimator is misaligned in the horizontal direction whilst all other collimators remain 
perfectly aligned.  The effect of misalignment of this collimator is much the same as the 
primary beam collimator. 
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 Figure 5.22 shows what happens to the diffraction peak when primary 
beam and scatter collimators are both misaligned by the same amount.  It can be 
seen that the diffraction peak becomes ‘smeared’ as the instrument is no longer 
measuring diffraction at a narrow, well-defined angular range but rather a much 
larger range. Similar results are obtained for horizontal misalignment of the 
detector collimator (Figure 5.23).  Hence an increasing misalignment causes a 
dramatic degradation in resolution and also count-rate.  Using this information the 
tolerances in the horizontal positions of the collimators and their opening widths 
were chosen to be 100 μm. 
 
 
Figure 5.22 -Monte Carlo modelled effect on the diffraction peak when the primary beam 
and scatter collimators are misaligned in the horizontal direction simultaneously whilst all 
other collimators remain perfectly aligned.  The effect is much more severe than for 
misalignment of collimators individually.  The results indicate that these collimators must 
be aligned to within 100 µm. 
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Figure 5.23 - Monte Carlo modelled effect on the diffraction peak when the detector 
collimator is misaligned in the horizontal direction whilst all other collimators remain 
perfectly aligned.  This collimator must be aligned to within 100 µm of the central axis. 
 
5.5.2 – Vertical Tolerances 
 
 Now we investigate how precisely the components must be positioned in 
the vertical direction – the vertical direction being defined as parallel to the central 
axis of the X-ray beam.  Two examples of misalignments in this direction are 
presented: 
 
• the vertical position of the primary beam collimator, 
• the vertical position of the primary beam and scatter collimators together. 
 
Figure 5.24 shows the effect of moving the primary beam collimator in the 
vertical direction.  Notice that the position of the diffraction peak shifts when the 
primary beam collimator is moved.  This happens because the diffraction angle is 
changed slightly when the primary beam collimator is moved up or down.  
Moving the primary beam collimator in the vertical direction also result in a loss 
of counts due to the fact that the slope of the collimator opening is no longer 
aligned with the direction of the X-ray beam.  This means that the collimator 
openings are effectively reduced for all collimators (except for the source 
collimator), not just the primary beam collimator since the misplacement of the 
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primary beam collimator skews the geometry of the beam over the entire 
instrument.  As a result the resolution actually improves slightly.  The spectra 
show that misalignment of the primary beam collimator in the vertical has a far 
lesser effect on the resolution and count-rate than misalignment in the horizontal 
direction.  In the vertical direction displacement of up to a few millimetres are 
tolerable, as long as the other collimators are closely aligned. 
However, what happens if both the primary beam and the scatter 
collimator are both misaligned?  Figure 5.25 shows the loss of counts when the 
primary beam and scatter collimator are displaced by the same distance.  It is seen 
that the effect is much more pronounced when both collimators are misaligned 
and therefore tolerances of about 1 mm are required to ensure that close to the 
maximum counts are obtained.  This tolerance level is also used for the vertical 
position of the detector collimator. 
 
Figure 5.24 - Monte Carlo modelled effect on the diffraction peak when the primary beam 
collimator is misaligned in the vertical direction whilst all other collimators remain 
perfectly aligned.  Vertical alignment is less critical than horizontal alignment. 
. 
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Figure 5.25 - Monte Carlo modelled effect on the diffraction peak when the primary beam 
and scatter collimator is misaligned simultaneously in the vertical direction whilst all 
other collimators remain perfectly aligned.  The loss of counts is much more severe when 
both collimators are misaligned.  The results indicate that these collimators must be 
placed in the vertical direction to within 1 mm of their ideal positions.  
 
5.5.3 – Angular Tolerances 
 
 The final type of misalignment investigated was the slope of the collimator 
openings relative to the direction of the X-ray beam.  Figure 5.26 shows how 
misalignment of the primary beam and scatter collimator opening angles affects 
the measured diffraction signal.  The spectra show that a small misalignment of 
the opening angle can lead to a significant loss of counts.  In fact a misalignment 
of less than 1° is enough to effectively close the collimator openings.  These 
results show that the opening angles of the collimators must be accurate to within 
0.25°. 
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Figure 5.26 - Monte Carlo modelled effect on the diffraction peak when the primary beam 
and scatter collimator opening angles are misaligned with the direction of the X-ray 
beam.  A misalignment of less than 1° is enough to effectively block the passage of X-
rays.  Note that both the inner and outer surfaces are misaligned by the same amount, not 
just the outer surfaces as depicted in the figure. 
 
5.6 – Spatial Sensitivity 
 
 An important aspect of an instrument used for analysing materials is its 
spatial sensitivity.  That is, how sensitive the instrument is to material in different 
regions of the sample.  An ideal instrument would be equally sensitive to the 
entire volume of material measured, however this is commonly not the case.  
Most analysers obtain a greater signal from certain regions of the sample, which 
leads to materials in those regions being over represented in the analysis results.   
In this section the spatial sensitivity of the prototype EDXRD analyser is 
investigated.  The spatial sensitivity of the instrument can be split into two 
categories: 
 
(i) Vertical spatial sensitivity – the difference in sensitivity in the vertical 
direction, i.e. over the thickness of the sample. 
(ii) Horizontal spatial sensitivity – the difference in sensitivity in the 
horizontal direction, i.e. over the surface of the sample. 
 
The spatial sensitivity in both of these directions was investigated using Monte 
Carlo modelling. 
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5.6.1 – Vertical Spatial Sensitivity 
 
 The vertical spatial sensitivity was investigated by modelling the 
diffraction signal obtained when a 1.0 mm thick sample was moved vertically 
through the entire sensitive region of the instrument as shown in Figure 5.27.  The 
sample was measured from positions of –10 mm to +10 mm from the centre of the 
primary beam and scatter collimators in increments of 0.2 mm.   
 
 
Figure 5.27 – Sample positioning for vertical sensitivity measurements.  The sample was 
moved over a 20 mm range in 0.2 mm increments. 
 
The results, given in Figure 5.28 show the relative sensitivity of the 
instrument to material at each of the vertical points investigated.  It can be seen 
that, as expected, the instrument is most sensitive to material at the centre of the 
sample.  On either side of the maximum the sensitivity declines linearly until 
points just over 6 mm from the centre of the sample where the sensitivity has 
reduced to zero.  From this sensitivity measurement we can determine that the 
maximum thickness of material that can be measured with the prototype 
instrument is approximately 13 mm if the entire sensitive region is used. 
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Figure 5.28 – Vertical sensitivity of the prototype instrument determined by Monte Carlo 
modelling.  The relative sensitivity is defined as I(y)/I0 where I0 is the maximum intensity 
recorded and I(y) is the intensity measured at the vertical position y.  The total sensitive 
region spans approximately 13 mm with a FWHM of about 6 mm. 
 
The shape of the vertical sensitivity curve can be understood by inspecting 
the irradiated volume of the sample that is viewable by the detector, i.e. the region 
of intersection between the incident and scattered cones.  Figure 5.29 shows a 
two-dimensional representation of this region.  The blue lines represent the 
boundaries of the incident and scattered beams as defined by the collimators.  The 
area enclosed by these boundaries is measurable region of the sample.   The peak 
sensitivity occurs at the centre of the sample due to the fact that the measured 
zone is widest at the sample’s centre.  The sensitivity in the regions on either side 
of the centre decreases linearly because the width of the measured zone also 
reduces linearly.  It is also interesting to note that the measured zone is shifted 
very slightly towards the source.  The effect of this can be seen in Figure 5.28 
where the sensitivity curve is shifted slightly in the positive direction. 
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Figure 5.29 – The sensitive region of the instrument is the region enclosed by the blue 
lines, which represent the boundaries of the incident and scatter beams.  The total height 
of the sensitive region is approximately 13 mm. 
 
 Knowledge of the vertical sensitivity has interesting applications in the 
design of an EDXRD instrument, particularly an on-line instrument measuring 
slurry flowing through a pipeline such as that in Figure 1.4.  There are essentially 
two ways in which this knowledge can be used in the design of an instrument: 
 
(i) The height of the sensitive region could be made much larger than the 
thickness of the sample.  This method avoids using the low sensitivity 
regions at the top and bottom of the measured volume.  The disadvantage 
of this method is that any material encasing the sample, such as a slurry 
pipeline, would be well within the sensitive region.  Therefore scatter from 
this material would be measured and hence the spectral background 
increased.  
(ii) If height of the sensitive region was made to match or be less the sample 
thickness, the casing material would be ‘out of view’ and hence 
background scatter is reduced.  Having the height of the sensitive region 
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less than the total sample thickness would also help to keep any material 
that has built up on the inside wall of a pipeline out of view as well.  The 
disadvantage of this setup is that the low sensitive regions are used and 
hence there would be a measuring bias towards material at centre of the 
sample. 
 
5.6.2 – Horizontal Spatial Sensitivity 
 
 The horizontal spatial sensitivity of the prototype instrument was 
investigated by modelling the spectra of a strip of material (40 mm long × 1 mm 
wide × 5 mm thick) over a range of horizontal positions.  The strip was moved 
through the entire sensitive region of the instrument in two separate runs.  In the 
first run, the length of the sample was parallel to the length of the aperture joins, 
while in the second run the sample was aligned perpendicular to the joins as 
shown in Figure 5.30.  A strip of material for which the length was as long as the 
sensitive region was used so that the sensitivity of the instrument to slurry flowing 
though different regions of the beam could be examined.  This enabled us to 
determine if the instrument is more sensitive to material passing though certain 
sections of the pipeline.  The sample was moved in increments of 1 mm from 
positions of –20 mm to +20 mm from the central axis. 
Figure 5.31 shows the relative sensitivities for material travelling both 
parallel and perpendicular to the aperture joins.  The results show that the 
instrument is far more sensitive to material passing through the edges of the 
analysis region than material at the centre.  This is of course due to the circular 
nature of the beam, where the total time that material is subjected to the X-ray 
beam increases the further away it is from the centre.  For the orientation where 
the stream is travelling perpendicular to the aperture joins, the sensitivity in the 
region around the centre of the pipe is zero because the joins block the beam in 
this region.  For the orientation where the joins are parallel to the flow direction, 
the high sensitivity of the outer regions is reduced.  This occurs because in this 
orientation the joins are at the outer edge of the pipe, thus blocking the beam and 
reducing sensitivity. 
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Figure 5.30 - Sample positioning for vertical sensitivity measurements.  The sample was 
oriented parallel (left) and perpendicular (right) to the aperture joins.  For both 
orientations the sample was moved over a 40-mm range in 1-mm increments. 
 
 
Figure 5.31 – Horizontal spatial sensitivity of the prototype instrument as determined by 
Monte Carlo.  The relative sensitivity is defined as I(x)/I0 where I0 is the maximum 
intensity recorded and I(x) is the intensity measured at the horizontal position x.    The 
instrument is most sensitive to the outer edges of the sample. 
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Clearly the best option is to have the flow direction parallel to the joins 
since the zero sensitivity region in the centre is avoided and the extreme 
sensitivity regions at the edges are reduced.  One may also find it advantageous to 
have the diameter of the beam wider than the pipe itself so that only the relatively 
flat sensitivity region is used.  This oversizing of the beam would give less biasing 
towards the outer regions of the pipe. 
  
5.7 – Summary 
 
 This chapter has presented the design process undertaken to develop a 
prototype EDXRD instrument suitable for performing on-line mineralogical 
analysis.  It was designed to deliver the highest possible count-rate whilst 
achieving a resolution level that allows materials with complex mixtures of 
crystalline components to be analysed.  The geometry of the instrument was 
chosen to be the cone-cone design, which has a number of advantages over the 
pencil-pencil and pencil-cone setups.  These advantages include (i) better 
resolution is obtained given for a count-rate, (ii) a greater volume of material is 
measured and (iii) a small-size, low-cost CdTe detector can be used.    
The instrument contains four collimators, each serving a different purpose.  
On the source-side of the sample resides the source and primary beam collimators.  
The source collimator is attached to the X-ray tube and immediately restricts the 
X-ray beam exiting the tube to a size that just covers the opening aperture of the 
primary beam collimator.  The primary beam collimator has an annular opening 
and defines the geometry of the primary X-ray beam.  The annular opening 
produces a ring-shaped beam on the sample. 
On the detector-side of the sample the scatter and detector collimators are 
used to shape the diffracted beam.  The scatter collimator’s main purpose is to 
prevent scattered X-rays produced above it from reaching the detector.  Another 
of its functions is to prevent X-rays diffracted from the inner surfaces of the 
primary beam collimator from being detected.  Together with the primary beam 
collimator, the detector collimator defines the diffraction angle measured. 
The diffraction angle was chosen after determining the optimal energy 
region for the diffraction peaks (d =1.5 Å to d = 4.5 Å) to reside in the diffraction 
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spectra colleted with the instrument.  The energy range was selected to be  
25 < E < 90 keV after considering factors such as the d-spacings of the minerals 
that will be measured, the transmitted X-ray spectrum, the efficiency of the  
XR-100T-CdTe detector, the coherent and incoherent scattering cross sections as 
functions of angle and the effect of the diffraction angle on the resolution.  The 
optimal energy range lead to selection of Θ = 5.5° as the diffraction angle. 
The opening widths of the collimators were optimised through the use of 
Monte Carlo modelling.  The aim was to find the combinations of openings that 
gave the best compromise between resolution and efficiency.  The primary beam 
and scatter collimators both have opening widths of 0.5 mm and the detector 
collimator 1.2 mm.  The source collimator’s opening was selected to be 6 mm, 
which is the width required to spread the incident beam over the annular opening 
of the primary beam collimator.  Monte Carlo modelling was also used to 
determine the thickness and dimensional tolerances of the collimators as well as 
the spatial sensitivity of the instrument.  The collimators were chosen to be 
manufactured from 15 mm thick steel with an additional 3 mm lead sheet to boost 
their shielding capacity.  The tolerances on the dimensions and placement of the 
collimators in the instrument were found to be rather tight.  Tolerances for 
dimensions in the horizontal direction of 100 μm were required to ensure that 
good quality diffraction spectra are produced by the instrument.  In the vertical 
direction, the tolerances are less tight – around 1 mm is sufficient in this direction.  
It was also found that the slope of collimator openings must be aligned with the 
direction of the X-ray beam to within 0.25°.  Investigations of the expected spatial 
sensitivity in the both vertical and horizontal directions showed that the analyser 
is most sensitive to material passing through the vertical centre of the outer edges 
of a slurry pipeline.  The total measurable thickness of material was determined to 
be approximately 13 mm. 
In the next chapter the completed instrument is presented and tested to 
determine whether the performance characteristics prescribed in the design 
(resolution, count-rate, spatial sensitivity, etc) are met. 
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Chapter 6 
EDXRD Analyser Construction and Performance 
 
 
6.1 – Introduction 
 
 This chapter provides an overview of the complete prototype EDXRD 
analyser designed in Chapter 5.  A brief description of the instrument as a whole 
is presented including how the collimators and other components are assembled, 
the materials used, the method for sample presentation and the overall size of the 
rig.  This is followed by more detail descriptions of the collimators and detector 
assembly and the means by which their positions can be adjusted for alignment 
purposes. 
 The performance of the instrument is also investigated and compared to 
the performance predicted using Monte Carlo modelling.  The predicted 
resolution and the count-rate values are compared against the values actually 
obtained with the instrument.  This investigation is also used to validate the 
method for modelling diffractive scattering using Monte Carlo modelling 
developed in Chapter 4 by comparing modelled spectra with real spectra obtained 
with the analyser.  The vertical spatial sensitivity of the instrument is also 
compared to that predicted in Chapter 5. 
 
6.2 – The Complete Analyser 
 
 The instrument was constructed using a 20 mm thick solid steel frame as 
shown in the photograph of the completed instrument in Figure 6.1.  The frame is 
1200 mm tall × 700 mm wide × 225 mm deep.  The rig was constructed from 
thick steel panels to ensure that it would be absolutely rigid under the weight of 
the X-ray tube and shielding components. This guaranteed that the tight tolerances 
placed on the positions of the collimators would always be held.  The X-ray tube, 
labelled ‘A’ in the photograph is attached to the top crossbar such that the X-ray 
beam emitted downward from the window and outlet collimators.  The source 
collimator is attached to the tube and can be seen at position B. 
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Figure 6.1 – Photograph of the prototype analyser showing the X-ray tube (A), source 
collimator (B), primary beam collimator (C), scatter collimator (D), translation stage for 
the primary beam/scatter collimator assembly (E) and the sample stage (F).  The detector 
collimator and CdTe detector are located inside the shielding below the lower shelf. 
 
 Below the X-ray tube is the primary beam (C) and scatter collimator (D) 
assembly, which sits on a shelf 735 mm below the top crossbar.  The two 
collimators are attached to a translations stage (E) that has both x- and  
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y-adjustment (in the photograph: left and right, and into and out of the page 
respectively).  Adjustment of the primary beam and scatter collimators is achieved 
via adjustment of this stage.  The translation stage has a 60 mm diameter hole 
through its centre allowing a clear passage for X-rays.  Between the primary beam 
and scatter collimator is the sample stage (F), which is a plastic shelf with a  
60 mm diameter central hole.  The sample stage can be moved up and down using 
micrometers placed at both sides. This allows the sample to be positioned 
precisely at the centre of the instrument, i.e. at the intersection of the incident and 
scattered cone beams, regardless of its thickness 
 The detector collimator and X-ray detector are situated inside the large 
barrel-shaped shielding vessel below the bottom shelf.  A photograph of the 
detector collimator and detector is shown in Figure 6.2.  The detector collimator is 
connected to a translation stage that is affixed to the lower side of the bottom 
shelf.  The detector itself is attached to a mount that allows it to be moved in both 
the x- and y-directions.  These adjustments enable the detector to be precisely 
placed under the detector collimator opening. 
 
 
Figure 6.2 – The detector and detector collimator attached to the instrument. 
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 Two cylindrical X-ray shields are included.  One is placed around the 
detector as mentioned and the other is located between the two shelves.  These 
shields are designed to protect the detector from stray X-rays that may scatter 
towards the detector.  Both shields have an outer casing of steel and a 3 mm inner 
lining of lead. 
 
6.3 – Collimators 
 
 The collimators are the most important parts of the instrument.  Therefore 
more detailed descriptions of the collimators are presented in this section. 
 
6.3.1 – Source Collimator 
 
 Figure 6.3 shows a photograph of the source collimator attached to the  
X-ray tube.  At the centre of the lead block the 6 mm diameter opening can be 
seen.  The collimator attaches to the end of a tungsten nozzle as shown in the 
photo. 
 
 
Figure 6.3 – The source collimator attached to the X-ray tube. 
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6.3.2 – Primary Beam and Scatter Collimators 
 
 The primary beam and scatter collimators are discussed together as they 
form a fixed assembly.  As shown in Figure 6.4, the primary beam and scatter 
collimators are attached together by four precisely machined beams.  It was 
shown in Chapter 5 that the openings of these two collimators must be concentric 
to within 100 μm if good efficiency and high-resolution are to be obtained.  In the 
completed assembly, the collimator openings are concentric to within 24 μm 
(measured by the manufacturer) and therefore fall well within the prescribed 
tolerances.  This means that no relative adjustment between the two collimators 
themselves is necessary. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 – The primary beam and scatter collimator assembly. 
 
 Focusing on the collimators individually, the main steel plates and the  
3 mm lead shields on top of the plates can be seen in Figure 6.4 for both the 
primary beam and scatter collimators.  The annular opening of the primary beam 
collimator is visible as the thin circular slit cut into the steel plate.  It can be seen 
that the width of the opening in the lead sheet is much larger than the collimator 
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opening.  A clearer view of the primary beam collimator opening is displayed in 
Figure 6.5, which shows a photograph of the collimator with the outer portion of 
the lead shield removed.  The two nearly semi circular apertures can be seen, 
which are separated by joins approximately 4 mm wide.  The 0.5 mm central 
opening used for transmission measurements and alignment is at the centre of the 
steel plate.  This opening lies inside a 3 mm diameter hole in the lead shield. 
 
 
Figure 6.5 – Close up of the primary beam collimator with the lead shielding removed to 
show the annular opening. 
 
6.3.3 – Detector Collimator 
 
 A photograph of the detector collimator detached from the instrument is 
displayed in Figure 6.6.  The steel plate of the main collimator section resides 
below the top layer of lead.  At the centre of the steel section is the conical 
opening, which has a lower diameter of 1.2 mm.  Like the lead shield of the 
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primary beam and scatter collimators, the shield of the detector collimator has a 
hole that is oversized relative to the collimator opening so that it does not interfere 
with the diffracted beam travelling towards the detector.  Also pictured in Figure 
6.6 is the Amptek XR-100T-CdTe detector.  Note that the detector is actually a 
CdTe detector, not CZT as marked on the detector’s casing.  The detector was 
upgraded from CZT to CdTe before the instrument was constructed. 
 
 
Figure 6.6 – Photograph of the detector collimator and detector.  The detector is a CdTe 
detector, not a CZT detector as marked on the casing. 
 
6.3.4 – Alignment of the Collimators 
 
 In Chapter 5 it was shown that alignment of the collimators to within  
100 μm of the central axis is vital if the optimal count-rate is to be obtained.  
Alignment of the collimators with the central axis was achieved by measuring the 
X-ray counts passing through the central openings of the collimators and adjusting 
their positions until the maximum count-rate was obtained.  In the prototype 
analyser, the X-ray focus of the tube defines the position of the central axis, since 
the tube is rigidly fixed to the frame.  Therefore, the alignment procedure 
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involved lining the collimators up with the X-ray focus.  The following method 
was used: 
 
• The X-ray tube was operated with voltage and current settings of 50 kV 
and 0.002 mA.  The actual values of these settings were unimportant since 
the objective was to merely detect the change in count-rate as the positions 
of the collimators were adjusted.  
• The positions of both collimator assemblies were adjusted until  
X-rays passing through the central openings were detected. 
• The position of the primary beam/scatter collimator assembly was moved 
iteratively in both the x- and y-directions until the count-rate was 
maximised.  Broad positional steps of 5 μm were used initially between 
count-rate acquisitions, followed by 1 μm steps to find the precise location 
of the maximum. 
• The position of the detector collimator was then adjusted in the same 
manner until maximum counts were obtained. 
• Using the above procedure it was possible that the collimators were 
aligned at a slight angle to the central axis rather than directly along it.  In 
order to ensure that this was not the case, the primary beam/scatter 
collimator assembly was moved 1 μm and the detector collimator moved  
2 μm.  If the collimators were aligned at an angle, rather than parallel to 
the central axis the count-rate detected would increase.  This was done in 
all four directions of adjustment (±x and ±y) to check that the collimators 
were aligned correctly with the central axis. 
 
6.4 – Analyser Performance 
 
 In this section the performance of the analyser is investigated and 
compared to the expected level of performance specified during the design 
process.  The discussion begins by describing the main features of a number of 
diffraction spectra collected with the prototype instrument.  Following this, the 
diffraction spectra of a number of mixture samples are compared with Monte 
Carlo modelled spectra in order to validate the method for modelling X-ray 
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diffraction described in Chapter 4.  The resolution of the instrument is determined 
from these spectra and compared to the expected value of 4.2% FWHM.  The 
vertical spatial sensitivity of the instrument is also investigated and compared to 
the sensitivity determined in Chapter 5.  This shows whether Monte Carlo 
modelling can be used as tool to reliably aid in the design and predict the 
performance of an EDXRD analyser. 
 
6.4.1 – EDXRD Spectra 
 
 Figures 6.7 to 6.9 show the EDXRD spectra of the minerals rutile, anatase 
and quartz collected with the prototype instrument.  The minerals were presented 
to the X-ray beam as loose power contained in plastic Petri dishes of diameter  
70 mm.  A photograph of one of the samples (quartz) is shown in Figure 6.10.  
The mass of each sample was 10.0 g.  The samples were rotated at a speed of 
approximately 6 revolutions/min on a turntable during measurement to increase 
the mass of material measured and hence reduce sampling errors.  The X-ray tube 
was run at a voltage of 120 kV and an electron beam current of 0.5 mA.  For all 
materials the collection time was 2000 s. 
Figure 6.7 - EDXRD spectrum of rutile collected with the prototype analyser.  The 
peaks at 58.0 keV and 59.3 keV are tungsten Kα lines of the X-ray tube target. 
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Figure 6.8 - EDXRD spectrum of anatase collected with the prototype analyser.  The 
peaks at 58.0 keV and 59.3 keV are tungsten Kα lines of the X-ray tube target.  The (200) 
peak coincides with the tungsten Kβ lines. 
 
 
Figure 6.9 - EDXRD spectrum of quartz collected with the prototype analyser.  The peaks 
at 58.0 keV and 59.3 keV coinciding with the (102) diffraction line are tungsten Kα lines 
of the X-ray tube target. 
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Figure 6.10 Photograph of a loose powder sample used for measurements. The above 
material is quartz. 
 
 The diffraction spectra of the three minerals show that the instrument 
collects spectra with excellent resolution and relatively low background levels.  
Each mineral has a number of intense diffraction peaks standing well above the 
background that could potentially be used for analysis.  The major contributors to 
the background in these spectra are Rayleigh and Compton scattering from the 
plastic Petri dish.  The diffraction spectrum of the dish, collected with the same 
method as the minerals above, is shown in Figure 6.11.  Interestingly, the 
spectrum shows that the particular plastic used in these Petri dishes 
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(polypropylene) exhibits strong molecular ordering, which is evident from the 
diffraction peaks between 20 keV and 35 keV.  Four distinct peaks can be seen, 
which have equivalent d-spacings of approximately 6.33 Å, 5.29 Å, 4.79 Å and 
4.17 Å.  This fact may have important implications in the design of an on-line 
slurry analyser since plastic would most likely be the material used as the window 
for the sample presenter.  The positions of these diffraction peaks lie outside the 
typical range for those of most minerals, however some have lines in the same 
region as the polypropylene diffraction peaks, such as the peaks of goethite, 
boehmite, kaolinite and talc (see Table 5.1).  If it were found that the 
polypropylene peaks interfere with the diffraction signals from the minerals, 
another material would need to be used or alternatively the position of the window 
could simply be moved to a region out of the field of view of the detector.  If this 
is done diffraction from the window will not be observed in the spectra obtained.  
In the case presented here, the position of the dish could be lowered in order to 
remove it from the detector’s view. 
 
 
Figure 6.11 - EDXRD spectrum of the polypropylene Petri dishes used to contain the 
loose powder samples.  The tungsten fluorescent lines of the X-ray target are labelled. 
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Moving back to the diffraction spectra of the minerals, the spectra all show 
a number of interesting features that are worth discussion.  Firstly, the 
characteristic tungsten peaks of the X-ray target can be observed in each 
spectrum.  These peaks are strongest in the diffraction spectrum of rutile, where 
the tungsten Kα lines reside in the same energy region as the (111) diffraction 
line.   
 At low energies in all the spectra, cadmium and tellurium escape peaks 
can be observed for the most intense diffraction lines.  The spectrum of anatase 
shows the least number of escape peaks since the only line intense enough to 
produce significant escape peaks is the (101) line.  The escape peaks of this line 
can be seen at energies below 16 keV.  Very low intensity escape peaks of the 
(004) line can also be observed in the energy region just below the (100) line.  
The rutile spectrum contains escape peaks that extend from just below 40 keV, 
near the (110) diffraction peak, down to just a few keV.  The peak situated at the 
base of the (100) peak on the low-energy side is an escape peak of the Kα1 line. 
The most intense escape peaks, which are located between approximately 4 keV 
and 20 keV are produced by the (110) diffraction line.  The quartz spectrum 
shows a string of escape peaks below about 30 keV. 
 A particularly interesting feature of the diffraction spectra is the  
low-energy tails observed in the diffraction peaks.  As explained in Section 5.2.2, 
the tailing is caused by charge trapping in the CdTe crystal.  The tailing effect can 
be most readily observed in high-intensity, high-energy peaks such as the (111) 
line of rutile.  Tailing is undesirable as it can lead to an increase in peak overlap 
and background, which can cause difficulties when performing spectral analysis.  
Rise time discrimination (RTD) [82,86] of the preamplifier output can 
significantly reduce tailing, however it was found that for the detector system 
used here, the performance of the RTD circuit is temperature dependent.  Figure 
6.12 shows the number of counts in the 59.54 keV photopeak of 241Am over a 
period of about 65 hours with RTD on.  Each data point represents a 30 s 
acquisition.  At certain times over the 65-hour period the cover surrounding the 
PX2 electronics box that houses the RTD circuit was either removed or replaced.  
When the box was covered, the temperature of the electronics increased due to a 
lack of ventilation and the count-rate dropped.  Conversely, the temperature 
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decreased when the cover was removed and the count-rate increased.  The same 
experiment was carried out with RTD off over a period of approximately  
40 hours.  The results are also displayed in Figure 6.12.  These results clearly 
show that the temperature of the electronics affects the number of counts 
measured when RTD is turned on, however the temperature has no bearing on the 
counts registered when RTD is off.  Also affected is the peak shape, since at 
higher temperatures more pulses are rejected leading to a reduction in the 
observed tailing.  This is shown in Figure 6.13.  These factors mean that RTD 
must be switched off when collecting spectra for quantitative analysis because a 
consistent counting rate is required. 
 
 
Figure 6.12 – Number of counts registered in the 241Am peak by the XR-100T-CdTe 
detector during 30 s acquisitions over tens of hours.  Intermittently the cover of the PX2 
box was either removed or replaced in order to change the temperature of the RTD 
circuit. When RTD is on the counts vary according to the change in temperature.  
However no change is observed when RTD is off. 
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Figure 6.13 – 59.54 keV 241Am photopeak with the PX2 covered (warm) and uncovered 
(cool).  The warm peak shows fewer counts and slightly reduced tailing. 
 
6.4.2 – Validation of the Monte Carlo Model and Performance Analysis 
 
 In Chapter 4 a method for modelling diffractive scattering from crystalline 
and amorphous materials was presented.  This model was used in Chapter 5 to 
assist in the design of the prototype EDXRD instrument.  Design parameters 
including the geometrical setup, collimator design, collimator openings and 
tolerance were all investigated using Monte Carlo modelling.  The performance 
characteristics of the instrument, including the resolution, count-rate and spatial 
resolution were also predicted.  This section compares simulated and experimental 
diffraction spectra in order to verify the validity of the Monte Carlo model.  The 
comparisons are used to determine whether the performance of an EDXRD 
analyser can be reliably predicted during the design phase using Monte Carlo 
modelling.  This section also compares the expected performance characteristics 
of the prototype analyser with those of the completed instrument. 
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6.4.2.1 – Comparison of Experimental and Monte Carlo Diffraction Spectra 
 
  The first comparisons between Monte Carlo simulated and experimental 
diffraction spectra are those of two samples containing mixtures of the minerals 
halite (NaCl) and sylvite (KCl).  Halite and sylvite have the face-centred cubic 
structure (see Figure 4.4) and belong to the space group Fm-3m.  The size of the 
unit cells of halite and sylvite are 5.64 Å and 6.29 Å respectively.  The 
compositions of the samples are given in Table 6.1.  The experimental spectra 
were collected using the same method as described in Section 6.4.1.  The Monte 
Carlo samples mimicked the experimental samples as closely as possible; hence 
the amorphous polypropylene Petri dish containing the samples was also included 
in the simulations.  However, the polypropylene was treated as a purely 
amorphous material (molecular ordering was ignored) and so the diffraction peaks 
seen in Figure 6.11 were not modelled. The cross sections and form factors of the 
minerals were calculated using crystal structure data taken from [87] and unit cell 
parameters obtained from [83].  The geometrical model of the instrument used in 
the simulations contained only the main functional components of the instrument, 
i.e. the collimators, source, detector crystal and the sample.  The other parts of the 
instrument, such as the mechanical supports, frame and shielding components 
were excluded from the geometrical model.  This was done so that the simulations 
were as efficient as possible, as scattering from these structures have a negligible 
contribution to the modelled spectrum. 
 
Table 6.1 - Composition of salt samples for Monte Carlo vs. experiment comparison. 
Sample Sample Mass (g) Halite (wt%) Sylvite (wt%)
1 25.0 50 50 
2 25.0 30 70 
 
 Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show the Monte Carlo simulated diffraction spectra 
plotted with the corresponding experimental data.  A model for the detector 
physics (e.g. charge transport properties) was not available, hence hole tailing was 
not modelled in the simulations.  Therefore it not observed in the Monte Carlo 
spectra.  However escape peaks were modelled. 
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Figure 6.14– Comparison of the Monte Carlo modelled and experimental spectra of a 
sample containing 50 wt% halite and 50 wt% sylvite. 
Figure 6.15 - Comparison of the Monte Carlo modelled and experimental spectra of a 
sample containing 30 wt% halite and 70 wt% sylvite. 
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Table 6.2 – Monte Carlo and experimental peak intensities calculated from the two 
strongest peaks of each mineral.  The peak intensities were calculated by summing the 
total counts in the peaks and subtracting the background.  On the low energy-side of the 
peaks, the summation began at the point where the tails returned to the level of the 
background continuum. 
Sample Peak 
Monte Carlo Intensity
(cts/s) 
Experimental Intensity 
(cts/s) Ratio 
 Halite (200) 77.0 102.8 0.75 
Halite/Sylvite Halite (220) 35.3 42.1 0.84 
50/50 Sylvite (200) 104.3 118.4 0.88 
  Sylvite (220) 119.3 171.6 0.70 
 Halite (200) 43.6 61.0 0.71 
Halite/Sylvite Halite (220) 20.5 23.1 0.89 
30/70 Sylvite (200) 132.3 139.7 0.95 
  Sylvite (220) 161.1 232.6 0.69 
 
It can be seen that the diffraction peak intensities obtained with Monte 
Carlo, given in Table 6.2, are less than those obtained experimentally.  However, 
if we examine the ratios between the experimental and Monte Carlo line 
intensities, we see that the corresponding ratios between the samples agree quite 
well.  This suggests that the errors are primarily due to instrument and sample 
factors.  The variation in ratios between corresponding lines is due to sampling 
errors.  For example, the halite (220) line has ratios of 0.75 and 0.71.  The 
difference is most likely caused by a slight deviation in the amount of halite seen 
by the beam away from the true values of 50 wt% and 30 wt%.    There is some 
variation between the relative intensities of the lines as well, seen in the difference 
in the experiment/Monte Carlo ratios for the same sample.  These can mainly be 
explained by sampling errors and differences in the form factor between the ideal 
crystal (as simulated using Monte Carlo) and the real material. 
There are a number of instrument factors that can explain the differences 
in the observed intensities.  The main source of error can be attributed to 
uncertainties in the geometry of the prototype analyser, such as the collimator 
positions, X-ray focal spot position and, in particular, the collimator opening 
widths.  It was shown in Chapter 5 that small variations in the geometry and 
dimensions of the different components of the analyser can have a significant 
effect on the count-rate.  As an example, Figure 6.16 shows the change in count-
rate obtained for the sample containing 50 wt% halite and 50 wt% sylvite when 
the collimator openings are oversized by 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 μm.  The ratios of 
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the peak intensities obtained to those of the experimental spectrum are given in 
Table 6.3.  The data shows that the Monte Carlo peak intensities begin to 
approach the experimental values when the openings are oversized by just 40 μm 
and become closer and generally exceed the experimental intensities for larger 
openings.  Note that all of these opening widths are within the tolerances of  
100 μm set for the collimator openings.  Other sources of instrument related errors 
are the lack of a complete physical model for the CdTe detector and uncertainties 
in the output flux of the X-ray tube. 
 
 
Figure 6.16 – The diffraction spectrum of the 50/50 wt% halite/sylvite sample with 
increasing collimator opening widths.  The opening of each collimator was oversized by 
the value given in the legend. 
 
Table 6.3 – Ratio of the Monte Carlo to experimental peak intensities obtained with 
oversized collimator opening widths for a 50/50 wt% halite/sylvite sample. 
Collimator Oversizing (μm) Halite (200) Halite (220) Sylvite (200) Sylvite (220) 
0 0.75 0.84 0.88 0.70 
20 0.81 0.91 0.95 0.75 
40 0.88 0.99 1.03 0.81 
60 0.94 1.08 1.12 0.87 
80 1.02 1.15 1.19 0.93 
100 1.10 1.23 1.29 1.00 
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Since the samples measured were simply loose powder that underwent 
little preparation or treatment, sampling errors may easily occur.  Sampling errors 
stem primarily from three sources: (i) inhomogeneous distribution of halite and 
sylvite in the sample, (ii) variation in the density and thickness of the sample from 
one region to the next and, (iii) lack of absolute random orientation of the 
crystallites.  All three points were partially addressed by rotating the sample 
during measurement. As depicted in Figure 6.17, in the measurement of a 
stationary sample the beam irradiates a ring-shaped region of material of width 
0.5 mm and inner and outer diameters of 29.75 mm and 30.25 mm respectively.  
If the sample is rotated and the sample placed such that the axis of rotation 
coincides with a part of the ring, the beam sweeps a circular area of diameter  
60 mm.  In this case the area and hence the mass of material measured is increased 
from approximately 23.6 mm2 to 2827 mm2. This corresponds to a 120 fold 
increase in the mass measured.  The greater the mass measured, the more closely 
the average sample composition and measured density approach the true values 
for the sample.  Also, the crystal orientations more closely approach true 
randomness.  However despite this appreciable sampling errors may nevertheless 
still result, as seen in the peak intensity data. 
 
 
Figure 6.17 – Increase in the sample volume measured by rotating the sample during 
measurement. 
 
 
30 mm 
Swept Area 
60 mm 
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 The diffraction spectra in Figures 6.14 and 6.15 also show that there is a 
slight peak shift towards lower energies for all diffraction peaks, which tends to 
become greater with increasing energy.  The peak shift is most readily observable 
in lines above about 60 keV.  This phenomenon suggests that the diffraction angle 
of the prototype instrument is slightly larger than the ideal value of Θ = 5.5°.  To 
determine the diffraction angle of the instrument, the angle was calculated from 
the (200) and (220) lines of halite and the (200) sylvite line using the known  
d-spacings of these lines.  The values obtained are given in Table 6.4, along with 
the corresponding values determined from the Monte Carlo simulated spectra for 
comparison.  The results show that the diffraction angle of the Monte Carlo 
instrument is, as expected, the proper value of Θ = 5.5°.  However, for the real 
instrument the diffraction angle is slightly larger than this, approximately  
Θ = 5.54°.  The difference is very small, however this results is a further 
demonstration of the sensitivity of EDXRD analysers to geometry changes.  A 
diffraction angle difference of a mere 0.04° produces a clearly observable shift in 
the positions of the diffraction peaks. 
 
Table 6.4 - The mean diffraction angle as calculated from the Monte Carlo (MC) and 
experimental (Exp) spectra. 
Sample Peak 
MC Peak  
Position (keV) 
Exp Peak 
 Position (keV)
MC  
Angle 
Exp  
Angle 
Halite/Sylvite Halite (200) 45.85 45.6 5.50 5.53 
30/70 Halite (220) 64.75 64.1 5.52 5.57 
  Sylvite (200) 41.08 40.88 5.49 5.52 
Halite/Sylvite Halite (200) 45.85 45.51 5.50 5.54 
50/50 Halite (220) 64.78 64.15 5.51 5.57 
  Sylvite (200) 41.07 40.9 5.49 5.52 
      Average 5.50 5.54 
 
 
A second comparison between Monte Carlo simulation and experiment is 
now presented.  In this comparison two changes are made - sylvite is replaced by 
quartz and the percentage compositions are changed such that in both samples 
halite is the dominant component.  Quartz belongs to the space group P3121 and 
has a trigonal unit cell of dimensions a = 4.91 Å and c = 5.41 Å.  The composition 
of the two samples is given in Table 6.5 and the experimental and Monte Carlo 
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simulated spectra given in Figures 6.18 and 6.19.  The experimental data was 
collected in the same manner as in the previous example. 
 
Table 6.5 - Composition of halite/quartz samples. 
Sample Sample Mass (g) Halite (wt%) Quartz (wt%)
1 25.0 70 30 
2 25.0 80 20 
 
 
 
Figure 6.18 - Comparison of the Monte Carlo modelled and experimental spectra of a 
sample containing 70 wt% halite and 30 wt% quartz. 
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Figure 6.19 - Comparison of the Monte Carlo modelled and experimental spectra of a 
sample containing 80 wt% halite and 20 wt% quartz. 
 
The diffraction spectra of the halite/quartz samples and the diffraction 
peak intensities given in Table 6.6 show that similar comparative results are 
obtained as before.  The ratios between corresponding Monte Carlo and 
experimental line intensities agree quite well and fall approximately in the same 
range of values obtained in the first example.  A standout result however is the 
quartz (100) line, for which the integrated intensity obtained with Monte Carlo 
modelling is much lower (just over half) than the experimental intensity.  This can 
possibly be explained by the fact that quartz obtained from different sources can 
often show differences in the relative intensities compare to those produced by the 
idea structure.  Again the shifts in the diffraction peak positions are seen.  
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Table 6.6 - Monte Carlo and experimental peak intensities calculated from the two 
brightest peaks of each mineral. 
Sample Peak 
Monte Carlo 
Intensity (cts/s) 
Experimental 
Intensity (cts/s) Ratio 
 Halite (200) 121.1 147.2 0.82 
Halite/Quartz Halite (220) 55.1 83.0 0.66 
70/30 Quartz (101) 44.1 62.7 0.70 
 Quartz (100) 4.7 8.5 0.55 
 Halite (200) 136.6 160.3 0.85 
Halite/Quartz Halite (220) 61.8 94.0 0.66 
80/30 Quartz (101) 34.2 45.8 0.75 
 Quartz (100) 3.2 5.7 0.56 
 
The comparisons between Monte Carlo and experiment in this section 
show that, considering the many sources of error, the Monte Carlo method can 
model diffractive scattering effectively.  Most importantly, the method can be 
used to predict the instrument performance that would be obtained with a 
proposed EDXRD analyser design.  Although there are discrepancies between the 
modelled and measured spectra, the simulation method presented here has been 
shown to provide a good estimate of the count-rate obtained with an EDXRD 
analyser.  Hence it is an extremely useful tool for comparing the efficiencies of 
potential designs during the design phase.  
 
6.4.2.2 – Comparison of Experimental and Monte Carlo Resolution 
 
  In this section the resolution of the EDXRD analyser is investigated and 
compared to the value predicted by Monte Carlo modelling.  The simulated and 
actual resolution of the prototype instrument were determined using the halite 
(200) lines in the spectra shown previously.  The resolution values, given in Table 
6.7 were calculated using Equation 3.3. 
 
Table 6.7 – Comparisons of the resolution of the diffraction peaks obtained by Monte 
Carlo and experiment. 
Sample 
Monte Carlo Resolution 
(%FWHM) 
Experimental Resolution 
(%FHWM) 
Halite/Sylvite 30/70 4.04 4.25 
Halite/Sylvite 50/50 4.08 4.29 
Halite/Quartz 70/30 4.04 4.33 
Halite/Quartz 80/20 4.08 4.39 
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 The data shows that the resolution values of the instrument for all minerals 
are larger than the corresponding Monte Carlo values.  There are a number of 
factors that can explain the differences.  In the experimental data the low energy 
tailing caused by charge trapping in the CdTe detector slightly degrades the 
resolution.  However at the energy that the resolution values were calculated, 
about 45 keV, the extent of the tailing observed is minimal as most interactions in 
the detector take place near the front contact.  Therefore, the degradation in 
resolution due to hole-tailing is only small at these energies. 
  The factor that is the most likely influence on the difference in resolution 
values is the collimator opening widths.  Since the resolution of the prototype 
instrument is poorer than the Monte Carlo modelled instrument, this would 
suggest that the collimator openings are slightly larger in the real instrument than 
the one simulated.  This agrees with the conclusion drawn from the count-rate 
investigation where the increased count-rate of the experimental data was 
attributed to larger collimator openings.  We can investigate this by looking at the 
resolutions of the instruments with oversized collimator openings in Figure 6.16.  
Table 6.8 gives the resolutions calculated from the oversized instruments as 
compared to the average experimental value.  The data shows that the resolution 
of the prototype instrument agrees with opening widths of about 50 μm.  This does 
not of course indicate that all collimator openings are oversized by this amount; 
there are other factors that can possibly contribute to the difference in resolution 
obtained.  However it does show that the collimator openings are a likely source 
of some of the difference, especially considering that this agrees with the peak 
intensity investigation. 
 
Table 6.8 – Diffraction peak resolution calculated from the spectra in Figure 6.16. Also 
given is the average experimental resolution. 
Collimator Oversizing (μm) Resolution (%FWHM) 
0 4.08 
20 4.25 
40 4.27 
60 4.35 
80 4.57 
100 4.58 
Experiment 4.32 
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6.4.2.3 – Comparison of Experimental and Monte Carlo Spatial Sensitivities 
 
 For a final investigation of the performance characteristics of the prototype 
analyser, the vertical spatial sensitivity of the instrument is compared to the 
Monte Carlo predictions in Chapter 5.  The vertical spatial sensitivity is the most 
important measure as it shows the maximum thickness of sample material 
measurable and the effective centre position of the cone beams.  Knowing these 
two quantities is important, particularly the intersection of the cone beams.  
Placing a sample’s vertical centre at the middle of the intersection of the cone 
beams leads to (i) a higher count-rates because the greatest amount to material is 
measured, and (ii) consistent results between measurements of different samples 
since all samples are positioned identically with regard to the X-ray beams. 
The vertical sensitivity of the instrument was determined by measuring the 
diffraction spectrum of a thin copper sheet (1 mm) at intervals of 0.5 mm in the 
vertical direction using the micrometers of the sample stage.  Each diffraction 
spectrum was taken with X-ray tube settings of 120 kV and 0.5 mA.  Acquisition 
times varied from 200 s to 500 s.    The results are shown in Figure 6.20 and are 
plotted against the Monte Carlo predicted sensitivity. 
 The results show that the vertical spatial sensitivity of the instrument 
agrees reasonably well with that predicted.  However, we note that the 
experimental sensitivity curve is slightly broader than the Monte Carlo data, 
indicating that the instrument is sensitive to a larger sample thickness than the 
original design intended.  The FWHM of the experimental curve is 6.6 mm 
compared to the Monte Carlo value of 6.4 mm.  This result is again consistent 
with the conclusions drawn earlier that the collimator openings are slightly larger 
than widths specified, since opening the collimators increases the width of the 
measured volume of the sample. 
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Figure 6.20 – Vertical spatial sensitivity of the prototype instrument plotted with the 
Monte Carlo data determined in Chapter 5.  The spatial sensitivity curve of the instrument 
is slightly broader than the Monte Carlo data. 
 
 The centre of the cone beam intersection in the instrument is slightly 
below the centre line between the primary beam and scatter collimator.  This is 
evident from the small shift in the position of the curve towards negative values.  
The peak resides about 100 μm below the centre line.  This is in opposition to the 
Monte Carlo curve, which is shifted upward slightly. 
The horizontal sensitivity could not be measured unfortunately due to time 
constraints.  Measurement of the horizontal sensitivity would require measuring 
an extremely thin sample at a large number of points across the measurement zone 
(recall the method used in Section 5.6.2).  Due to the use of a thin sample, 
counting times would be large and hence the overall time required for the 
experiment would be exceedingly long.  Considering that the only meaningful 
result that could be drawn from such an investigation is the difference in the 
sample volume measured when slurry is flowing either parallel or perpendicular 
to the aperture joins, it was not considered necessary to investigate this since the 
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result is already known from Monte Carlo modelling.  The experimental results 
would not be expected to deviate from predicted results by a significant amount. 
 
6.5 – Conclusions 
 
 This investigation has shown that the Monte Carlo method for modelling 
diffractive scattering is an extremely useful tool to aid the design of an EDXRD 
analyser.  Although there are discrepancies between the count-rate, resolution and 
spatial sensitivity values obtained with the instrument compared to Monte Carlo, 
it was shown that increased collimator opening widths can easily and consistently 
explain most of the differences.  It can be concluded that the Monte Carlo model 
is an accurate method for predicting the performance of an EDXRD analyser. 
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Chapter 7 
Analysis of Dry Mineral Powders and Potash Slurry 
 
 
7.1 – Introduction 
 
 One of the main aims of this thesis was to determine whether EDXRD is a 
suitable technique for analysing the mineralogy of process streams.  Up until this 
point the focus has been on studying the characteristics of EDXRD analysers, 
developing tools and methods for designing EDXRD systems and the design 
process.  This chapter describes the first attempt at applying these ideas to 
quantitative mineral phase analysis.   
Two different suites of material were analysed and the accuracy with 
which their mineral components could be quantified was determined.  The first 
suite comprised a number of samples made up from six different synthetic 
minerals covering a broad range of commercially important materials.  This test 
was designed to evaluate the general capability of the instrument and the EDXRD 
method.  The second suite of materials analysed comprised of samples from an 
industrial process stream.  Numerous tests were carried out on these materials to 
investigate various secondary issues involved in measuring real mineral slurries.  
Synthetic versions of these materials were also measured, with the results being 
quantitatively analysed. The particular goal of this analysis was to determine the 
ability of our EDXRD instrument to measure minerals present in small quantities. 
 
7.2 – Dry Mineral Powder Analysis 
 
 This section describes the methods used to prepare and measure a suite of 
samples comprising six different synthetic minerals and the results obtained from 
a quantitative analysis of their diffraction spectra.  The minerals contained in the 
samples were corundum, quartz, anatase, rutile, hematite and magnetite.  This 
mixture was not designed to represent a realistic mineral sample from a particular 
industry but rather cover some of the major minerals from the alumina, titanium 
and iron-ore industries. 
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7.2.1 – Experimental Method 
 
 Twenty test samples were prepared, each containing the six minerals: 
corundum, rutile, anatase, quartz, hematite and magnetite.  The composition of 
each sample is given in Table 7.1.  Practical reasons dictated that the amount of 
corundum in the samples was much greater the other minerals, as vastly more 
corundum was available.  The masses of the other five minerals were spread, on 
average, in approximately even proportions.  The particle sizes of the synthetic 
minerals ranged from 5-150 μm.  The samples were created by adding the 
required amounts of dry mineral powder to a plastic container and mixing 
thoroughly.    Twenty grams of each sample material was transferred into a plastic 
Petri dish of diameter 75 mm for measurement with the analyser.  The surfaces of 
the powders were flattened to ensure the thickness of the material was 
approximately constant over the entire surface area of the sample.  As in the 
previous chapter, the samples were not compressed, they remained as loose 
powder.  After smoothing the surfaces of the powders the sample thicknesses 
ranged from approximately 4 mm to 6 mm, depending on the composition.  Six 
reference samples, each containing only one of the six minerals, were also 
prepared. 
 The diffraction spectra of each of the twenty mixed and six reference 
samples were measured with the prototype EDXRD analyser.  The spectra were 
collected for 2000 s with X-ray tube settings of 120 kV and 0.5 mA.  The 
transmission spectrum of each sample was also measured.  For the transmission 
measurements the X-ray tube was set to 120 kV and 0.002 mA.  The current used 
for the transmission measurements was much lower for measurement of the 
diffraction spectra because the intensity of the transmitted beam is several orders 
of magnitude greater than the diffracted beam.  Therefore, a lower tube output was 
used in order to obtain a reasonable count-rate and avoid damage to the detector.  
Acquisition times for the transmission measurements were 200 s.  During 
collection of both the diffraction and transmission spectra, the samples were 
rotated about the central axis of the X-ray beam.  The vertical positions of the 
samples were adjusted so that the centre of the sample was situated at the centre 
of the instrument.  Since the thickness of the samples varied according to their 
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composition, this adjustment was carried out before each measurement was 
acquired. 
 
Table 7.1 – Compositions of the twenty dry mineral samples use in the quantitative 
analysis investigation.  All compositions are given in wt%. 
 Sample Corundum Rutile Anatase Quartz Hematite Magnetite 
1 50.060 14.034 7.637 17.193 1.919 9.156 
2 56.385 7.954 5.452 7.692 11.277 11.240 
3 55.316 2.278 14.988 8.833 16.387 2.198 
4 50.637 1.672 11.306 12.182 11.704 12.500 
5 70.188 10.164 5.202 6.162 0.520 7.763 
6 59.593 7.101 2.035 0.706 16.611 13.953 
7 61.791 3.557 8.993 14.588 4.157 6.914 
8 52.329 11.977 7.162 9.276 16.595 2.661 
9 58.824 0.795 6.002 11.288 15.700 7.393 
10 61.535 3.998 1.279 13.075 2.759 17.353 
11 68.835 5.587 8.300 7.302 9.298 0.678 
12 58.520 12.600 2.840 11.800 8.320 5.920 
13 80.200 0.200 6.640 11.080 0.480 1.400 
14 74.741 6.096 5.498 0.717 8.327 4.622 
15 56.213 4.834 22.493 9.069 1.039 6.352 
16 67.040 8.080 8.520 8.680 2.640 5.040 
17 57.536 10.845 5.622 13.437 9.609 2.951 
18 64.546 1.200 13.285 13.045 1.721 6.202 
19 58.776 2.559 4.358 10.676 16.713 6.917 
20 68.970 15.815 4.513 3.914 3.435 3.355 
Max 80.200 15.815 22.493 17.193 16.713 17.353 
Min 50.060 0.200 1.279 0.706 0.480 0.678 
Mean 61.602 6.567 7.606 9.536 7.960 6.728 
 
7.2.2 – Analysis Results and Discussion 
 
 The diffraction spectra of the six single-mineral reference samples are 
shown in Figure 7.1 and the diffraction spectrum of one of the mixtures (sample 
1) is shown in Figure 7.2.  These spectra show that there are overlaps between the 
majority of the significant diffraction peaks.  There are only two peaks that are 
clearly freestanding: the quartz (100) line at approximately 30.3 keV and the 
magnetite (112) line at 43.3 keV.  Overlapping peaks can be a significant problem 
in the analysis of diffraction spectra because the true intensity of each peak in the 
overlapping set is obscured by its neighbours.  If peaks are only partially 
overlapping, intensity information can be gathered from the region of the peak not 
overlapping with the adjacent peaks.  However this can still lead to losses in 
accuracy as the total amount of information available for analysis is reduced as 
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Figure 7.2 - EDXRD spectrum of mixed sample 1.  The spectrum shows features of 
the individual mineral component spectra shown in Figure 7.1. 
Figure 7.1 - EDXRD spectra of the six reference samples.  The spectra are offset in 
the vertical axis for clarity. 
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only part of the peak is used.  An example of this is the low-energy side of the 
rutile (110) peak, which is partially overlapped with the quartz (101) peak. 
 In an attempt to resolve these overlaps, the diffraction spectra obtained 
from the set of twenty samples were analysed using a linear regression technique.  
The normalised diffraction spectra, rather than the raw spectra obtained directly 
from the instrument were used in the analysis to account for attenuation of the  
X-ray beam in the samples and to correct for the tungsten fluorescent lines of the 
X-ray tube target.  The analysis was performed by selecting two or three energy 
‘windows’ for each mineral and summing the counts in those regions.  The 
windows were placed around the clearest and most intense diffraction peaks of 
each mineral.   
 Linear regression analysis was used to relate the counts in the windows to 
the mineral masses.  An iterative process was employed to calculate the 
composition of each sample.  For each of the samples in the suite of twenty, 
regression coefficients were determined from the other nineteen samples and these 
were then used to calculate the mineral masses contained in the twentieth sample.  
This method of isolating one sample at a time and calculating the regression 
coefficients from the other nineteen samples reduces the possibility of over-
training2.  The process was repeated many times and after each run the window 
boundaries were adjusted slightly until the smallest achievable mass errors were 
obtained.   
 The results of the regression analysis are shown in Figure 7.3.  The graphs 
plot the inferred weight fraction calculated from the regression analysis against 
the known weight fraction of each mineral.  The total and statistical standard 
errors involved in the calculation of the mineral compositions are summarised in 
Table 7.2.  The statistical errors represent the component of the total error that is 
due to the finite statistical precision of the diffraction spectra. They were 
estimated by adding statistical noise to the spectra and recalculating the weight 
fractions using the same regression procedure. 
 
                                                 
2 Over-training occurs when the regression algorithm begins to fit the noise rather than the true 
trend of the training data.  Erroneous results are therefore obtained when the regression 
coefficients are applied to data unknown to the training set.  In the analysis of diffraction spectra, 
over-training can occur if the energy windows are too narrow and thus become susceptible to 
statistical fluctuation in the data. 
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Figure 7.3 – Comparison of the inferred and true masses of each mineral contained in the 
suite of twenty samples. 
 
Table 7.2 - Total and statistical standard (root-mean-square)  
errors, correlation coefficients and mass ranges for the six mineral components. 
Mineral Total Error 
(wt%) 
Statistical Error 
(wt%) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
Mass Range 
(wt%) 
Corundum 0.64 0.26 0.997 50.06 - 80.20 
Rutile 0.84 0.13 0.984 0.20 - 15.82 
Anatase 0.46 0.17 0.995 1.28 - 22.49 
Quartz 0.74 0.21 0.981 0.71 - 17.19 
Hematite 0.28 0.13 0.999 0.48 - 16.71 
Magnetite 0.39 0.17 0.995 0.68 - 17.35 
 
 The analysis results show that the mass of all the minerals can be 
quantified using this method to an accuracy of better than 1 wt%.  The best results 
are obtained for the two iron oxide minerals, hematite and magnetite, for which 
the weight fractions can be determined with accuracies of 0.28 wt% and 0.39 wt% 
respectively.  The best results are obtained for hematite because it has two peaks, 
the (112) and (202) lines which are both relatively free from overlap.  The high 
accuracy of magnetite is largely due to its freestanding (112) line.  The error in the 
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measurement of quartz is relatively high considering it has a freestanding peak, 
however it must be noted that this peak, the (100), resides at a low energy and is 
thus more susceptible to variations in attenuation which could distort the peak 
intensity even after normalisation. 
 The results obtained are quite encouraging considering the high prevalence 
of peak overlap and the simple data analysis technique used to extract the sample 
compositions.  This suggests that for materials where there is some degree of 
overlap this simple approach can be used successfully. 
 
7.3 – Potash Analysis 
 
 In late 2006 we were approached by a mining company involved in the 
mining and processing of potash ore who were interested in investigating EDXRD 
as a means to quantitatively analyse the potash ore slurry streams in their 
processing plants.  The term ‘potash’ is used to refer to a number of potassium 
containing compounds, such as KCl (sylvite).  The term potash is however used 
here to refer to the mined ore containing sylvite.  We were sent us two samples of 
potash ore.  The samples were obtained from different points along the processing 
chain where an instrument may be installed.  The composition of both samples 
was the same and is given in Table 7.3 (provided by the supplier).  The material 
mostly consisted of the salts halite and sylvite with several other minerals present 
in small quantities.  The major differences between the two samples were the 
particle size and the water content.  The first sample was relatively dry and had a 
particle size of approximately 2-3 mm while the particles of the second sample 
were <1 mm in size and were contained in a fully saturated brine solution.  Hence, 
the first sample is referred to as the ‘coarse feed’ sample and the second the ‘fine 
feed’ sample, both of which are shown in Figure 7.4. 
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Table 7.3 – Composition of the coarse and fine feed potash slurry. 
Material Composition Mass (wt%) 
Halite NaCl 51 
Sylvite KCl 43 
Quartz SiO2 0.96 
Anhydrite Ca(SO4) 0.6 
Gypsum CaSO4·2(H2O) 0.03 
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2 2.94 
Smectite Na0.6Ca0.3K0.1Al6Si6O20(OH)4·2(H2O) 0.06 
Illite K0.6(H3O)0.4Al1.3Mg0.3Fe2+0.1Si3.5O10(OH)2·(H2O) 0.3 
Kaolinite Al2Si2O5(OH)4 0.3 
Chlorite Na0.5Al4Mg2Si7AlO18(OH)12·5(H2O) 0.18 
Hematite Fe2O3 0.54 
 
 A number of tests were carried out on the two samples of potash slurry in 
order to examine the issues involved in the on-line EDXRD analysis of the 
materials.  These tests included: 
 
• Examining and comparing the EDXRD spectra of the two samples.  This 
was simply a qualitative investigation of the spectra and the differences 
between the spectra obtained from the two samples. 
• Investigating the reproducibility of the spectra from the samples. 
• Investigating the effects of particle size.  The aim of this study was to 
determine the mass of material that needs to be measured to obtain 
satisfactory sampling errors.  This is essentially the minimum amount of 
material that must be analysed during an on-line measurement. 
• Study the change in the signal-to-background ratio for different 
solid/water ratios.  This study gives an indication of the affect that the 
solids loading has on the diffraction spectra and hence the analysis of the 
material. 
 
The second phase in the study of potash involved performing quantitative 
phase analysis on synthetic samples of potash material.  Synthetic samples were 
analysed since we received only one sample of each of the potash coarse and fine 
feed material, which is not enough to allow quantitative analysis to be performed.  
The analysis was aimed at indicating whether EDXRD is a suitable method for 
measuring both the major mineral components of the material (halite and sylvite) 
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and the minor components.  The main difference between the analysis performed 
on this material and the analysis described in the previous section is that here 
minerals present in very small amounts (<5 wt%) were attempted to be measured. 
 
7.3.1 – Potash Slurry Analysis 
 
 This section describes the investigations carried out on the two samples of 
potash slurry. 
 
7.3.1.1 – Potash Slurry Diffraction Spectra 
 
 Figure 7.5 shows the diffraction spectra of the coarse feed and fine feed 
potash material.  Each spectrum was collected for 2000 s with X-ray tube settings 
of 120 kV and 0.5 mA.  The samples were contained in 70 mm plastic Petri dishes 
and rotated during measurement, as before.  The sample thicknesses were 
approximately 5 mm for both. 
Figure 7.4 – Coarse (left) and fine (right) slurries.  The coarse feed material is 
relatively dry with large particles whereas the fine feed particles are suspended in 
saturated brine. 
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The most visible features of the potash spectra are the two strongest lines 
of both halite and sylvite.  These are the only diffraction peaks that are easily 
discernible.  Other less intense and less-well resolved peaks of halite and sylvite 
can be seen at energies greater than about 70 keV.  The diffraction peaks of the 
minor mineral components cannot be seen upon visual inspection simply because 
they are present in such small amounts and thus the peaks tend to be obscured by 
the background.  Other factors that could account for the lack of peaks observed 
from the minor components include (i) the strongest lines of some of the minerals 
have large d-spacings which reside in the low-energy and hence low-intensity 
region of the spectrum, (ii) poor crystallinity of particularly the clay minerals can 
broaden the diffraction peaks and hence the peaks tend to merge with the 
background, and (ii) overlapping with escape peaks.  
 Comparing the background intensities of the two spectra it can be seen that 
the background of the fine feed sample is greater than the course feed.  This is due 
to the larger fraction of water contained in the fine feed slurry.   Both spectra also 
show prominent escape peaks at energies below 40 keV.  Escape peaks of the 
Figure 7.5 - EDXRD spectra of the coarse and fine feed potash slurries. 
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sylvite (220) diffraction line appear between 30 and 40 keV, while between  
15 and 25 keV the escape peaks of the sylvite and halite (200) lines are observed. 
 
7.3.1.2 – Reproducibility of the Potash Diffraction Spectra 
 
 When the diffraction spectrum of a material is measured repeatedly, a 
slightly different spectrum is obtained from each measurement.  There are two 
main factors that cause the differences in the spectra obtained.  The first is the 
statistical error on the counts measured in each bin of the diffraction spectrum, 
which is due to the random nature of X-ray production and scattering.  The second 
is the sampling error, which arises from differences in the presentation of the 
sample material between data collections.  These differences may include a 
change in the average orientation of the crystallites aligned at the correct angle for 
diffraction measurement, differences in the mass per unit area of the material in 
different regions of the sample and variation in the distribution of particles if the 
sample contains more than one type of material.  These cause a change in the 
measured diffraction intensities when the sample is measured a number of times.  
Of course, this assumes that the sample material is redistributed between 
measurements, for example stirring the powder before each collection is carried 
out.  If the material is not redistributed between measurements then each 
collection will be done on exactly the same material and hence the only 
differences in the diffraction spectra will be due to the statistical error. 
 Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the diffraction spectra of the coarse and fine feed 
samples, each taken over eight separate runs.  Between each measurement the 
samples were stirred in order to redistribute the particles.  The diffraction spectra 
were collected using the same method as before.  The results show that the 
intensity of the diffraction peaks of the coarse feed sample vary to a much greater 
extent than the fine feed material over repeated measurements.  This can be easily 
explained.  Since the particles in the coarse feed sample are large, the instrument 
measures relatively few particles compared to the fine feed sample.  Therefore we 
tend to obtain a much greater variation in the number of particles aligned correctly 
for diffraction over several measurements of the coarse feed sample.  For the fine 
feed sample, many times more individual particles are measured and hence we 
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obtain a more even distribution of particle orientations and therefore less peak 
intensity variation. 
 
Figure 7.6 - Repeated acquisitions of the coarse feed potash sample. The sample was 
thoroughly stirred between collections. 
 
Figure 7.7 - Repeated acquisitions of the fine feed potash sample. The sample was 
thoroughly stirred between collections. 
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 The coarse feed sample therefore has a larger sampling error than the fine 
feed sample.  We can estimate the sampling error of the diffraction peak 
intensities for both samples using 222 sampstattot σσσ += , or 
 
22
stattotsamp σσσ −=                                            (7.1) 
 
where sampσ  is the sampling error, statσ  is the statistical error and totσ  is the total 
error.  Using Equation 7.1 the sampling errors are calculated to be 17.6 % for the 
coarse feed sample and 9.0 % for the fine feed sample.  These errors are quite 
large, which is expected due to the relatively large size of the crystals and the 
small amount of material measured.  The sampling error is so large in fact that it 
completely dominates the total error.  The statistical errors in this case are 
extremely small (about 0.2 %) compared to the sampling error.  At this point it is 
also important to remember that since the sampling error is dependent on the 
number of crystallites measured, the numbers given above are the sampling errors 
for amount of solid material measured in these acquisitions (22.2 g for the coarse 
feed and 29.8 g for the fine feed sample).  Note that these are the solids masses 
swept through the X-ray beam, not the total solids masses in the Petri dishes.  The 
errors reduce if more material is measured because this increases the number of 
crystallites analysed.  In the next section we look at how the sampling error 
changes in response to the number of particles measured. 
 
7.3.1.3 – Particle Size Effects 
 
 The size of the crystal particles analysed in an on-line EDXRD 
measurement presents a number of issues that need to be investigated.  These 
include the diameter of the pipeline carrying the slurry and, as discussed above, 
the mass of material that must be measured in order to obtain suitable sampling 
errors.  The particle size can also have an effect on the physical process of 
diffraction itself.  For example, reducing the crystal size broadens the diffraction 
peaks due to incomplete cancellation of the waves scattered at angles other than 
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those corresponding to the Bragg condition. This effect is expected to minimal for 
the halite and sylvite components however, but is likely to be present in the minor 
phases.  Here we concentrate on the effect the particle size has on the sampling 
error. 
 To begin, a brief discussion is presented relating to how the particle size 
influences the diameter of the pipeline carrying the slurry.  Obviously, the 
pipeline diameter must be larger than the maximum particle size to allow the 
material to pass through.  Secondly, we must also consider that foreign objects 
may be present in the slurry stream (for example, organic material such as plant 
matter, debris left over from blasting or mining [88]).  Foreign objects may not be 
crushed down to the same size as the mineral crystals and may cause blockages if 
the pipe diameter is too small.  A third consideration is the pipeline must be 
sufficiently wide so that an adequately low flow resistance is achieved.  The 
diameter required for suitable flow resistance is related to the particle size, with 
larger particles requiring a larger pipe diameter. 
 The general rule of thumb followed when determining the proper pipe 
diameter is that it should be at least ten times the maximum expected particle size 
[89].  For example, if the maximum particle size is 2 mm the pipe should be at 
least 20 mm in diameter.  This has significant implications on the design of an 
EDXRD analyser.  For example, if a stream of large particles is to be analysed, 
the instrument will need to measure a thick sample.  The large thickness will lead 
to high attenuation and therefore dictate that a shallow diffraction angle be used to 
push the diffraction peaks up to higher energies.  The thick sample may also lead 
to poorer resolution, which may need to be balanced out with smaller collimator 
openings.  Issues such as these do not need to be considered for the potash study 
since we are not measuring a slurry stream.  However these considerations would 
be important for an on-line instrument. 
 Now the amount of each potash material that must be measured in order to 
obtain acceptable sampling errors is estimated.  This can be done using the 
sampling errors calculated for the single samples of coarse and fine feed potash.  
The information gained can be used to estimate the sampling error as a function of 
the sample mass.  The sampling error of a sample of mass sn  times that of the test 
sample is given by 
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where mσ  is the sampling error of the test sample which has mass m and Mσ  is 
the error of a sample of mass mnM s= .  The mass of material required to obtain 
a sampling error of Mσ  can thus be estimated by 
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Using the known values of mσ  and m for the coarse and fine feed samples, plots 
can be produced of the estimated sampling error Mσ  for each material as a 
function of the mass measured M.  Figure 7.9 shows these plots for both the 
coarse and fine feed material. 
 
 
Figure 7.8 – Sampling errors of the halite and sylvite peaks from course and fine feed 
potash as a function of the total solids mass of material measured. 
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 The graph shows that a greater mass of coarse feed material than fine feed 
must be measured in order to obtain the same sampling error.  This is expected 
since the greater particle size of the coarse feed means that a larger mass needs to 
be analysed to obtain an approximately random crystallite orientation over the 
course of the measurement.  For on-line measurements, sampling errors should be 
small compared to other measurement errors.  Generally sampling errors of less  
1 % or better would be satisfactory.  According to Figure 7.8, 1 % errors can be 
achieved by measuring approximately 7.3 kg of coarse feed material and 2.6 kg of 
fine feed potash.  During an on-line measurement the mass of material that would 
flow through the instrument over the entire collection time would be far greater 
than the above estimated masses required to obtain 1 % sampling errors.  For 
example, the minimum measurement time and slurry flow rates would be in the 
order of 10 mins and 10 L/min respectively.  At these values, the mass of material 
flowing through the instrument would be approximately 100 kg for both materials.  
Therefore it can be concluded that sampling should not be a problem in the  
on-line analysis of these potash slurries.  If it were found that the mass measured 
during the analysis time was too small to produce acceptably small sampling 
errors, possible solutions might include adding an intermediate, in-stream 
grinding step before the material is passed through the instrument or to simply 
increase the measurement time. 
 
7.3.1.4 – Solids Loading Effects 
 
 The final test carried out on the potash material was an investigation of 
how the signal-to-background ratio varies with changing solids/water ratios 
(solids loading).  The presence of water in the slurry increases the spectral 
background through Rayleigh and Compton scattering, hence an increasing 
amount of water relative to the mineral content reduces the signal-to-background 
ratio.  The analyser would perform best without any water present, however  
on-line instruments must be capable of analysing materials with significant water 
content, since water is generally required to carry the material through the 
instrument and the rest of the processing plant. 
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 In this section the change in the signal-to-background ratio is measured 
when increasing amounts of water are added to a dry sample of fine feed potash.  
A 20 g sample was prepared by placing an amount of fine feed potash overnight 
in an oven set at 80 °C.  The diffraction spectrum of the dry sample was collected 
with the EDXRD instrument in the usual manner.  Following this, 5 g of a fully 
saturated brine solution was added to the dry material and the diffraction spectrum 
of the sample was again collected.  This process was repeated with brine added in 
5 g increments until 25 g of brine had been added. 
 
 
Figure 7.9 - Fine feed potash slurry with various solids loadings. 
 
 Figure 7.9 shows the diffraction spectra obtained for the dry sample after 
each amount of brine was added.  The legend indicates the weight percentage of 
the solids contained in each sample.  A decrease in the solids loading is seen to 
result in a increase in background and a reduction in the relative counts in the 
peaks compared to the background.  Figure 7.10 shows the signal-to-background 
ratio of the spectra, calculated as the net peak intensities of the four main 
diffraction peaks divided by the background counts below the peaks.  The  
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signal-to-background ratio can be seen to decrease from a value of about 4.6 with 
a solids loading of 100% (no brine), down to just over 1.8 for a solids loading of 
44.4%.  Note though that the signal-to-background ratios determined here are not 
strictly for the potash slurry itself.  There are other sources of background such as 
scatter from the plastic dish and other parts of the instrument.  However in any  
on-line instrument there are always other sources of scatter besides the sample 
material, for example the pipe window. 
 
 
Figure 7.10 - Signal-to-background ratio of fine feed potash slurry with a range of solids 
loadings. 
 
 The signal-to-background ratio has an important influence on the accuracy 
of any analysis performed on a diffraction spectrum.  In the measurement of a 
slurry, a poorer signal-to-background ratio usually results from a reduction in the 
solids loading.  Since an on-line EDXRD analyser measures a fixed volume of 
material, that is a slurry in a fixed-volume pipeline, a reduction in the solids 
loading leads to a decrease in the mineral mass measured.  Hence, any decrease in 
the solids loading reduces the integrated intensity of the diffraction peaks and 
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decreases the number of crystallites measured.  Hence, poorer sampling errors 
result from a reduced solids loading.  As an example, Figure 7.11 shows estimated 
sampling errors for fine feed potash a function of solids loading.  The sampling 
errors are calculated for an on-line instrument analysing a flowing slurry for three 
measurement times: 1 min, 10 mins and 30 mins.  The flow rate is assumed to be 
10 L/min for all, leading to total slurry volumes measured of 10 L, 100 L and  
300 L respectively.  The sampling errors were calculated using Equation 7.2, 
where the mass of the solids contained in the slurries were calculated as functions 
of solids loading using 
 
( )
sρsρρ
Vsρρ
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sol   +−
=                                      (7.4) 
 
where s is the solids loading, ρsol = 1.30 g/cm3 is the density of the solids,  
ρliq = 1.08 g/cm3 is the density of the liquid (brine) and V is the total volume of 
slurry measured.  The value of ρsol was obtained by placing a known mass of dry 
solids in a solution of brine and measuring the volume of liquid displaced. The 
value of ρliq was determined by weighing a known volume of brine.  It can be seen 
that the sampling errors decrease with increasing solids loading due to an increase 
in the mass of solids measured.  Also, the sampling errors improve when greater 
volumes of slurry are measured for the same reason.  An important point shown 
by the data is that acceptable sampling errors (less than about 1 %) can be 
obtained for all the slurry volumes shown with solids loadings greater than 25 %.  
Moreover, a typical on-line measurement would involve the analysis of at least 
100 L of slurry and for such measurement the sampling errors would be less than 
0.5 % for solids loadings greater than 10 %.  Therefore, in the on-line 
measurement of fine feed potash, the sampling errors would be acceptable for any 
reasonable value of the solids loading. 
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Figure 7.11 – Estimated sampling errors for fine feed potash as a function of solids 
loading.  The errors are shown for three measured slurry volumes: 10 L, 100 L and 300 L. 
 
7.3.2 – Synthetic Potash Analysis 
 
 Quantitative analysis using the regression technique described earlier 
could not be performed on the potash slurry samples as only one sample of each 
material each was available.  While methods exist that enable quantitative analysis 
to be performed on one-off samples (typically Rietveld techniques [90]), in this 
work a suite of synthetic potash samples was created and regression analysis used.  
The sample compositions were designed to reflect the overall makeup of the 
slurry samples; however not all of the minerals contained in the slurry were used 
in the synthetic materials.  The major mineral components, halite and sylvite were 
included, plus five of the minor components: quartz, anhydrite, gypsum, kaolinite 
and hematite.  The main goal of this study was to determine if both the salt 
components of the potash material and the minor minerals could be quantified 
accurately. 
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7.3.2.1 – Experimental Method 
 
 Fifteen samples of synthetic potash were created with the compositions 
given in Table 7.4.  Each sample contained 35 g of powder and was prepared in 
the same manner as described in 7.2.1.  The thickness of the samples varied 
between 6 and 7 mm, depending on the composition.  Note that these samples did 
not contain any brine, i.e. they were dry powder samples.  Diffraction and 
transmission measurements were collected following the procedures described 
above. 
 
Table 7.4 - Compositions of the 15 synthetic potash samples. 
Sample NaCl KCl Quartz Anhydrite Gypsum Kaolinite Hematite 
1 52.07 41.18 1.91 1.00 1.64 1.29 0.91 
2 50.18 43.31 1.82 1.16 1.80 0.67 1.07 
3 51.63 41.37 1.24 1.80 0.49 1.67 1.80 
4 51.08 43.00 2.00 1.13 1.15 1.18 0.47 
5 49.83 42.53 2.75 1.75 1.37 1.03 0.75 
6 54.06 39.04 1.60 1.47 0.90 1.80 1.12 
7 50.16 44.11 1.72 1.55 0.95 0.87 0.62 
8 50.47 41.28 2.12 1.80 1.77 0.87 1.67 
9 51.62 42.88 1.57 1.07 0.72 0.92 1.20 
10 49.61 42.86 2.87 1.15 1.12 1.42 0.95 
11 49.66 42.57 2.87 1.07 0.72 1.32 1.77 
12 50.37 42.41 3.44 0.72 1.21 0.87 0.99 
13 49.11 40.76 3.27 1.97 1.62 1.87 1.37 
14 49.84 43.31 2.57 0.97 0.85 1.62 0.82 
15 49.79 42.71 1.95 2.42 0.60 0.60 1.92 
Max 54.06 44.11 3.44 2.42 1.80 1.87 1.92 
Min 49.11 39.04 1.24 0.72 0.49 0.60 0.47 
Mean 50.63 42.22 2.25 1.40 1.13 1.20 1.16 
 
7.3.2.2 – Analysis Results and Discussion 
 
 Figure 7.12 shows an example diffraction spectrum of synthetic potash 
(sample 1).  It can be seen that the spectrum closely resembles the diffraction 
spectrum of the real potash samples.  The spectrum is dominated by the two major 
peaks of halite and sylvite and no peaks of the minor mineral components can be 
observed visually.  Since the major components have strong, unobstructed 
diffraction peaks, it is relatively safe to assume that these could be quantified with 
a good degree of accuracy.  However the minor components are present in only 
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small amounts, hence measuring these materials presents a challenge.  Therefore 
the main aim here was to determine if our analysis procedure is sensitive enough 
to be capable of obtaining enough information from these low intensity peaks 
such that the minerals can be quantified with a good degree of accuracy. 
 Linear regression analysis was used to quantify the mineral mass fractions 
contained in the suite of fifteen samples.  The method used was the same as that 
employed in Section 7.2.2.  Figure 7.13 shows a comparison between the mass 
fractions of each mineral determined by the regression analysis and the known 
mass fractions.  The results are summarised in Table 7.5.  These results show that, 
as expected, the major components, halite and sylvite can be quantified with good 
accuracies of 0.56 wt% and 0.49 wt% respectively.  Encouragingly good results 
were also obtained for the minor components quartz, anhydrite and hematite.  The 
total errors for these materials were determined to be 0.18 wt%, 0.14 wt% and 
0.11 wt% respectively, which are all lower than those of the major components, 
however this is expected since they are present in far smaller quantities.  
Unfortunately both gypsum and kaolinite could not be measured with any real 
Figure 7.12 – EDXRD spectrum of sample 1 of the synthetic potash suite. 
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degree of accuracy.  This is most likely due to a combination of their low peak 
intensities, the low energies of their strongest lines and an excessive degree of 
peak overlap.  For example, the energy of the strongest line of gypsum is  
16.9 keV at Θ = 5.5° (d = 7.63 Å), which is too low to penetrate through the 
sample.  The low energy cut-off due to attenuation for these samples is about  
21 keV, thus no diffraction lines are seen below this energy.  The only peaks 
residing below 21 keV are escapes from peaks of much higher energy.  The other 
two strong lines of gypsum, d = 4.28 Å and d = 3.07 Å are overlapped 
respectively with quartz and sylvite lines with similar d-spacings and hence 
cannot be resolved.  For kaolinite the situation is similar.  The energy of the 
strongest line, 18.0 keV (d = 7.17 Å), is too low to be measured and its other 
significant lines are obscured by other peaks.  Kaolinite also has a very low 
diffractive cross section, which, coupled with the low quantities of kaolinite 
contained in the samples, results in extremely low intensity diffraction peaks. 
 
 
Figure 7.13 - Synthetic potash analysis results. 
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Table 7.5 - Total and statistical standard errors, correlation coefficients and mass ranges 
for the mineral components of the synthetic potash samples. Gypsum and Kaolinite could 
not be measured accurately. 
Mineral Total Error 
(wt%) 
Statistical Error 
(wt%) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
Mass Range 
(wt%) 
Halite 0.56 0.13 0.759 49.11 - 54.06 
Sylvite 0.49 0.06 0.854 39.04 - 44.11 
Quartz 0.18 0.09 0.959 1.24 - 3.44 
Anhydrite 0.14 0.08 0.956 0.72 - 2.42 
Gypsum - - - 0.49 - 1.80 
Kaolinite - - - 0.60 - 1.87 
Hematite 0.11 0.05 0.969 0.47 - 1.92 
 
 Inspection of the errors for halite and sylvite shows that there is an 
appreciable difference between the total and statistical errors for these materials.  
The difference between the errors can be mainly attributed to sampling errors.  
The sampling errors associated with the analysis of halite and sylvite were 
estimated by collecting the diffraction spectrum of sample 2 a repeated number of 
times in order to investigate the variance in counts obtained.  Figure 7.14 shows 
eight acquisitions of the diffraction spectrum of this sample, all of which were 
Figure 7.14 - Repeated measurements of synthetic potash sample 2. The sample was 
stirred before each collection to redistribute the particles. 
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taken under the same conditions as described above.  The sample powder was 
stirred after each measurement to redistribute the particles. 
 The spectra in Figure 7.14 show that the sampling of the synthetic potash 
spectra is reasonably good.  The sylvite lines show the greatest amount of 
variability, particularly the (200) line.  However the variation in peak heights is 
markedly better than for the real potash slurry materials due to the smaller particle 
sizes of the materials used in the synthetic samples.  The sampling error of the 
spectra can be estimated in the same manner as performed previously using 
Equation 7.1.  The statistical errors were estimated by collecting repeated 
diffraction spectra of the sample without redistributing the particles between 
measurements.  The sampling errors were hence found to be approximately  
0.35 wt% for halite and 0.40 wt% for sylvite.  These errors represent a large 
fraction of the total errors for each mineral (0.56 wt% and 0.49 wt% respectively).  
This is to be expected since these abundances of these minerals were measured 
using intense, free-standing peaks and therefore other typical sources of error such 
as peak overlap are not an issue in this case.  Therefore sampling errors tend to 
dominate the uncertainty in the analysis results. 
 On the basis of this investigation and those performed on the real slurries, 
it can be concluded that EDXRD is potentially a suitable method for the 
measurement of potash slurry.  Although here there were difficulties in 
determining all of the minor mineral components of the synthetic samples, this 
issue is potentially solvable either by using a data analysis technique that can 
more readily resolve peak overlaps or using an instrument that is designed 
specifically to measure potash (this is the topic of Chapter 10).  However, the 
most important property of the slurry in potash processing is the salt content and it 
has been shown that the EDXRD method developed here is capable of analysing 
the halite and sylvite components of potash with good accuracy.  Therefore 
EDXRD is potentially a viable on-line analysis option for the Potash industry. 
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7.4 – Conclusions 
 
 In this chapter quantitative mineral phase analysis has been performed on 
two suites of powdered mineral materials.  The first suite contained a range of 
minerals designed to span a number of potentially important mineral industries, 
while the second suite was a synthetic version of potash slurry. For each suite, the 
capability of the prototype instrument to quantify the abundances of the mineral 
phases contained in the materials was determined by analysing the diffraction 
spectra of each sample suite using a linear regression data analysis technique. 
The results of the analysis for both suites were quite encouraging.  
Analysis of the first suite showed that all six materials contained in the samples 
could be quantified with good accuracy.  The best results were obtained for the 
two iron oxide minerals hematite (0.28 wt%) and magnetite (0.39 wt%).  
Similarly good results were obtained for the other four minerals, corundum, rutile, 
anatase and quartz; all could be measured with accuracies of better than 1 wt%.  
These results were particularly encouraging considering that all but a few of the 
diffraction peaks used to gain the phase abundance information were either 
partially or totally overlapped with other peaks. 
The investigation of the second suite containing synthetic potash was 
designed to test the analyser’s ability to measure minerals present in only small 
amounts.  The samples contained seven minerals in total: the major components 
halite and sylvite present in large amounts, and the minor components quartz, 
anhydrite, gypsum, kaolinite and hematite in small quantities.  It was found that 
the major components could be quantified with very good accuracies and that the 
measurement of these minerals was limited largely by sampling errors.  Three of 
the five minor components could be measured with good accuracies, however 
gypsum and kaolinite could not be analysed due to their low intensity peaks 
overlapping with much brighter diffraction lines of other minerals.  Potential 
solutions to this problem could include using a data analysis technique that is 
more sensitive to low intensity peaks or better able to resolve overlaps, such as a 
spectrum unfolding technique.  Another possible solution is to design an 
instrument that is targeted specifically towards the measurement of this material. 
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The EDXRD properties of two potash slurries were also investigated.  The 
general diffraction properties, sampling errors, particle size effects and solids 
loading issues were all investigated with the prototype instrument.  Sampling 
errors were found to be significant for both forms of the slurry, however it was 
determined that this fact would not cause any adverse issues in the on-line 
analysis of the materials. 
The overall conclusion drawn from the analysis of real and synthetic 
potash was that EDXRD is a potentially a suitable method for analysing potash 
process slurries. 
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Chapter 8 
Predicting Analysis Accuracies Using Monte Carlo Modelling 
 
 
8.1 – Introduction 
 
 Monte Carlo modelling has been shown to be a useful tool in the design of 
an EDXRD analyser.  Investigations of various performance parameters of the 
prototype instrument, such as resolution, count-rate and spatial sensitivity have 
demonstrated that these can be predicted accurately using Monte Carlo modelling 
during the design phase.  However, the most important performance property of 
an on-line EDXRD analyser is its ability to accurately quantify the mineral phase 
abundances in industrial materials.  The capability to predict an instrument’s 
measurement accuracy for the key phases would be a great benefit because: 
 
• It would help to determine whether EDXRD is an appropriate analysis 
method for a particular material without the need for experimental 
verification. 
• It would enable a design to be optimised for measurement accuracy. 
 
Although the resolution, count-rate and signal-to-background ratio are the 
main instrument factors that drive measurement accuracy (all of which can be 
predicted with good accuracy), the capability to explicitly estimate the 
measurement accuracy is more preferable.   Monte Carlo modelling is commonly 
used in other X-ray applications, such as X-ray Fluorescence [91] for instrument 
design and optimisation. 
 In Chapter 6, an extensive study into the comparison between EDXRD 
spectra obtained experimentally and by Monte Carlo modelling was presented.  In 
this chapter, we go one step further and compare quantitative analysis results 
using the two methods.  Two suites of materials were quantitatively analysed with 
the prototype instrument in the previous chapter and good results were obtained 
for both.  Here, we investigate the capability of the Monte Carlo method to predict 
the measurement accuracy obtained experimentally.  This investigation was 
carried out by simulating the EDXRD spectra of the two suites and performing 
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quantitative analysis with the same regression technique as used for the 
experimental data.  This way, the Monte Carlo and experimental results were as 
equivalent as possible and hence a direct comparison between the two could be 
made.  The results show whether Monte Carlo is a reliable method for predicting 
the measurement performance of an EDXRD analyser. 
 
8.2 – Monte Carlo Analysis of a Dry Mineral Powder Suite 
 
 The prototype instrument was shown to be capable of quantifying the 
mineral phase contained in samples of six commercially important minerals.  
Accuracies of better than 1 wt% were obtained for all minerals despite the 
presence of extensive peak overlap between the majority of the main diffraction 
lines.  Here, we determine whether these results can be replicated by using Monte 
Carlo modelled spectra and hence determine if it is a suitable method to predict 
measurement accuracies for this material. 
 
8.2.1 – Simulation of the Spectra Using Monte Carlo Modelling 
 
 The compositions of the samples investigated in this study were the same 
as those of the real dry mineral samples measured in Section 7.2.  However, since 
sampling errors are non-existent in Monte Carlo modelling, sampling errors 
distributed normally about zero with a standard deviation of 0.2 wt% for 
corundum and 0.1 wt% for all other minerals were introduced for each sample.  
These errors were determined by repeat measurements of the reference samples 
create for the analysis in Chapter 7.  The composition of each sample with 
sampling errors is given in Table 8.1.  The cross section and form factor data for 
these samples were obtained using the ‘Create Suite’ function in the EDXRD 
Crystallography Package.  The density of each sample was calculated from the 
sample mass and a sample thickness of 5 mm.  The instrument geometry used in 
the simulations was the same as used previously, that is, only the main functional 
components were included in the model of the analyser.  The polypropylene Petri 
dish was modelled, however diffractive scattering was ignored as before.  The 
total computation time for each simulation was 1000 mins, which was carried out 
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by splitting each simulation into fifty separate runs of 20 min each.  Statistical 
noise was added to the spectra to simulate 2000 s acquisitions. 
 
Table 8.1 - Composition of the simulated dry mineral powder samples for comparison 
between Monte Carlo and Experiment. Sampling errors were included: 0.2 wt% for 
corundum and 0.1 wt% for all other minerals. 
Sample Corundum Rutile Anatase Quartz Hematite Magnetite 
1 49.84 14.23 7.62 17.25 1.98 9.09 
2 56.38 7.92 5.43 7.76 11.14 11.37 
3 55.57 2.29 15.03 8.70 16.41 2.00 
4 50.58 1.82 11.30 12.18 11.76 12.35 
5 70.07 10.16 5.27 6.30 0.37 7.82 
6 59.33 7.14 2.02 0.68 16.61 14.22 
7 61.89 3.58 9.04 14.38 4.28 6.84 
8 52.59 11.84 7.21 9.14 16.61 2.61 
9 58.98 0.77 5.97 11.32 15.65 7.31 
10 61.52 4.09 1.17 13.07 2.74 17.40 
11 68.99 5.65 8.23 7.28 9.25 0.60 
12 58.34 12.58 3.00 11.86 8.44 5.77 
13 80.28 0.18 6.49 11.12 0.52 1.41 
14 74.53 6.09 5.60 0.84 8.39 4.54 
15 56.10 4.92 22.62 9.01 1.06 6.29 
16 66.74 8.10 8.53 8.79 2.77 5.08 
17 57.48 10.81 5.72 13.48 9.62 2.89 
18 64.24 1.15 13.41 13.10 1.78 6.32 
19 58.85 2.45 4.32 10.75 16.80 6.82 
20 68.95 15.80 4.39 3.97 3.59 3.30 
 
 
8.2.2 – Analysis Results and Discussion 
 
 The simulated EDXRD spectra of the 20 samples were analysed using the 
same method as employed to extract the phase abundances of the real samples.  
The same number of energy windows were used for each mineral as previously, 
however the window boundaries were adjusted to optimise the results.  The 
optimal window boundaries change due to differences between the experimental 
and Monte Carlo spectra such as peak resolution and detector response (tailing).  
Figure 8.1 shows the results of the regression analysis on the twenty Monte Carlo 
samples.  The regression analysis was carried out using the ‘true’ sample 
compositions, without including the sampling errors.  Hence the true masses in 
Figure 8.1 are the ideal weight fractions given in Table 7.1.  Table 8.2 presents a 
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summary of the results and compares them to their respective experimentally 
obtained values. 
 
 
Figure 8.1 - Inferred and true masses of each mineral contained in the suite determined by 
Monte Carlo modelling for comparison against the equivalent experimental data 
presented in Chapter 7. 
 
Table 8.2 - Total errors in the analysis of the six mineral 
components compared against the experimental results. 
Mineral Total Error MC (wt%) Total Error Exp (wt%) 
Corundum 1.18 0.64 
Rutile 0.27 0.84 
Anatase 0.36 0.46 
Quartz 0.33 0.74 
Hematite 0.41 0.28 
Magnetite 0.32 0.39 
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The results show that for most minerals, Monte Carlo results delivers 
better accuracies.  This is to be expected since the Monte Carlo spectra are 
‘cleaner’ than their experimental counterparts for a number of reasons.  Firstly, 
the resolution of the simulated analyser is slightly superior to the real instrument – 
about 4.1% FHWM compared to 4.3% FWHM.  This results in less peak overlap, 
which is important in the analysis of material such as these where there is a 
significant degree of peak overlap.  The minerals that benefit most from this are 
those which have peaks that are partially overlapped, since the fraction of the total 
peak width that is merged with neighbouring peaks is reduced.  Prime examples of 
minerals that gain from this fact are rutile, anatase and quartz.  This is reflected in 
the high measurement accuracies of 0.27 wt%, 0.36 wt% and 0.33 wt% obtained 
for these materials respectively.  Quartz also has the freestanding (110) line, 
however a greater accuracy is obtained compared to the experimental results due 
to decreased overlapping of the strong (101) peak. 
 The second reason why the Monte Carlo accuracies are superior to the 
experimental results is due to the incomplete detector physics model used in the 
simulations.  Escape peaks are modelled in Monte Carlo; however the charge 
transport properties of the detector are not, which leads to an absence of hole 
tailing in the Monte Carlo spectra.  This has a similar effect to that described 
above.  Peak overlap is reduced, which in this case benefits peaks that reside on 
the low-energy side of another diffraction line. 
 The excellent accuracy obtained for magnetite in the analysis of the real 
samples, 0.39 wt%, is replicated in the Monte Carlo results (0.32 wt%).  Good 
results are expected for magnetite since it has the freestanding (112) peak and 
another reasonably intense peak (the (211) line).  The result obtained for hematite 
of 0.41 wt% is also quite good.  However, this is slightly poorer than the value 
achieved experimentally of 0.28 wt%.  This is surprising considering that hematite 
has a fairly unobstructed peak in form of the (112) line.  One would expect that 
due to the decreased overlap in the Monte Carlo spectra the results would be 
closer if not slightly better.  Nevertheless, the analysis results obtained by both 
methods are excellent and agree reasonably well. 
 The Monte Carlo analysis accuracy for corundum however differs 
significantly from the experimental result.  Although the result is reasonably 
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good, 1.18 wt%, it is notably different to the error obtained for the real material of 
0.64 wt%.  In isolation, an error of 1.18 wt% is not unexpected considering that 
corundum has no freestanding peaks or partially overlapped peaks.  All diffraction 
lines of corundum are effectively totally overlapped.  Therefore the analysis of 
corundum is significantly affected by interference from other peaks.  Normally 
this would introduce severe difficulties in determining the amount of a mineral 
contained in a sample.  For example, in the analysis of the synthetic potash 
samples, gypsum and kaolinite could not be measured due to an extensive degree 
of peak overlap.  The difference here is that the samples contain a very large 
fraction of corundum, between about 50 wt% and 80 wt%.  Hence the corundum 
peaks are relatively strong and therefore the difficulties due to overlap are 
partially overcome.  In the case of gypsum and kaolinite, they were present in 
only very small quantities and thus were completely dominated by surrounding 
peaks. 
 Given this fact, the difference between the results is unexpected since the 
Monte Carlo results should be better or no worse than the experimental data.  This 
suggests that perhaps there is an added feature of the experimental data that aids 
or artificially enhances the analysis of corundum slightly.  Therefore the true error 
for corundum is more likely around 1 wt% as determined by Monte Carlo. 
 The overall results of this study are encouraging in terms of the ability of 
Monte Carlo modelling to predict the measurement accuracy of an EDXRD 
analyser for materials containing multiple minerals and complex diffraction 
spectra.  The results of the Monte Carlo analysis generally agree well with the 
experimental data, where variations can be explained by differences in the spectra 
by experiment and simulation. 
 
8.3 – Monte Carlo Analysis of Synthetic Potash 
 
 Now we investigate the synthetic potash material analysed in Chapter 7.  
This material differed from the six-mineral suite in that the sample composition is 
dominated by two components, whilst the remaining five components are present 
in much smaller amounts.  This investigation was aimed at determining whether 
the measurement accuracies of the minor components could be predicted 
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accurately using Monte Carlo modelling.  Two of these minor components, 
gypsum and kaolinite, could not be measured with the prototype analyser, 
therefore the most critical aspect of this investigation was to determine whether 
this could have been predicted.  This information is important in the design of 
future EDXRD instruments as it will give reasonable assurance that Monte Carlo 
is capable of identifying key mineral phases that cannot be measured during the 
design phase of an analyser. 
 
8.3.1 – Simulation of the Spectra in Monte Carlo 
 
 The synthetic potash samples for Monte Carlo analysis were created in 
EDXRD Crystallography Package and simulated as before.  Sampling errors were 
added to the mineral compositions.  These were 0.35 wt% for halite, 0.40 wt% for 
sylvite (as determined in Section 7.2.3.1) and an estimated 0.02 wt% for the minor 
components.  The sample compositions are given in Table 8.3. 
 
Table 8.3 - Composition of the simulated potash samples for comparison between Monte 
Carlo and Experiment. Sampling errors of 0.35 wt% and 0.40 wt% were included for 
halite and sylvite respectively.  The sampling errors for the minor components were  
0.02 wt%. 
Sample Halite Sylvite Quartz Anhydrite Gypsum Kaolinite Hematite 
1 52.11 41.02 1.92 1.00 1.64 1.30 0.91 
2 50.55 43.59 1.82 1.15 1.80 0.67 1.07 
3 51.65 41.70 1.22 1.82 0.50 1.66 1.78 
4 51.05 43.28 1.96 1.09 1.18 1.17 0.45 
5 49.54 43.05 2.75 1.76 1.36 1.04 0.74 
6 54.16 39.31 1.58 1.49 0.91 1.78 1.10 
7 49.69 44.59 1.73 1.56 0.97 0.89 0.60 
8 50.72 40.80 2.13 1.81 1.79 0.88 1.70 
9 52.19 42.87 1.60 1.07 0.70 0.90 1.20 
10 49.37 42.80 2.88 1.16 1.12 1.41 0.93 
11 49.96 41.93 2.86 1.08 0.72 1.30 1.77 
12 50.81 42.51 3.45 0.71 1.19 0.83 0.97 
13 48.55 40.34 3.25 1.96 1.61 1.89 1.34 
14 49.34 43.88 2.57 0.96 0.87 1.61 0.81 
15 49.99 42.39 1.95 2.39 0.60 0.61 1.94 
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8.3.2 – Analysis Results and Discussion 
 
 Figure 8.2 shows the results of the regression analysis for the fifteen 
simulated synthetic potash samples.  The results are summarised in Table 8.4 
along with the corresponding experimental data from Chapter 7. 
 
 
Figure 8.4 – Inferred and true masses of each mineral contained in the synthetic potash 
samples determined by Monte Carlo modelling for comparison against the equivalent 
experimental data presented in Chapter 7. 
 
Table 8.4 –Total errors in the analysis of the six mineral 
components compared against the experimental results. 
Mineral Total Error MC (wt%) Total Error Exp (wt%) 
Halite 0.50 0.56 
Sylvite 0.48 0.49 
Quartz 0.10 0.18 
Anhydrite 0.13 0.14 
Gypsum - - 
Kaolinite - - 
Hematite 0.15 0.11 
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Excellent agreement is obtained between the Monte Carlo and 
experimental results for all minerals.  As was the case for the six-mineral sample 
suite, the Monte Carlo accuracies are generally superior to the experimental 
results due to the cleaner spectra obtained.  The errors for halite and sylvite are 
close to their respective experimental values since the major peaks of these 
minerals are not significantly affected by peak overlap in either the Monte Carlo 
or real spectra.  Therefore, in cases where one or two minerals dominate the 
sample composition and there is little obstruction due to peak overlap, Monte 
Carlo modelling provides a good estimate of the expected analysis accuracy from 
a real instrument.  The measurement error for anhydrite, 0.13 wt% agrees very 
well with the experimental value of 0.14 wt%.  The error for hematite also agrees 
with the real data, although in this case the Monte Carlo value of 0.15 wt% is 
slightly poorer than that for the real samples of 0.11 wt%. 
Quartz shows significantly better accuracy in Monte Carlo analysis than 
the experimental data, however this can be easily explained.  The quartz 
diffraction peak used to determine its abundance was the (101) line, which resides 
at the base of the sylvite (200) peak on the low-energy side.  In the experimental 
spectra the tail of the sylvite peak occupies this region.  Hence the calculation of 
the quartz (101) intensity is less accurate than for the Monte Carlo modelled 
spectra in which tailing is not modelled.   
The most significant feature in the results of this study is the fact that 
gypsum and kaolinite could not be measured, just as they could not in the real 
samples.  This is important as it shows that Monte Carlo modelling can not only 
be used to estimate the measurement accuracy for a particular mineral, but it will 
also give a good indication on whether a mineral can be measured at all.  Such 
information is important because if a key phase cannot be measured with a 
particular design setup, this can be identified in the design process.  The issue can 
hence be resolved without the need for experimental verification. 
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8.4 – Conclusion 
 
 In this chapter, Monte Carlo modelling was used to estimate the 
measurement accuracy for the minerals contained in two suites of samples.  The 
results were compared against experimentally derived accuracies for the same 
materials.  The results showed that Monte Carlo modelling is capable of 
estimating the accuracies obtained with a real instrument to a good degree of 
confidence.  Generally, the Monte Carlo results showed slightly better 
measurement accuracy than for the real data, however this was expected since the 
Monte Carlo modelled spectra suffer to a lesser extent from peak overlap than the 
experimental data.  There were some exceptions to this rule though, most notably 
the measurement of corundum in the six-mineral samples. 
 The most important finding in this study was the fact that it is possible to 
predict that a material cannot be measured using a particular design setup.  The 
gypsum and kaolinite components of the synthetic potash samples could not be 
quantified in either the experimental or Monte Carlo data.  This is significant 
because many industrial applications require materials present in small quantities 
to be measured.  Such materials can be difficult to analyse, hence the ability to 
determine whether it is possible to obtain meaningful measurement data on these 
materials before an analyser is developed has great time and cost saving benefits. 
The results of this investigation are therefore important for the 
development of industrial on-line EDXRD analysers.  It has already been shown 
that Monte Carlo modelling is a reliable method for predicting the resolution, 
count-rate and other performance parameters of an EDXRD instrument.  Now it 
has been demonstrated that it is also possible to predict the measurement 
accuracy. 
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Chapter 9 
Optimisation of an EDXRD Analyser 
 
 
9.1 – Introduction 
 
 The discussions in previous chapters relating to the design of EDXRD 
analysers have shown that producing an instrument that delivers the best possible 
performance is a time-consuming process.  Moreover, the optimal instrument 
design is not the same for any two material types and therefore the entire design 
process must be completed for each analyser produced.  The total time taken 
simply to design the prototype instrument was several months.  The majority of 
the design time was occupied by the thousands of Monte Carlo simulations carried 
out to find the best combination of collimator openings, study the tolerances, 
determine the spatial sensitivity and design other aspects of the instrument.  If 
EDXRD becomes a viable tool for analysing mineral slurries on-stream it would 
clearly be of great benefit if the amount of work required to determine the optimal 
design was reduced dramatically.  This would be especially advantageous if a 
number of instruments had to be developed simultaneously.  A system that 
enables the best design for any material to be reached more quickly would 
therefore be beneficial as it would reduce the cost and production time for a 
commercial system. 
Due to the fact that there are a large number of factors that contribute to 
the performance of an EDXRD analyser (efficiency and resolution) it is not 
possible to analytically calculate the best design parameters for a given 
application.  A numerical or simulation technique must therefore be used.  A 
number of such numerical techniques have been developed that enable an 
optimised EDXRD design to be reached in a time efficient manner.  One such 
method was developed by Bomsdorf et al [92], which uses a ray tracing technique 
to predict the performance the pencil-cone geometry instrument shown in Figure 
9.1.  The method involves randomly simulating possible paths for photons 
travelling from the source to the detector after being scattered by the sample 
material.  The method may therefore be regarded as a simple Monte Carlo 
technique, however it is not a true Monte Carlo simulation since the scattering 
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cross sections are not used to determine the interaction probabilities or scatter 
angles. 
The simulation of a photon path begins by randomly selecting a point in 
the X-ray focus where the virtual photon originates.   The photon is assigned an 
intensity value to account for the varying X-ray flux produced over the area of the 
X-ray focus.  Another random point is selected in the sample volume as scatter 
centre.  The path travelled by the photon from the X-ray source to the sample is 
the line joining the point of origin and the scatter centre.  If the photon path 
crosses one or both of the primary beam collimators the photon is discarded. 
 The scattered beam is simulated by first selecting the random angle φ in 
the xy-plane as shown in Figure 9.2.  Allowing the photons to scatter in the 
horizontal direction creates a full 3-D scatter model.  The scatter direction of the 
photon towards the detector is then the randomly determined and is accepted if the 
photon’s path from the sample to the detector is not blocked by either of the 
Figure 9.1 - Diagram of the pencil cone instrument used in 
optimisation process developed by Bomsdorf et al [92]. 
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scatter collimators.  The photon’s path from the source to the detector is therefore 
complete and the scatter angle Θ in Figure 9.1 can be determined.  The possible 
photon energies scattering at the angle Θ are then calculated from the relationship 
( )2sin2 Θ= dhcE  where the values of d are all the crystal d-spacings present in 
the sample.  At this stage all d-spacings are considered to diffract with equal 
strength.  For each determined value of E, a count is added to the simulated 
diffraction spectrum.  The diffraction spectrum is progressively built up in cycles, 
where typically 6105.2 ×  simulated photons per mm2 of the X-ray focus are used 
in each computation cycle.  The number of cycles required for a full simulation 
varies depending on the design under investigation, which leads to simulation 
times ranging from a few seconds up to a few minutes. 
 
 
Figure 9.2 - Projection of a scatter event in the xy-plane for the instrument in Figure 9.1 
[92] 
 
 The resulting spectrum is multiplied by a number of weighting factors to 
account for the various factors that influence the measured count-rate in a real 
diffraction acquisition.  These weighting factors account for the variation in the 
number of X-rays produced by each region of the X-ray focus, the size of the 
object voxel and solid angles, the relative intensities of the diffraction lines and 
the Lorentz polarisation factor for the scattering geometry.  After the application 
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of these weighting factors the spectrum is convoluted with the energy resolution 
function of the X-ray detector. 
 In the final step of the process, a calibration factor is applied to the 
simulated spectrum that accounts for the difference in intensity between the 
simulated and real spectra.  This is followed by the addition of statistical noise.  
The calibration factor is determined by comparing the simulated and experimental 
spectra for a particular material for a standard instrument geometry.  This can then 
be used to correct the simulated count-rates of any similar geometry for that 
material. 
Figure 9.3 – (a) Measured and simulated iron diffraction peak with collection 
times of 500 s and 10 s. (b) Measured and simulated iron diffraction peaks 
with various primary collimator opening widths [92]. 
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 The above procedure for simulating diffraction spectra for the purpose of 
instrument optimisation has been shown to agree well with measured data as 
displayed in Figure 9.3a.  This figure shows a simulated and measured (110) 
diffraction peak of a 3.5 mm thick sample of Fe collected with counting times of 
500 s and 10 s.  It can be seen that the resolution, peak shape, peak intensity and 
statistical noise level of the simulated diffraction peak agree very well with those 
of the experimental peak.  Also shown in Figure 9.3b is a comparison between the 
simulated and experimental diffraction spectra of Fe measured at an angle of  
Θ = 4.3°.  The spectra were measured with three different opening widths of the 
upper and lower scatter collimators: 0.8/2 mm, 0.8/0.8 mm and 0.5/0.5 mm 
respectively.  Again the characteristics of the simulated peaks are shown to agree 
with the measured data even when the collimation is varied. 
 This procedure can be used to optimise the design of a pencil-cone 
geometry EDXRD analyser of a known material (similar processes can also be 
developed for other geometries) by simulating a large number of designs with 
different design parameters.  Figure 9.4 shows the optimisation results of an 
instrument designed to measure a material containing 80% Al and 20% SiC.  
Figure 9.4a displays the experimental (upper trace) and simulated (lower trace) 
spectra obtained with the calibration instrument before the calibration factor had 
been applied to the simulated spectrum.  The counting time for both spectra was 
1000 s.  The spectra produced by the optimised instrument are shown in Figure 
9.4b, for which the acquisition times were 25 s.  The design parameters that were 
varied in the optimisation process included: (i) the diameters of the two primary 
collimators, (ii) the scatter collimator diaphragms, (iii) the radii of the annular 
scatter collimator openings and (iv) the distance between the scatter collimators.  
Comparison of the optimised and calibration spectra clearly show the vast 
increase in performance gained through the optimisation process.  The resolution 
is improved, which is evident from the fact that the Al and SiC lines are 
completely resolved in the optimised spectra.  Note also that the positions of the 
peaks are shifted to lower energies in the optimised spectrum due to a change in 
the diffraction angle from Θ = 3.27° to Θ = 4.7°.  This resulted in the SiC line 
coinciding with the W Kα fluorescent lines and hence the peak is split into two 
sharper lines.  However, the most significant gain resulting from the optimisation 
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process is the substantial increase in count-rate.  This is particularly true for the 
SiC line, whose intensity is boosted significantly by the W Kα fluorescent lines.  
The increase in count-rate means that the acquisition time can be reduced whilst 
still obtaining the same level of statistical errors achieved with the calibration 
instrument.  This is a significant advantage in applications such as on-line analysis 
since measurements can be completed in a shorter time period. 
In this chapter, an optimisation process is developed that uses a different 
approach.  The system, called EDXRD Design Facilitator, enables an optimised 
EDXRD geometry to be obtained for any material or application.  EDXRD 
Figure 9.4 – (a) Measured (upper trace) and non-normalised simulated 
(lower trace) diffraction spectrum of SiC before optimisation. The counting 
time was 1000 s. (b) Optimised diffraction spectra collected for 25 s [92]. 
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Design Facilitator achieves this by taking input information from the user, such as 
the material to be measured, the X-ray tube parameters, resolution requirements 
and desired physical dimensions and using it to select the best design for the given 
requirements from a library of stored resolution and efficiency data.  Like the 
method of Bomsdorf et al, the data is gained through simulations, however here 
we use full Monte Carlo modelling rather than ray tracing.  Since the performance 
data is stored, no simulations are required during the search for the optimal 
design.  Therefore, EDXRD Design Facilitator can find the best design almost 
instantly, a process which would normally take weeks to complete. 
 
9.2 – EDXRD Design Facilitator 
 
 The EDXRD Design Facilitator package uses Monte Carlo simulated 
diffraction spectra rather than spectra produced through ray tracing to find the 
optimal EDXRD instrument design.  Each method has its own set of advantages 
and disadvantages relative to the other.  The advantages of using a Monte Carlo 
based system are: 
 
• All interaction processes (coherent, Compton and photoeffect) are 
included in the model and therefore a more accurate diffraction spectrum 
for each design variation is obtained.  This also makes it possible to 
predict the spectra background and hence the signal-to-background ratio.  
Also, scatter from the collimators and other components of the instrument 
are also modelled.  The ray tracing technique employed by Bomsdorf et al 
only considers Bragg scattering from the sample, while all other scattering 
processes and potential scattering media are ignored. 
• The use of the Monte Carlo method, which uses the cross sections for the 
scattering processes, enables the count-rate to be predicted accurately 
without the need for calibration with experimental data.  This is obviously 
an advantage since it allows one to design and build an optimised analyser 
without having to produce an instrument for calibration purposes 
beforehand. 
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The main disadvantage of a Monte Carlo based system is the large total 
computation time required to model all of the design variations.  However, each 
design need only be model once since the diffraction spectra and performance 
data can be stored in a library for future reference.  Note also that it is not 
necessary to run separate simulations for different materials since it is possible to 
convert the ‘standard’ diffraction data in the library into that for any material if 
the cross sections of the material are known.  The method used to perform the 
conversion is explained later in this chapter. 
 In this section all aspects of the EDXRD Design Facilitator package are 
explained in detail, starting with a description of the method used to create the 
library of Monte Carlo derived performance data and then moving on to show 
how the optimal design can be selected from the library of data. 
 
9.2.1 – Creating a Library of Monte Carlo Derived Performance Data 
 
 The EDXRD instrument performance data used by EDXRD Design 
Facilitator was derived by running a large number of Monte Carlo simulations on 
different design variations.  The design of the instruments modelled and the 
sample material used were deliberately made to be as simple and generic as 
possible so that comparisons between different designs could be made as easily as 
possible.  For each design simulated, the resolution and peak intensity data were 
stored.  Over the following subsections all facets of the methods involved in 
creating and running the Monte Carlo simulations are presented, including a 
description of the instruments modelled, details of sample material and the X-ray 
source, as well as specifics on the method used to run the simulations. 
 
 9.2.1.1 – Design Variations 
 
 There are essentially an infinite number of possible design setups for an 
EDXRD analyser in terms of combinations of collimator opening widths, 
diffraction angles, sample thicknesses, beam diameters, source outputs, etc.  
Therefore, when developing a design optimisation system such as the one 
described here, it is very important to determine exactly which designs should be 
included in the library.  The library must cover enough designs so that a good 
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representation of all potentially useful designs are included.  However the need 
for a large number of designs must be balanced by a reasonable total simulation 
time. 
 Table 9.1 shows the design parameters used for the simulated instruments 
in the library.  All possible combinations of these parameters were used, leading 
to the total number of designs included standing at 28 125.  These parameters 
were chosen as they are the most important in terms of performance.  Other 
parameters that could have been varied, which are discussed later, were 
considered to be less important and were not included. 
 
Table 9.1 - Design parameters used to produce a library 
containing the performance data of 28 125. 
Design Parameter Range of Values 
Diffraction angle Θ 2°, 3°, 4°, 5°, 6°, 7°, 8°, 9°, 10° 
Primary beam collimator 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 mm 
Scatter collimator 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 mm 
Detector collimator 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 mm 
Sample thickness 3, 6, 10, 15, 20 mm 
Cone beam diameter 20, 40, 60, 90, 120 mm 
 
 For each design parameter the range of values used was determined by the 
variety of potential applications for an EDXRD instrument.  The diffraction angle 
was varied from Θ = 2° to Θ = 10° to cover the measurement of a wide range of 
d-spacings.  The collimator openings started at 0.25 mm for systems that require 
very high resolution and ended at a width of 2.0 mm for systems that require high 
count-rate without the need for good resolution.  Openings larger than 2.0 mm 
were not considered as the resolution tends to become very poor at these values.  
Cone beam diameters of up to 120 mm were considered.  Above this the  
source-to-detector is very large, particularly for shallow diffraction angles and 
thus the instrument becomes impractical from a mechanical standpoint.  Finally, 
sample thicknesses of 3 mm to 20 mm were considered.  The upper end of this 
range is the most likely to be used in an on-line instrument.  Pipe diameters of less 
than 10 mm will generally not be used for slurry applications on-line, however 
thicknesses of 3 mm and 6 mm were included as it is possible that discrete sample 
applications may exist where sample thicknesses in this range are possible. 
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 Despite including variations in the diffraction angle, collimator openings, 
cone beam diameter and sample thickness, many other instrument parameters 
could have been allowed to vary too, but were kept fixed for the sake of reducing 
the number of Monte Carlo simulations that had to be run.  The design parameters 
that were common to all designs are listed in Table 9.2.  The distance that the 
primary beam and scatter collimators were placed from the sample was fixed at  
40 mm for all designs (the distance from the centre of the sample to surface of the 
collimator closest to the sample).  The distances that the primary beam and scatter 
collimators are placed from the sample are not particularly important in terms of 
performance and hence these distances were held constant.  As explained in 
Chapter 5, the position of these collimators is mainly dictated by the need to block 
X-rays diffracted from the collimators themselves and also for ease of access to 
the sample.  In any case, if the 40 mm distance is deemed to be inappropriate the 
equivalent collimation that gives the same performance at a different distance can 
be calculated easily. 
Table 9.2 - Design parameters common to all designs in 
the library. 
Design Parameter Fixed Value 
Collimator thicknesses 10 mm 
Sample to Primary beam collimator 40 mm 
Sample to scatter collimator 40 mm 
Incident angle:Scatter angle 1:1 
 
The angles of the incident X-ray beam and the scattered beam were made 
equal.  For example, for a diffraction angle of Θ = 5°, both the incident and 
scattered beams are angled at 2.5° relative to the central axis.  The result of this 
fixed ratio is that the source and the detector are equidistant from sample.  The 
ratio of the incident and scatter angles does have an effect on the performance of 
the instrument and is therefore a variable parameter that could be added in the 
future.  However, performance would not be the main driving factor to include 
variation in the incident/scatter angle ratio.  Rather, asymmetrical analysers would 
be advantageous in situations where it is impractical to have the source and 
detector at equal distances from the sample.  For example, a situation may arise 
where the distance that the detector can be placed from the sample/pipeline is 
restricted but there is unlimited space on the source side.  In this case the 
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instrument could be asymmetric about the sample so that the detector is close to 
the sample, while the source is far away.  This would enable a much larger cone 
beam diameter to be used than would be possible if the instrument was symmetric.  
However, this situation is considered unlikely and hence symmetrical instruments 
only were considered. 
 
9.2.1.2 – Sample Material and X-ray Source 
 
 This subsection discusses the details of the sample material and incident 
X-ray energy distribution used in the Monte Carlo simulations. It was important 
that these were as generic as possible since they needed represent a wide range of 
materials and X-ray sources respectively. 
 The sample material used was not a real crystalline material, but rather a 
fictitious substance with the properties given in Table 9.3.  The material contained 
both crystalline and amorphous components in equal proportions.  The amorphous 
component was chosen to be water since almost all industrial applications of 
EDXRD will involve measuring a material containing water.  The crystalline 
component had the elemental composition TiO2, however it did not have the 
crystal structure of any of the real TiO2 minerals (anatase, rutile and brookite).  
Instead, for the sake of simplicity, the material was assigned just two diffraction 
lines, one fixed at 40 keV and another at 70 keV.  These energies were chosen 
because the spacing between the peaks was large enough so that they were always 
freestanding regardless of the resolution.  Therefore, two clear diffraction peaks 
were always available from which to extract resolution and intensity data.    The 
Bragg form factors of the two lines were calculated as 32 100 xFB =  and the 
cross sections determined using these values of FB.  Note that the choice of the 
constant 100 was arbitrary.  Any value could have been used here, provided that it 
resulted in reasonable values of the cross section being obtained.  Note also that 
the values of x are different for each value of the diffraction angle since this is 
required to keep the lines fixed at 40 and 70 keV. 
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Table 9.3 - Properties of the Monte Carlo sample 
used to create the library of performance data. 
Property Value 
Composition TiO2 (50 wt%) H2O (50 wt%) 
Density 1.0 g cm-3 
 
The X-ray source used was not a typical X-ray spectrum produced by an 
X-ray tube but instead had a constant output at all energies.  This again was done 
for the sake of simplicity.  The output energy range of the source was restricted to 
the region 25≤E≤ 95 keV.  Energies outside this range were not useful as the 
source only needed to cover the energy region occupied by the diffraction peaks. 
 
9.2.1.3 – Monte Carlo Simulation Method 
 
 The total number of designs simulated was 28 125.  The simulation time 
for each of these designs was 300 mins, leading to a total computation time of  
140 625 hours (~16.0 years).  This is obviously an enormous computation time, 
however it was reduced dramatically by running the simulations using a Condor 
processing network [93], which currently utilises about 700 desktop computers 
within CSIRO.  At any one time, a user of the network may submit up to 120 jobs.  
This enabled approximately 1000 jobs to be completed per week, which meant 
that all 28 125 jobs could be run in a period of just over six months.  The jobs 
were mainly run overnight and required little time to create therefore did not 
interfere with any other work being undertaken.   
 
9.2.1.4 - Summary 
 
Monte Carlo modelling was used to simulate a large number of EDXRD 
design variations for an instrument optimisation system.  Each design variation 
had a different combination of the following parameters: diffraction angle, 
primary beam collimator opening, scatter collimator opening, detector collimator 
opening, cone beam diameter and sample thickness. The design parameters that 
were deemed to be less important in terms of instrument performance were held 
constant for all designs.  These included the positions of the collimators and the 
incident/scatter angle ratio.  The sample material used for all simulations was a 
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mix of the materials water and TiO2.  The crystalline TiO2 component was 
assigned momentum transfer values such that the peaks resided at 40 keV and  
70 keV for all diffraction angles.  An X-ray source with a uniform energy 
distribution was used rather than a typical X-ray tube spectrum.  In just over six 
months, 28 125 different EDXRD analyser designs were simulated.  The next 
section explains how the performance data of the 28 125 designs were calculated.  
Also, a method for expanding the library to include many more designs using the 
existing performance data is described. 
 
9.2.2 – Calculation of the Instrument Performance 
 
 The two parameters used as a measure of the performance of each design 
were the diffraction peak resolution and the peak intensity.  Note that here peak 
intensity refers to the height of the diffraction peak, not the integrated counts 
under the entire peak.  The reason for using the peak heights rather than the 
integrated intensities is explained in a later section. 
 Both the resolution and peak heights can be easily extracted from the 
diffraction profiles.  Figure 9.5 shows a typical diffraction spectrum for one of the 
designs analysed.  In this case the spectrum comes from the design with the 
following parameters: Θ = 5°, all collimator openings = 0.5 mm,  
sample thickness = 6 mm and cone beam diameter = 20 mm.  The resolution of 
both peaks was calculated from the formula 
 
Peak resolution = 
PE
FWHM                                    (9.1) 
 
where FWHM is the full width at half maximum of the diffraction peaks and PE  
is the peak position.  The resolution of each design variation was calculated as the 
average resolution of the 40 keV and 70 keV diffraction peaks.  The peak 
intensities PI  were calculated as the maximum intensity of the diffraction peaks 
after normalisation to account for attenuation and subtracting the background 
under the peaks.  The peak intensities of both diffraction peaks were stored 
because they are required for calculations discussed later. 
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Figure 9.5 – Example EDXRD spectrum from one of the library designs.  Peaks appear at 
energies of 40 and 70 keV with heights IP1 and IP2 respectively.  The spectrum terminates 
at 95 keV in accordance with the X-ray spectrum used in the simulations. 
 
Therefore, in total 28 125 resolution and 56 500 peak intensity values were 
entered into the performance library.  The library can however be expanded to 
include designs not simulated by Monte Carlo.  The performance of any design, 
for which design parameters lie within the envelope of those simulated, can be 
calculated from the performance data in the library by interpolation.  For example, 
Figures 9.6 and 9.7 show respectively the resolution and PI  values as a function 
of detector collimator opening for all designs with the parameters: Θ = 4°, 
primary beam collimator opening = 0.5 mm, beam collimator opening = 0.5 mm, 
sample thickness = 15 mm and cone beam diameter  = 20 mm.  The figures also 
show intermediate values for the resolution and PI  interpolated from the Monte 
Carlo data. 
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Figure 9.6 - Resolution of setups with variable detector collimator opening width 
determined using Monte Carlo modelling (red dots).  This data can be used to estimate 
the resolution of similar designs, as shown by the blue circles. 
Figure 9.7 – Peak heights of the 40 keV line of setups with variable detector 
collimator opening widths determined using Monte Carlo modelling (red dots).  
This data can be used to estimate the peak heights of similar designs, as shown by 
the blue circles. 
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Calculating the performance of other designs in this way can be done with 
confidence since the performance variables are smooth, well-behaved functions of 
the design parameters.  Abrupt changes are not observed to occur.  If we take the 
example of the peak intensity as a function of detector collimator opening, the 
value of PI  depends on the area of the opening, which increases with the square 
of the opening radius.  The integrated peak intensity increases with the square of 
the opening width, while the peak height increases approximately linearly as 
shown in Figure 9.7.  Therefore, the peak intensity is a smooth function, making 
interpolation of intermediate values simple.  The same reasoning can be applied to 
show that the resolution is also a smooth function of the collimator opening. 
 To verify the accuracy of the interpolation method, Monte Carlo 
simulations of a number of the interpolated designs were run to ensure that the 
calculated values matched Monte Carlo data.  As an example, Figures 9.8 and 9.9 
show the resolutions and peak intensities of the initial Monte Carlo simulations 
for the same designs as above, the line of best fit for the data (the line from which 
the interpolated values are drawn) and the Monte Carlo performance values for 
the three interpolated designs in Figures 9.6 and 9.7.  The modelled performance 
values of the intermediate designs agree very well with the fit line and hence with 
the interpolated values.  Similarly good agreement was found for other design 
variations. 
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Figure 9.8– Resolution values as a function of the detector collimator opening.  
Intermediate values are calculated from the interpolation line.  The data determined using 
Monte Carlo modelling (black dots) agrees well with the interpolation line. 
 
 
Figure 9.9– Peak height values of the 40 keV line as a function of the detector collimator 
opening.  Intermediate values are calculated from the interpolation line.  The data 
determined using Monte Carlo modelling agrees well with the interpolation line. 
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The library of designs was expanded using the interpolation method shown 
above.  After interpolation, the library contained all possible combinations of the 
design parameters listed in Table 9.4.  The number of designs in the library was 
thus expanded to 1 723 392.  Had the performance of all these design been 
determined by Monte Carlo modelling, a total computation time of  
8 616 960 hours (approximately 984 years) would have been required, assuming 
each simulation was run for 300 mins.  A MATLAB code was used to calculate 
the interpolated data, which required approximately one day to complete.  Hence, 
the benefit of this method is obvious.  Of course, the library could potentially 
contain any number of design variations.  The limiting factors to the number of 
designs included are the computation time required to calculate interpolated 
performance data and the time needed to sort through the library during a search 
for the best design.  However, for our needs the increments in the design 
parameters in the current library are more than adequate. 
 
Table 9.4 - Design parameters in the library after interpolation. 
The total number of combinations is 1 723 392. 
Design Parameter Min Value Increment Max Value 
Diffraction  angle 5° 0.5° 10° 
Primary beam collimator 0.25 mm 0.25 mm 2 mm 
Scatter collimator 0.25 mm 0.25 mm 2 mm 
Detector collimator 0.25 mm 0.25 mm 2 mm 
Sample thickness 3 mm 1 mm 20 mm 
Cone beam diameter 20 mm 10 mm 120 mm 
 
9.2.3 – Selection of the Optimal Design 
 
 The question now is: How do we select the optimal setup from the library 
of 1.7 million designs?  The best design is the setup that delivers the highest 
count-rate whilst producing a level of resolution that allows the diffraction peaks 
of interest to be adequately resolved.  However, it is not simply a matter of 
picking out the setup that delivers the highest count-rate with the required 
resolution; there are other practical issues that must be satisfied as well.  Many of 
these issues stem from the fact that physical size of the instrument changes quite 
considerably when the geometry of the instrument is varied.  For example, if the 
cone beam diameter is increased, the source-to-detector distance is also increased 
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assuming the diffraction angle is unchanged.  Similarly, if the diffraction angle is 
reduced, the source-to-detector distance becomes larger as a result.  These are just 
some examples, but it is clear that because EDXRD analysers come in an 
essentially limitless number of setup geometries, they also come in an infinite 
number of shapes and sizes.  In some cases, the size of an instrument may be 
limited by the physical space available.  A prime example of this is the prototype 
instrument, which needed to fit within the confines of a shielded X-ray cabinet.   
Sizing issues therefore need to be taken into account when selecting the best 
design.  
 The physical size of the instrument also raises another important issue: the 
cost of the instrument.  Large instruments are generally more expensive to 
produce than small instruments.  This is the case because it is more difficult to 
hold tight tolerances and align components over greater distances. This leads to 
the need for greater care and time to be taken when producing the instrument, 
resulting in higher costs. 
Hence, in many circumstances it may be necessary to limit the size of the 
instrument.  Other factors also play a role in restricting the number of designs 
available.  For example, only instruments for which the diffraction angle enables 
the d-spacing range of interest to be measured are suitable, or sample thicknesses 
that cause acceptable beam attenuation. 
 The optimal design is therefore that which delivers the best performance 
whilst satisfying all practical considerations.  In this section, a step-by-step 
explanation is presented of the process involved in finding the best EDXRD 
design for a particular application using EDXRD Design Facilitator.  The 
discussion begins with a brief overview of the EDXRD Design Facilitator GUI 
and is followed by more detailed explanations on each of the functions available.  
The role that each of these functions plays in aiding the design choice is also 
discussed.  The section continues to show how EDXRD Design Facilitator uses 
information supplied by the user to select the best design and the data that is 
output.  The section concludes by explaining how the outputted information 
should be used. 
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9.2.3.1 – Brief Overview of EDXRD Design Facilitator 
 
 EDXRD Design Facilitator is a series of Matlab codes that are controlled 
via a number of GUIs.  Using these GUIs, a problem is set up by: 
 
• Creating materials (both crystalline and amorphous) and mixtures of 
materials that the instrument will analyse. 
• Selecting which diffraction lines of the material are to be measured. 
• Defining the properties of the X-ray tube to be used. 
• Specifying restrictions on the size of the instrument, such as the 
maximum source-to-sample distance, cone beam diameter and minimum 
sample thickness. 
• Specifying a range within which the resolution of the instrument should 
fall. 
• Defining how the code discriminates between different design parameter 
values, e.g. the diffraction angle and cone beam diameter. 
• Specifying the X-ray detector properties. 
 
When these parameters have been set, the code is ready to search for the 
optimal design.  During the search, the code sorts through all 1.7 million designs 
stored in the library and picks out only those that satisfy the requirements 
specified by the user.  For each of these designs, the code calculates the 
diffraction spectrum of the material, from which the total count-rate is 
determined.  Currently, the code only calculates the diffraction counts and ignores 
counts arising from Rayleigh and Compton scattering.  Therefore, designs are 
optimised based on the diffracted flux obtained, which is most important in 
EDXRD instrument designs.  In the future Rayleigh and Compton scattering will 
be included so that the complete diffraction spectrum is calculated.  Upon 
completion of a search for the optimal design, the code outputs the design 
parameters, count-rate, resolution and diffraction spectrum for the best design and 
displays it in the GUI.  The data on all other suitable designs is also output, 
enabling the user to compare the best design to all others.  This is a useful 
function because the instrument that delivers the highest count-rate may not 
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necessarily be the best on all fronts.  For instance, there may be a number of 
instrument designs that deliver similar performance to the ‘best’ design, where 
some of those have other advantages.  For example, some may be mechanically 
simpler and hence cheaper to manufacture.  In this case it may be worth 
sacrificing a small amount of performance for simpler setup. 
 
9.2.3.2 – Functions in EDXRD Design Facilitator 
 
Now a more in-depth description of the functions available in EDXRD 
Design Facilitator is presented.  A screenshot of the central GUI, through which 
all functions of the package can be accessed, is shown in Figure 9.10.  The GUI is 
divided into four main sections: 
 
• Sample and Material Information – contains functions to create materials 
and mixtures, and information on the currently selected sample. 
• Restrictions on Design – contains areas for data to be entered regarding 
the X-ray tube, physical size restrictions, resolution, sample thickness and 
preferences on how the design parameter values are chosen. 
• Results – displays the results of a optimal design search including the 
design parameters, count-rate and resolution of each design that satisfies 
the users requirements. 
• Graphs – contains two plots: (i) the diffraction spectrum and (ii) a 
schematic diagram of the selected design (chosen using the list box in the 
Results section). 
 
The functions contained in each of these sections are described in more detail 
below. 
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Figure 9.10 Screenshot of the main page of the EDXRD Design Facilitator GUI. 
 
The Sample and Material Information section contains information about 
the material that the instrument is being designed to measure plus four buttons 
that provide the following functions: 
 
• Create Material – Opens a GUI in which materials can be created and 
stored. 
• Create Sample – Opens a GUI that allows the user to create mixtures of 
materials. 
• Test Trans. – Shows the transmitted X-ray spectrum for the currently 
selected sample, X-ray tube settings and sample thickness. 
• Run – Initiates a search for the best design. 
 
The ‘Create Material’ and ‘Create Sample’ functions, shown in Figure 
9.11, are essentially the same as those used in EDXRD Crystallography Package, 
i.e. materials are created and mixtures of those materials (samples) are used in 
calculations.  Both crystalline and amorphous materials can be produced.  
Similarly to EDXRD Crystallography Package, the information required to create 
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a crystalline material is the position and species of each atom in the unit cell and 
the unit cell parameters (dimensions and interaxial angles).  For amorphous 
materials the chemical formula of the material is required plus the oscillatory 
structure function. 
If a crystalline material is created, the code immediately calculates the 
cross section and form factor of the crystal.  The form factor is used to determine 
the positions and intensities of the crystal’s diffraction lines, enabling the user to 
select which of the diffraction lines they want the instrument to measure.  Also, 
Figure 9.11 Material and sample creators in EDXRD Design Facilitator. 
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the form factor and cross section data is used to calculate the diffraction spectrum 
of the material. 
Samples are produced by creating mixtures of crystalline and amorphous 
materials in arbitrary proportions.  The density of the material must also be given.  
These samples are the substances for which the code will seek the optimal design.  
The large text box on the left-hand side of the Sample and Material Information 
section lists information about the currently selected sample.  A sample is chosen 
using the list box at the top right of the section.  The information displayed is the 
materials contained in the sample and the mass-fraction for each. 
The ‘Test Transmission’ function provides a quick visual aid to test the 
attenuation of the currently selected material and sample thickness.  When the 
‘Test Trans.’ button is pressed, a plot is displayed showing the X-ray spectrum 
incident on the sample and the spectrum after it has passed through the sample.  
An example of the output is shown in Figure 9.12.  The sample used in this 
example contains 50 wt% halite and 50 wt% sylvite, with bulk density 1 g/cm3 
and thickness 10 mm.  The blue trace is the X-ray tube output spectrum and the 
green line is this spectrum after attenuation by the sample.  The red line represents 
the usable energy region of the transmitted spectrum, that is, the region within 
which the code endeavours to place the important diffraction peaks when it 
searches for the best design.  This function enables the user to check if the usable 
energy region lies in a suitable part of the transmitted spectrum.  The method for 
changing the useable energy range is explained shortly. 
The bottom-left section entitled ‘Restrictions on Design” contains facilities 
that enable the user to specify various requirements for the instrument.  Basic  
X-ray tube settings (tube voltage, current and target material) can be entered here.  
Further options relating to other properties of the X-ray tube are available in the 
“X-ray Options” menu shown in Figure 9.13.  
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Figure 9.13 Advanced X-ray tube settings. The target angle and various filtrations can be 
set with this menu. 
Figure 9.12 Test transmission function in EDXRD Design Facilitator.   The plot 
shows the spectrum incident on the sample and the transmitted spectrum.  The 
energy region within which the diffraction peaks should reside is the ‘Usable 
energy region’ marked in red. 
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The maximum height and cone beam diameter for the instrument can be 
entered in the boxes provided under the heading “Physical Dimensions”.  Note 
that the maximum height refers to the source-to-detector distance.  The resolution 
limits of the instrument are set by entering values into the maximum and 
minimum resolution boxes.  These specify the range of resolution values 
acceptable for the material under investigation.  For example, say a resolution 
level of no more than 5% FWHM is required to accurately measure the material.  
The user may specify that the instrument deliver a resolution between 4% and  
5% FWHM.  The choice of these limits is aided via the “Check Res.” function, 
shown in Figure 9.14.  This function allows the user to compare simulated 
diffraction spectra of the material with various resolution values.  The top graph 
shows simulated diffraction peaks of the sample.  This gives the user an indication 
of the extent to which the peaks overlap as a result of changing resolution.  The 
positions of the peaks are also indicated by dots on the energy axis to help 
decipher exactly where the peaks are located, since this can sometimes be difficult 
in low-resolution spectra.  It also helps for differentiating between diffraction and 
escape peaks.  The lower graph further aids the choice of the resolution limits by 
providing a direct measure of the peak overlap.  The value of the function depends 
on the amount of overlapping, where zero represents no overlap and a higher 
value indicates a greater amount of overlapping.  This function is calculated by 
multiplying the simulated spectra in pairs and summing the result.  The total sums 
of these calculations are given in the ‘Overlap Sum’ box.   These two graphs 
enable the effect of changing the resolution to be investigated, thus allowing an 
appropriate level of resolution to be determined. 
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Figure 9.14 Resolution viewer in EDXRD Design Facilitator enables the peak overlap to 
be investigated as a function of resolution. 
 
The minimum sample thickness allowable is designated using the popup 
menu of the same name.  The minimum sample thickness is specified because, as 
outlined in Section 7.3.1.3, the particle size of a slurry stream sets a minimum 
limit for the pipe diameter – roughly ten times the particle size.  The minimum 
sample thickness function allows the user to specify this diameter. 
The final value that is entered in this section is the expected counting time 
for an acquisition with the instrument being designed.  This does not effect how 
the design is chosen; rather it allows the user to investigate the statistical noise 
obtained with different collection times. 
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Figure 9.15 Preferences GUI in EDXRD Design Facilitator. 
 
 The button ‘Preferences’ opens a GUI through which the user can specify 
various aspects about how EDXRD Design Facilitator selects the best design.  
The Preferences GUI is shown in Figure 9.15.  Preferences provides a number of 
functions.   The first is the ability to select which diffraction peaks of the material 
must be measurable.  This function enables the user to tell the code which 
diffraction peaks they would like the instrument to measure.  The peaks to be 
measured can be chosen in the following ways: 
 
• Measure the y strongest line of each material in the sample.  For example, 
if the user is designing an instrument to measure quartz, they can specify 
that the three (y = 3) strongest lines be measurable (d = 3.34 Å, d = 4.25 Å 
and d = 1.82 Å).  The design of the instrument, in particular the diffraction 
angle, will be optimised for these lines. 
• Measure x of the y strongest lines.  Using the example above this may be 
two of the three strongest lines of quartz.  In this case instruments that can 
measure any two of the three lines above are deemed to be acceptable. 
• Measure specific lines. Using the display shown in Figure 9.16, which is 
opened via the ‘Specify’ button, particular lines of each material can be 
selected.  In the example, three lines from both halite and sylvite have 
been chosen.  These are the lines that the instrument will be optimised to 
measure. 
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Figure 9.16 – Specify Lines GUI in EDXRD Design Facilitator. 
 
The section titled ‘Usable Energy Range’ is used to select the energy range 
within which the diffraction peaks specified above must lie.  Designs for which 
any of the peaks lie outside the useable energy region are not considered.  The 
usable energy region may be assigned either as (i) a range defined by energy 
limits (these can be defined as a function of sample thickness), or (ii) any energy 
where the intensity is within a certain percentage of the maximum intensity of the 
transmitted spectrum.  Note that the ‘maximum intensity’ is the maximum of the 
bremsstrahlung continuum, not including any fluorescent peaks.  
The two sections on the right of the Preferences GUI are used to select 
how the code discriminates between different diffraction angles and cone beam 
diameters.  In many cases more than one diffraction angle may satisfy the 
conditions placed on the measured peaks and the usable energy range.  Therefore, 
the user may have a preference for which diffraction angle is chosen.  For 
example, the user may prefer to use a small diffraction angle in order to obtain 
higher energy peaks and hence better penetration.  The diffraction angle 
preference allows the user to either choose the largest possible diffraction angle, 
the smallest possible or any angle if there is no preference. 
Similarly, preferences can be specified on the choice of the cone beam 
diameter.  If ‘Use Maximum’ is chosen, the maximum beam diameter assigned in 
the main GUI will be used.  All other designs will be discarded.  However, given 
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the other restrictions, it may not be possible to actually use this beam diameter.  
Therefore, further options are given.  The user is able to choose whether the 
maximum possible beam diameter be used instead (that is the maximum beam 
diameter that satisfies all other restrictions) or simply any beam diameter if there 
is no preference.  If the ‘Use Maximum’ is selected and the other restrictions 
forbid the use of this beam diameter, an error message is produced to alert the 
user. 
In some cases it may not be possible to satisfy both of the user’s 
preference on the choice of the diffraction angle and cone beam diameter, even if 
the ‘use maximum possible’ option is chosen.  For instance, if the user would like 
to use the maximum possible beam diameter and minimum possible angle, the 
resulting designs may all possibly exceed the maximum height restriction.  
Therefore preference must be given to one or the other, which is done using the 
‘Give Preference’ option.  The design parameter for which preference is given is 
chosen first and then the other is select with the restrictions taken into account.  
For example, say the user would like to use the minimum diffraction angle and 
maximum possible beam diameter, with preference given to the angle.  In this 
case, the code selects the angle first.  This choice is based purely on the need for 
the peaks to lie in the useable energy range.  Therefore, the angle chosen is the 
smallest angle for which the specified peaks lie within the usable energy range.  
With the diffraction angle now set, the code finds the largest possible beam 
diameter that satisfies the maximum height restriction.  Had preference been given 
to the beam diameter, the code would simply use the specified maximum beam 
diameter and then find the minimum angle that satisfies both the usable energy 
range and height restriction. 
The ‘Options’ menu, shown in Figure 9.17 contains various functions for 
editing and controlling certain parts of the system.  Materials and samples can be 
edited and deleted.  Materials may only be deleted if they are not contained in a 
sample.  The momentum transfer and hkl limits used in the calculation of the form 
factors of crystals can be edited, as can the energy limits of the cross sections. 
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Figure 9.17 - Options menu in EDXRD Design Facilitator. 
 
The lower right section of the main GUI titled ‘Results’ displays the 
results of an optimal design search.  The boxes at the top contain the design 
parameters of the ‘best design’, which as explained is the design that is the most 
efficiency.  The list box below contains the data on all designs that satisfy the 
specified restrictions, enabling the user to inspect all designs and perhaps locate a 
design more suitable than that deemed to be the best.  The data displayed in this 
list box are the resolution, full-spectrum count-rate and the critical design 
parameters.  Clicking on a design in the list box displays the diffraction spectrum 
of the material for the selected design in the left plot and a schematic diagram of 
the instrument in the right plot.   
The ‘Get Dimensions’ button creates a text file containing the dimensions 
and positioning of the components for the selected design.  The dimensions 
include the radii of the collimator openings, collimator position and thickness, 
scatter shield dimensions (lead shielding on the top of the collimators), and the 
source and detector positions.  The text file also includes basic information about 
the setup, such as values of the design parameters, the restrictions used, X-ray 
tube properties and the resolution and expected count-rate. 
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  Another useful function is the ‘Xpert Macros’ button, which creates a text 
file containing the macros required to create the selected instrument in the Monte 
Carlo interface Xpert.  Since it is advisable to carry out a full a Monte Carlo 
simulation of the chosen instrument in order to verify results, this function saves 
considerable amounts of time, particularly if a number of different designs are to 
be modelled.  Also, as seen in Chapter 5, Monte Carlo simulation is used to 
investigate properties of the instrument such as spatial resolution, tolerances and 
radiation shielding requirements.  The data in the text file contains all the 
necessary information, apart from material definitions, to produce a complete 
model of the instrument in Xpert. 
 
9.2.3.3 – Finding the Best Design 
 
 When the user has specified the sample material and the restrictions 
imposed on the setup of the instrument, the optimal design can be determined.  
This section runs through the steps involved in this procedure, including how the 
restrictions are used to locate the appropriate designs from the library, the method 
for calculating the diffraction spectrum of the material for each design and 
selection of the best design.  Also, the correct procedure for interpreting the 
results is explained. 
 EDXRD Design Facilitator first checks if the all the design properties and 
restrictions have been entered properly.  If not, an error message is displayed 
prompting the user to fix the problem.  If all values are entered correctly, the 
following procedure is followed to find the optimal EDXRD instrument design: 
 
• The code goes through a step-by-step procedure to eliminate the designs in 
the library that do not satisfy the specified restrictions and requirements.  
The first step selects the designs that comply with the sample thickness 
requirements.  That is, designs for which the sample thickness is greater 
than or equal to the value entered in the restrictions section of the main 
GUI for the minimum sample thickness.  Designs that do not satisfy this 
are no longer considered.   
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• The next step calculates the transmission spectrum ST of the sample 
material for the given X-ray tube settings. This is calculated as 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) tρEμT eESES −= 0                                      (9.1) 
 
where S0 is the incident X-ray spectrum, μ is the attenuation coefficient of 
the sample, ρ is the density and t is the sample thickness.  This is 
calculated for each value of t (as determined in the previous step). 
• If the usable energy region is specified to be that for which the transmitted 
intensity is above a certain percentage of the bremsstrahlung maximum, 
the energy region for each sample thickness is calculated based on the 
percentage value entered by the user.  If fixed regions are specified, no 
calculation is required. 
• The process continues by finding the diffraction angles that place the 
selected diffraction peaks at energies within the usable energy region for 
each sample thickness.  Designs that do not satisfy this are eliminated.  
Following this calculation, the code outputs spectra showing the positions 
of the diffraction peaks on the transmitted spectra for every angle and 
sample thickness (not just those for which the peaks satisfy the energy 
region requirements).  This information can be used to fine-tune the usable 
energy limits.  An example of such a spectrum is shown in Figure 9.18.  
The red section is the usable energy region of the transmitted spectrum.  
The positions of the diffraction lines are indicated by the dots.  
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Figure 9.18 - Peak positions for Θ = 5˚ in relation to the transmission through a 10 mm 
thick halite\sylvite sample.  This information can be used to fine-tune the usable energy 
region. 
 
• The next step determines which combinations of diffraction angles and 
beam diameters satisfy the maximum height restrictions.  This done by 
determining the source-to-detector distances, which are given by 
 
 ( )2tan Θ=
bDh                                              (9.2) 
 
where Db is the diameter of the cone beam and Θ is the diffraction angle.  
Here, the preferences regarding the method for selecting the diffraction 
angle and beam diameter are taken into account.  Following this, only 
designs with the appropriate beam diameters and angles are considered.  If 
no designs are found to satisfy the restrictions, the calculation is 
terminated and an error message explaining the problem is displayed. 
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• Of the designs remaining, those that comply with the resolution 
requirements are kept and the others discarded.  If no designs satisfy this, 
the procedure is terminated and an error message displayed. 
• At this point, the process of eliminating inappropriate designs is complete.  
All the designs that remain satisfy the requirements of the user.  The next 
step is to find the combination of collimator openings that deliver the 
highest count-rate.  Before this can be done, the diffraction spectrum of the 
sample material for each design must be calculated.  The details of how 
this is done are given later, but for now we will assume that this 
calculation has been carried out.  Following this step, the code locates the 
design that delivers the highest total spectrum count-rate.  This is 
considered to be the optimal design. 
 
 
Figure 9.19 – Example of the output given by EDXRD Design Facilitator after the search 
for the best design.  In this case the material being measured contains equal proportions 
of the minerals wüstite, hematite, magnetite, anatase and quartz. 
 
The information output by the code is shown in Figure 9.19.  The 
resolution, total spectrum count-rate and design parameters of the optimal design 
are displayed in the results section.  The diffraction spectrum and a diagram of the 
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design are shown in the two plot areas.  The list box titled “All Designs Satisfying 
Requirements” contains the data on all the designs that comply with the user’s 
needs.  The optimal design is automatically selected upon the completion of a 
calculation, however the user may select any of the listed designs to view the 
diffraction spectrum and a diagram of the setup. It is important that the user 
investigate the information displayed here because it is possible that a better 
design may be available, if other factors besides the count-rate are considered.   
Also, it is possible that output could reveal that an instrument with design 
parameters not included in the library may provide even better performance.  For 
example, consider the situation where the detector collimator opening of the ‘best 
design’ is 2 mm (the largest used in the library) and the resolution is well within 
the resolution limits, say 4.5% FWHM where the limits are 4% to 5% FWHM.  In 
this case it would be possible to open up the detector collimator to a slightly larger 
value, allowing a higher count-rate to be achieved whilst still remaining within the 
resolution limits.  Therefore the output of EDXRD Design Facilitator should not 
be taken blindly without searching for the possibility that a better design may 
exist. 
 When all the data has been considered and the best design chosen, the next 
step is to obtain the Xpert macros and Monte Carlo model the instrument to verify 
the validity of the diffraction spectrum, count-rate and resolution values given by 
EDXRD Design Facilitator.  It is also advisable to model all designs of similar 
performance to confirm that the design is indeed the best.  If the best design was 
found not to be one included in the library, the Xpert macros can still be obtained 
by entering the design parameter data in the Xpert Macros GUI.  Modelling a 
design not contained in the library is very important since EDXRD Design 
Facilitator cannot provide any resolution or count-rate data for such a design.  
Subsequently, it is even more important to model similar designs using a full 
Monte Carlo simulation to verify and quantify the performance advantage of the 
instrument. 
 This is the method used by EDXRD Design Facilitator to determine the 
optimal instrument geometry for an EDXRD analyser.  The design process does 
not end here however.  Many issues still need to be resolved before the design of 
the instrument is finalised.  EDXRD Design Facilitator only provides the best 
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instrument geometry.  Other properties of the instrument such the collimator plate 
dimensions, collimator materials, design of radiation shielding, sample 
presentation, tolerances and the mechanical structure of the instrument still need 
to be determined. 
 
9.2.3.4 – Calculation of the Diffraction Spectrum of a Sample 
 
 The total diffraction count-rates are used to determine which design 
provides the optimal performance.  This requires that the diffraction spectrum of 
the material be determined for each setup.  This section describes the procedure 
used to perform this task. 
 
 
Figure 9.20 - In order to calculate the count-rate for the sample of interest, the Monte 
Carlo spectrum must be converted to the spectrum of the sample to be measured. 
 
 The essence of the problem is displayed in Figure 9.20.  We require that 
the diffraction spectrum of the generic Monte Carlo sample be converted into the 
diffraction spectrum of the material.  The data we have at our disposal are: 
 
• The resolution of the diffraction peaks (stored in the library). 
• The intensities of the two peaks of the Monte Carlo sample (stored in the 
library). 
• The cross sections and form factors of the generic Monte Carlo samples. 
• The cross section and form factor of the sample to be measured. 
• The incident X-ray spectrum used in the Monte Carlo simulations. 
• The incident and transmitted X-ray spectra of the instrument. 
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• The response function, energy resolution and efficiency of the X-ray 
detector. 
 
With the above information, the diffraction spectrum of the sample for each 
design can be calculated. 
 The first step in the process is to calculate the relative Bragg cross section 
of the two diffraction lines of the Monte Carlo sample, 
 
( ) 322 1002sin  cos1 xσ
line
MC ⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜
⎝
⎛ ΘΘ+=                                  (9.3) 
 
where x is the momentum transfer of diffraction lines at 40 keV and 70 keV.  In 
the relative cross section the constant term, 820r  is excluded.  This is done since 
upon converting the Monte Carlo cross section to that of the sample to be 
measured, this term cancels out. 
 Following the above calculation the number of diffraction counts obtained 
per unit cross section is determined.  This is calculated by dividing the normalised 
Monte Carlo peak intensities by their respective cross section, 
 
line
MC
P
σ
Iα =                                                 (9.4) 
 
where the values of PI  are the peak intensities stored in the library and 
line
MCσ  are 
the corresponding cross section values.  Since two values of α  are obtained per 
design (one for each peak), the values are averaged to obtain one for each design.  
Ideally the two values of α  would be equal, however errors introduced through 
counting statistics, normalisation of the peak intensities and determination of the 
peak heights lead to the values differing slightly.  The mean value of α  for a 
design, α , is therefore a scaling constant between the Bragg cross section of a 
diffraction line and the normalised intensity of the resulting peak.  Since the value 
of α  is fixed for any design, these values need only be calculated once and hence 
can replace the peak height values in the library. 
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 The next step in the process calculates the peak heights of the diffraction 
lines of the measured sample.  This is simply a matter of calculating the relative 
cross section of the sample and multiplying the result by α , 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) 222  
2
sincos1 xFαxI samp
samp
P ⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜
⎝
⎛ ΘΘ+=                      (9.5) 
 
where ( )xFsamp  is the form factor of the sample.  At this point the peak intensities 
are calculated as a function of x, which is why this is explicitly noted in Equation 
9.5.  The energies of the peaks are determined from the momentum transfers using 
 
( )2sin Θ=
xhcE .                                            (9.6) 
 
Peaks that reside at energies greater than the maximum output energy of the X-ray 
tube are discarded.  An example is shown in Figure 9.21, where the spectrum of a 
sample containing wüstite, hematite, magnetite, anatase and rutile in equal 
proportions is displayed. 
 The final steps in the calculation account for the various factors that distort 
the diffraction spectrum (spectral blurring, attenuation, detector response) and the 
output of the X-ray tube.  A correction function is applied to account for the 
difference between the incident X-ray spectrum used in the Monte Carlo 
simulations and the tube spectrum for the instrument under construction.  The 
correction is given by 
 
( ) ( )( )ES
ES
ES
MC
tube=                                              (9.8) 
 
where Stube is the spectrum of the X-ray tube used in the instrument and SMC is the 
incident spectrum used in Monte Carlo.  The appropriate correction for 
attenuation in the sample is then applied to the spectrum.  Spectral blurring due to 
the angular resolution is applied by multiplying the spectrum by a Gaussian 
broadening matrix, 
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where the E is the energy, E0 is the Gaussian peak position and r is the resolution 
expressed as a decimal.  Note that the use of Gaussian broadening is an 
approximation.  The true peak profile due to angular blurring is a convolution of 
the acceptance profiles of the collimators and the source profile.  However, for 
instruments with resolution less than 10% FWHM, the Gaussian peak shape is a 
reasonable approximation.  The final step involves adding the detector effects to 
the spectrum.  These are the detector efficiency, response and energy resolution.  
The result is a calculated diffraction spectrum of the material (containing 
diffraction counts only) for the chosen instrument design. 
Figure 9.21 - The line spectrum of a sample containing wüstite, hematite, 
magnetite, anatase and quartz in equal proportions.  The spectrum is calculated 
from the cross sections of the Monte Carlo and measured samples.  The spectrum 
is uncorrected for the X-ray tube output, resolution and detector physics of the 
instrument. 
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 A comparison between a Monte Carlo simulated and a calculated 
diffraction spectrum is shown in Figure 9.22.  The sample and design used are the 
same as in Figure 9.21.  The shift from the line spectrum to that including the real 
resolution effects is clearly evident.  The intensities of the peaks have been altered 
due to the X-ray spectrum of the tube, detector response and attenuation of the 
sample being included.  Also the peaks are now no longer perfectly resolved but 
have a width defined by the angular and detector resolutions.  Comparison of the 
calculated and Monte Carlo simulated spectra shows that good agreement is 
obtained in terms of peak intensities and resolution.  The small differences 
between the two spectra can be explained by the lack of background scatter in the 
calculated spectrum, errors introduced by the normalisation process and statistical 
errors in determining the peak intensities.  However, the overall agreement is very 
good. 
 
 
Figure 9.22 - Comparison of the spectra of a sample obtained with Monte Carlo and 
calculated by EDXRD Design Facilitator.  The sample contains equal proportions of 
wüstite, hematite, magnetite, anatase and quartz. 
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9.2.4 – Illustration of the Advantage of EDXRD Design Facilitator 
 
 At the time that the prototype instrument was designed, EDXRD Design 
Facilitator was yet to be developed.  The optimal design was reached by manually 
running hundreds of Monte Carlo simulations in order to find the set of design 
parameters that gave the best compromise between resolution and efficiency.  A 
great deal of care was taken to ensure that the best design was found, however 
time constraints meant that not all setup possibilities could be investigated.  As a 
final note on EDXRD design facilitator, the prototype analyser is redesigned using 
the system in order to determine whether a better design could have been reached 
if all setup possibilities could have been analysed. 
 The following parameters and constraints were used in EDXRD Design 
Facilitator to redesign the prototype analyser.  They are essentially the same as 
those used for the original analyser. 
 
• Sample – The sample material consisted of eight minerals: corundum, 
anatase, rutile, quartz, wüstite, hematite, magnetite and gibbsite.  More 
materials could have been added but these roughly cover the range of 
minerals the analyser was designed to measure. 
• X-ray tube settings – 120 kV and 0.5 mA. 
• Maximum height – The maximum height was set to 800 mm, which was 
dictated by the size of the X-ray enclosure. 
• Beam diameter – A beam diameter of 30 mm was used.  The cone beam 
diameter preference was set to ‘use maximum’ (see Figure 9.15). 
• Resolution – The resolution limits were 4% FWHM to 4.5% FWHM. 
• Sample thickness – The sample thickness was set to 10 mm. 
• Diffraction angle – The diffraction angle preference was set to ‘use 
minimum possible’. 
• Usable energy region – 25 keV to 90 keV. 
• Diffraction lines to be measured – The two strongest lines of each material 
were selected using the Specify Lines function. 
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The above data was entered into EDXRD Design Facilitator.  The parameters of 
the optimal design are given in Table 9.5. 
 
Table 9.5 - Optimal design parameters for the prototype 
analyser compared against the actual values used in the 
instrument. 
Design Parameter Optimal Value Prototype Value 
Diffraction angle 5.5° 5.5° 
Primary beam collimator 0.5 mm 0.5 mm 
Scatter collimator 1.0 mm 0.5 mm 
Detector collimator 1.25 mm 1.2 mm 
Cone beam diameter 30 mm 30 mm 
 
 
 It can be seen that the optimal design parameters for the prototype 
analyser, as determined by EDXRD Design Facilitator, are very similar to those 
chosen in Chapter 5.  The only significant difference is the scatter collimator 
opening width, which is 1.0 mm in the optimised design compared to 0.5 mm in 
the prototype.  Recall that the primary beam and scatter collimator openings were 
always equal in the designs investigated for the prototype analyser.  Therefore, if 
these openings were investigated independently, the optimal design may have 
been found.  Nevertheless the result is rather pleasing considering that a design 
very close to the optimal arrangement was determined.   
 Figure 9.23 shows a comparison between the spectra of the test sample for 
the prototype and optimised instruments.  The optimised design delivers an 
efficiency increase of approximately 1.74 times over the prototype instrument at a 
resolution level of about 4.2% FWHM.  The gain in efficiency is obtained 
primarily from the increased scatter collimator opening, which enables a gain in 
efficiency to be achieved with a relatively small resolution penalty.  This therefore 
demonstrates the benefits of EDXRD Design Facilitator.  Even though a design 
close to the optimal was found for the prototype analyser, a better design could 
have been determined using the package and at the same time months of work 
could be reduced to a few minutes. 
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Figure 9.23 - Comparison of the spectra (Monte Carlo) obtained with the prototype and 
optimised instruments. 
 
9.3 – Summary 
 
 EDXRD Design Facilitator is a series of MATLAB codes and a library of 
Monte Carlo derived performance data that enables the optimal setup geometry of 
an EDXRD instrument to be found with minimal effort.  The advantages of this 
system include a sizable reduction in the time needed to design the geometry of an 
instrument and the assurance that the best possible setup can be found.  This is a 
considerable advantage when producing instruments for industry, as the time and 
cost involved in developing the instruments is reduced while at the same time the 
instrument performance is increased. 
The development of the system began by simulating 28 125 EDXRD 
instruments using Monte Carlo in order to extract the resolution and peak intensity 
data for each design.  The designs simulated covered a wide range of potential 
diffraction angles, collimator openings, sample thicknesses and cone beam 
diameters.  The number of designs in the library was increased to over 1.7 million 
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by using the data already in the library to calculate the performance of similar 
setups by interpolation.   
Selection of the optimal design is assisted by using the EDXRD Design 
Facilitator GUI.  The best design is selected based on the user’s requirements 
from the library of resolution and efficiency data.  The user is able to enter various 
requirements and restrictions on the setup, including the material to be measured, 
the lines must be measurable, the X-ray tube to be used, limits in the physical size 
of the instrument, the resolution level required, the minimum sample thickness 
and preferences on how the diffraction angle and cone beam diameter are chosen.  
This information is used to locate the designs in the library that are appropriate for 
the user’s requirements.  The best design is deemed to be that which delivers the 
highest total spectrum count-rate.  The user is able to inspect the performance of 
all other designs that satisfy the requirements in case a better overall design exists. 
The benefit of the EDXRD Design Facilitator was shown by a redesign of 
the prototype analyser.  The optimiser found a setup that is about 1.74 times more 
efficient than the prototype, whilst delivering an equivalent level of resolution.  
This result showed the power of the package, in which an optimised geometry was 
found without the need for weeks of design work. 
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Chapter 10 
Design of an On-line Slurry Analyser 
 
 
10.1 – Introduction 
 
 This thesis has so far focused on developing techniques and tools for 
designing on-line EDXRD analysers for mineral slurries.  Monte Carlo based 
techniques have been developed to aid in the design and optimisation of EDXRD 
analysers and a prototype laboratory instrument developed to test the methods in 
practice.  Now, all of this knowledge is put to use.  In this Chapter, an industrial 
instrument is designed using the techniques developed.  This work ties all of the 
research presented so far together and demonstrates how it can be used to design a 
real on-line instrument. 
 There are a multitude of possible mineral processing applications that 
could have been chosen for this exercise, as almost every mineral processing plant 
would benefit from on-line mineralogical analysis.  Examples include the 
measurement of talc in copper and nickel slurries, and analysis of the mineralogy 
of bauxite, platinum, iron and titanium ores, among others. The mineral process 
application chosen for this demonstration is the analysis of potash slurry.  This 
application was chosen as there is a known need for mineralogical analysis of this 
material and, since examples of potash slurry have been analysed by the prototype 
instrument, the composition of the material is known.  Also, since it was found 
that not all of the mineral components could be analysed with the prototype 
instrument, the aim here is to design an instrument with which all components can 
be measured. 
 An introduction into the processing techniques used to convert the raw 
potash ore into the final product is presented.  This is followed by a description of 
the design of the instrument, which includes determining the resolution required, 
selecting the X-ray tube and detector, specifying the physical dimensions (e.g. 
cone beam diameter, source-to-detector distance, etc), diffraction angle, 
collimator opening optimisation, sample thickness and possible on-line 
configurations of the instrument.  The performance of the instrument is then 
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predicted using Monte Carlo modelling.  This will show whether the instrument is 
suitable, in theory for the on-line analysis of potash. 
 
10.2 – Potash Processing 
 
 Potash is mined in several areas around the world and is generally present 
in the Earth’s crust as two types of deposits – deep sedimentary deposits and 
surface brine deposits.  Deep deposits were formed by the evaporation of ancient 
seas and typically lie at depths between a few hundred metres down to a few 
thousand metres at locations such as North Dakota [94].  The essential component 
of potash is potassium, which along with nitrogen is a vital element for both plant 
and animal life.  Potassium is used in many fertilisers as the soil in many regions 
lacks the appropriate concentration of potassium for efficient agriculture.  
Approximately 95% of all potassium produced is converted into fertilisers and 
used for supplementing farmlands with low potassium levels [95].  Currently the 
world consumes about 26 million tonnes of potash per annum. 
 The conversion of potash ore into a commercial grade product is typically 
performed using a conventional flotation process.  All major steps involved in the 
production of fertiliser grade potassium chloride are shown in Figure 10.1 [94].  
The mined ore is first crushed down into masses of size 150-200 mm at the mine 
site.  This minimises problems associated with transportation of the ore to the 
processing plant.  The ore is scrubbed with a saturated brine solution to remove 
insoluble particles attached to the potash and then deslimed.  After conditioning of 
the slurry to promote flotation of KCl, the material is floated in saturated brine.  
After flotation, the brine is removed from the concentrated material using 
centrifuges.  In the final step in the process, the particles are separated into three 
size categories using double deck rotary screens and then either shipped to 
customers or sent for compaction.  The compaction process involves compacting 
the material between high-pressure rollers before crushing the material using 
impactors.  The crushed material is screened into different sized products. 
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Figure 10.1 - Steps in the conventional processing of potash [94]. 
 
10.3 – EDXRD Instrument for On-line Potash Slurry Analysis 
 
In Chapter 7 an extensive study into the EDXRD properties of potash 
slurry was conducted, including its basic diffraction properties, particle size 
effects, repeatability errors and solids loading effects.  A suite of synthetic potash 
samples were analysed with the prototype instrument and it was found that most 
of the mineral components could be accurately quantified.  In this section an 
instrument is designed that is specifically targeted towards analysing fine feed 
potash slurry.  EDXRD Design Facilitator was used to determine the optimal 
instrument geometry.  A comparison of the measurement accuracy of the 
optimised instrument is compared against that obtained with the prototype 
analyser.   
 
10.3.1 – Composition of Potash Slurry 
 
The sample material used in the design optimisation process was a potash 
slurry containing both mineral and brine components with a solids loading of 
15%.  The solids loading of the slurry was determined by preparing a 60 g sample 
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of fine feed potash and allowing the water to evaporate.  The mass of the 
remaining solids was corrected for mass of NaCl and KCl contained in the brine, 
which formed into crystals after evaporation of the water.  The mass-percentage of 
salt contained in the brine was determined by preparing a 10 g sample of brine 
and allowing the water to evaporate.  The mass of salt remaining after complete 
evaporation of the water was found to be 2.98 g. Therefore the brine is 
approximately 29.8 wt% NaCl and KCl.  The masses of the individual 
components in the brine were taken from the ratio of halite to sylvite in the solids, 
giving 16.25 wt% NaCl and 13.55 wt% KCl in the brine.  The mineral component 
was made up of the seven minerals contained in the synthetic potash samples 
studied in Chapter 7.  The mass-percentage of each of these minerals in the 
sample used to optimise the design of the instrument was the average composition 
of the sample suite used to predict the instrument’s analysis accuracy.  Full details 
of these samples are given later in this chapter, however the average sample 
composition is given in Table 10.1.  The brine component consisted of water with 
dissolved halite and sylvite in the amounts given above.  Since the salts were 
dissolved into the liquid, they were treated as amorphous materials.  The particle 
size distribution of the slurry was assumed to be the same as that of the fine feed 
material. 
 
Table 10.1 - Potash sample composition 
used to optimise the instrument. 
Material Mass (wt%) 
Halite 42.89 
Sylvite 31.08 
Quartz 2.08 
Anhydrite 2.42 
Gypsum 2.19 
Kaolinite 2.05 
Hematite 2.38 
Water 10.47 
NaCl (amor.) 2.42 
KCl (amor.) 2.02 
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10.3.2 – Resolution Required 
 
 We begin the design of the on-line potash analyser by determining the 
resolution level required.  Since this is an instrument that will be used to measure 
a single material – potash slurry – the resolution can be tuned so that it is exactly 
the appropriate value for analysis of this material.  In the design of the prototype 
instrument, an educated guess was used (from previous experience) to decide 
upon the resolution required, since the materials that the instrument would be used 
to measure were mostly unknown.  For this instrument the material to be analysed 
is known and hence no guesswork is needed. 
 To determine the resolution required, the resolution viewer function in 
EDXRD Design Facilitator was employed to investigate the peak overlap obtained 
with varying levels of resolution.  In the investigation of the synthetic powders 
described previously, the components gypsum and kaolinite could not be analysed 
primarily due to a lack of suitably resolved diffraction peaks.  Therefore, the main 
goal of this exercise is to identify a resolution level at which at least some of the 
peaks for these materials are resolved.  This would increase the likelihood that 
gypsum and kaolinite will be measurable with the instrument.  Figure 10.2 shows 
simulated spectra, calculated by the resolution viewer, in the region 30 – 45 keV 
for resolutions between 1% FWHM and 5% FWHM.  The spectra were taken at a 
nominal diffraction angle of Θ = 5° 
 The simulated spectra clearly show the extensive peak overlap obtained 
for the gypsum and kaolinite diffraction lines.  At the resolution level obtained 
with the prototype analyser, about 4% FWHM, the lines in this energy regions are 
so close together that they merge into a few broad peaks.  This illustrates the 
difficulty experienced in quantifying the gypsum and kaolinite components of the 
synthetic potash samples.  The lines are too closely spaced to enable a window to 
be placed around the peaks that is sufficiently unobstructed to allow analysis to be 
carried out.  Reducing the resolution further does not remedy this difficulty 
greatly until a level of about 2% FWHM is obtained.  However, even at this very 
high value of resolution some overlapping remains and still at 1% FWHM the 
gypsum line is completely overlapped.  Of course, resolution levels of 1-2% 
FWHM are impractical since the compromise required in terms of reduced 
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efficiency is too great.  Therefore the gypsum and kaolinite lines in this energy 
region cannot be used for analysis purposes. 
  Other lines must therefore be used if gypsum and kaolinite are to be 
measured.  The only other lines of these minerals that are possible candidates are 
the brightest lines for each, the kaolinite (001) and gypsum (020) peaks.  Recall 
that these peaks are produced by large d-spacings, respectively 7.17 Å and 7.63 Å, 
and hence they reside at relatively low energies compared to the other peaks in the 
spectrum.  This fact lead to these lines being omitted from the analysis of the 
synthetic potash samples since they were lost due to attenuation.  Hence, if these 
peaks are to be used in the analysis of the spectra produced by the new instrument, 
they need to be shifted to higher energies.  The selection of the diffraction angle, 
which determines the peak energies, is discussed later.  Here we determine if the 
peaks are sufficiently unobstructed to allow meaningful peak intensity data to be 
extracted.  Figure 10.3 shows the simulated spectra in the energy region around 
the kaolinite (001) and gypsum (020) peaks for Θ = 5˚. 
Figure 10.2 - Simulated spectra of the potash slurry showing the peak overlap 
obtained with various resolutions between 30 and 45 keV.  The spectra were created 
using the Check Resolution function in EDXRD Design Facilitator. 
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Figure 10.3 - Simulated spectra of the potash slurry showing the peak overlap obtained 
with various resolutions between 15 and 25 keV.  The spectra were created using the 
Check Resolution function in EDXRD Design Facilitator. 
 
 It can be seen that similar problems present themselves again for the 
kaolinite (001) and gypsum (020) lines.  For these lines, however, the issue is not 
overlap with other diffraction peaks, but rather escape peaks of the (200) lines of 
halite and sylvite.  The intensities of the escape peaks are quite high compared to 
the diffraction lines and therefore tend to wash out the gypsum and kaolinite lines.  
This problem can however be solved.  Upon changing the diffraction angle, the 
positions of the diffraction lines and escape peaks shift, but the magnitude of the 
energy shift for each is different.  The positions of the diffraction peaks are 
governed by Bragg’s law, whereas the escape peak energies are determined by a 
combination of Bragg’s law and the difference between the atomic shell energies 
of the detector material.  Figure 10.4 shows the position of the kaolinite (001) line 
against the escapes of the sylvite (200) line.  Bragg’s law states that high-energy 
peaks shift further in response to a change in the diffraction angle than low-energy 
peaks.  This can be seen in Figure 10.4 where the diffraction and escape peaks do 
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not shift in unison because the escape peaks are produced by a higher energy peak 
than the kaolinite line.  Therefore, an increase in the diffraction angle from Θ = 5° 
moves the escape peaks to energies lower than the diffraction peak.  Similarly, 
decreasing from Θ = 5° the escape peaks shift to energies higher than the 
diffraction peak.  This phenomenon can be exploited in the design of the potash 
slurry analyser.  If the diffraction angle is reduced, not only do the peaks move to 
higher energies where better penetration is obtained, but also the escape peaks are 
shifted into a region of the diffraction spectrum where there are no diffraction 
peaks.  This is seen in Figure 10.5, which shows the positions of the diffraction 
and escape peaks with a diffraction angle of Θ = 4°.  The escape peaks are now 
situated between the gypsum (020) and kaolinite (001) lines and the string of 
peaks above 39 keV. 
 
 
Figure 10.4 - Positions of the Sylvite (200) escape peaks relative to the kaolinite (001) 
line.  For diffraction angles between  Θ = 4° to Θ = 5.5° the kaolinite line occupies the 
same energy region as the escape peaks. 
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Figure 10.5 – At Θ = 4° the kaolinite (001) and gypsum (020) lines are resolved from the 
escape peaks. 
 
 Another potential solution to this problem is to use a different X-ray 
detector; one that does not produce significant escape peaks.  There are a number 
of possible candidates.  One is high-purity germanium (HPGe), however as 
explained in Chapter 5, a HPGe detector requires liquid nitrogen cooling, which is 
undesirable for an on-line instrument.  Another possible choice is a silicon 
detector, such as an Si-PIN or a silicon drift detector (SDD).  Silicon detectors 
provide excellent resolution, however they suffer from much poorer detection 
efficiency above about 20 keV due to the low atomic number of Si.  Therefore 
changing the detector is a last resort but remains an option if CdTe escape peak 
related problems cannot be overcome by other methods. 
 Figure 10.5 shows that the instrument must be able to deliver a resolution 
level of below 4% FWHM to resolve the gypsum and kaolinite peaks.  This level 
of resolution is also sufficient to resolve the important peaks of the other minerals.  
Below about 3% FWHM the efficiency of the instrument becomes too poor to be 
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considered.  Therefore, the instrument will be designed to deliver a resolution 
level between the limits of 3 and 4% FWHM.  
 
10.3.3 – Sample Thickness 
 
 The minimum sample thickness of the material measured is dictated by the 
size of the largest particles contained in the slurry.  For the slurry being examined 
here, the maximum particle size is less than 1 mm.  Hence, using the rule that the 
pipe diameter should be at least ten times the maximum particle size, the sample 
thickness should be no less than 10 mm.  Therefore, the minimum sample 
thickness is set to 10 mm. 
 
10.3.4 – Maximum Cone Beam Radius and Source-to-Sample Distance 
 
 Since this is merely a hypothetical instrument, exact specifications on the 
physical size available for the instrument are not known.  Therefore practical 
limits are applied.  The maximum height of the instrument is set to 1500 mm and 
the maximum cone beam diameter set to 40 mm.  The cone beam diameter 
preference in EDXRD Design Facilitator was selected to be the ‘maximum 
possible’ so that any beam diameter up to 40 mm is acceptable. 
 
10.3.5 – Hardware Selection: X-ray Tube and Detector 
 
 The choice of the X-ray tube used in an on-line EDXRD instrument is 
very important.  It must satisfy many requirements regarding durability, cost 
(initial and running costs), size, weight and X-ray output.  An X-ray tube in an  
on-line instrument is operated continuously for months at a time and therefore 
must have a long lifetime and minimal maintenance requirements.  If the tube 
required regular maintenance or replacing, the instrument would quickly become 
infeasible as downtime and running costs would become prohibitive.  An on-line 
instrument must be reliable and require a minimum of human intervention. 
 Size and weight become an issue if the position of the tube must be 
adjustable.  In the prototype instrument the tube constituted the fixed reference 
point from which the other components were aligned.  In some cases it may be 
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more practical to use a different reference point, such as the primary beam and 
scatter collimators.  In this situation the position of the X-ray tube needs to be 
adjustable so that the focal spot can be aligned with the collimators.  An overly 
heavy tube may make precise alignment difficult and expensive, particularly 
alignment to within the tolerances required in EDXRD. 
The appropriate operating voltage can be difficult to identify without 
knowing the diffraction angle.  Since the diffraction angle determines the peak 
energies, the tube voltage must be set appropriately for these energies.  The 
diffraction angle of the instrument will be chosen with the help of EDXRD 
Design Facilitator, therefore, an initial value for the tube voltage is chosen.  As 
stated previously the diffraction angle of this instrument is likely to be less than  
Θ = 4˚ in order to move the kaolinite (001) and gypsum (020) lines up to 
measurable energies.  This will of course push the other diffraction peaks up to 
even higher energies.  For example, at an angle of Θ = 3.5°, the halite (200) and 
(220) peaks reside at 72.0 keV and 102.0 keV respectively.  Hence, a tube voltage 
in the order of 150 kV would be appropriate so that sufficient flux is obtained at 
these high energies.  The tube voltage can be fine tuned in EDXRD Design 
Facilitator, if necessary, once the best diffraction angle is known. 
 The tube current can initially be set to any value as it merely applies a 
scaling factor to the diffraction spectrum and hence does not affect comparisons 
between designs.  However, it is more advisable to use a realistic value so that the 
count-rate obtained with the instrument can be estimated.  Here, the current used 
is that of the X-ray tube chosen for the instrument (see below).   The X-ray target 
was selected to be tungsten since it is a widely used anode material and it 
produces a greater X-ray flux than other commonly used metal. 
 Based on the requirements above, an appropriate X-ray tube can be 
identified.  One tube that satisfies these requirements is the MXR-160HP/11 
generator produced by the X-ray equipment manufacturer Comet [96].  The 
specifications of this X-ray generator are given in Table 10.2. 
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Table 10.2 - Specification of a 
Comet MXR-160HP/11 X-ray tube. 
Maximum voltage 160 kV 
Maximum current 11 mA 
Focal spot size 1.0 mm 
Target material W 
Target angle 11° 
Cooling Medium Water 
Weight 8 kg 
 
 
 The MXR-160HP/11 generator provides the high voltage and tube current 
required for the potash slurry analyser.  During operation, the tube would be run 
with voltage and current settings of 150 kV and 10 mA so as to extend the lifetime 
of the tube by not operating it continuously at maximum power.  The generator is 
a component-based system with separate tube and high-voltage units.  Therefore 
the mass of the tube itself is reasonable at 8 kg.  A tube of this weight could easily 
be placed on a translation stage and adjusted precisely.  To put the mass of this 
tube into perspective, the mass of the tube used in the prototype analyser, which is 
a monoblock source (tube and high-voltage units in the same package) is 
approximately 17 kg. 
 For the X-ray detector, an appropriate CdTe device must be identified.  
The Amptek XR-100T-CdTe detector used in the prototype instrument performed 
satisfactorily in the prototype instrument and could also be used in the potash 
slurry analyser.  A version of this detector with updated electronics is now 
available.  The Amptek X-123 is a complete X-ray spectrometer that contains the 
detector, preamplifier, digital pulse processor and multichannel analyser in a 
single unit [97].  The unit can be connected and controlled by a PC through either 
USB or RS232 interfaces.  The CdTe detector and its performance characteristics 
are identical to that of the XR-100T-CdTe, however all the hardware is contained 
in a single small package.  Such a device is ideal for an on-line instrument. 
 
10.3.6 – Measurable Diffraction Peaks 
 
 EDXRD Design Facilitator allows the user to select the diffraction peaks 
that must be measurable in a variety of ways.  Here, the peaks are selected using 
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the Specify Peaks function in the Preferences menu.  Table 10.3 lists the peaks 
that the instrument will be optimised to design. 
 
Table 10.3 - Materials and lines that the 
potash analyser will measure. 
Material Line d-spacing (Å) 
Halite (200) 2.82 
Sylvite (200) 3.15 
Quartz (101) 3.34 
Anhydrite (002) 3.49 
Gypsum (020) 7.63 
Kaolinite (001) 7.13 
Hematite ( 110 ) 2.51 
 
 At a resolution level of 3 – 4% FWHM each of these lines should be 
resolvable and hence we should have at least one diffraction peak from each 
mineral available for analysis.  Other lines may also be available, however as long 
as we have one line, that should be enough to extract meaningful phase abundance 
information. 
 
10.3.7 – Usable Energy Range 
 
The energy region within which the diffraction peak should reside is best 
determined using the transmitted X-ray spectrum.  Figure 10.6 shows the incident 
and transmitted spectra of a 10 mm thick sample using a 150 kV X-ray source.  
The transmitted spectrum shows that the usable part of the spectrum is the region 
between about 25 keV and 100 keV.  Below this region the X-ray flux becomes 
too low due to attenuation.  Above 100 keV, low intensity diffraction peaks are 
too broad to extract meaningful information. 
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Figure 10.6 - Usable energy region for 10 mm thick potash slurry. 
 
Looking at the d-spacings of the important diffraction lines in Table 10.3, 
it can be seen that there is a fairly large spread of spacings that must be measured 
– from 2.69 Å up to 7.63 Å (relative range 2.84).  This consequently results in the 
diffraction peaks being spread over reasonably large energy range.  Table 10.4 
shows the limits of these energy regions for a number of diffraction angles.  The 
width of energy regions range from about 34 keV at Θ = 5° up to a substantial  
86 keV for Θ = 2°.  The diffraction angles that satisfy the useable energy region 
are Θ = 3° and Θ = 3.5°.  Considering that the lower energy limit at Θ = 4° is only 
about 1.7 keV below the 25 keV limit of the usable energy region, it may seem 
feasible to reduce the lower energy edge of the usable energy range slightly to 
include the possibility of designs with diffraction angles of 4°.  However the slope 
of the transmitted spectrum in the region of 20 keV to 30 keV is such that the 
count-rate at 23.3 keV (the lower limit for Θ = 4°) is too low, however at  
26.6 keV (the lower limit for Θ = 3.5°) the count-rate is just acceptable.  This 
means that unfortunately the usable energy region cannot be altered so that Θ = 4° 
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is included, however we still have a 0.5° range between Θ = 3° and Θ = 3.5° from 
which to choose the diffraction angle. 
 
Table 10.4 - Energy limits for the region in which the diffraction peaks in 
Table 10.2 reside at various diffraction angles. 
Diffraction Angle Min. Energy (keV) Max. Energy (keV) 
2.0° 46.56 132.06 
2.5° 37.25 105.65 
3.0° 31.04 88.05 
3.5° 26.61 75.47 
4.0° 23.28 66.04 
4.5° 20.70 58.71 
5.0° 18.63 52.84 
  
 
10.3.8 – Beam Geometry 
 
 The parameters chosen above were entered into EDXRD Design 
Facilitator in order to find the best diffraction angle and combination of collimator 
openings.  Figure 10.7 shows the output given by EDXRD Design Facilitator. 
 
 
Figure 10.7 - Selection of the best instrument geometry for potash slurry analysis by 
EDXRD Design Facilitator. 
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Of the designs in the library that satisfied the restrictions, the setup that 
delivers the greatest count-rate was found to have the following design 
parameters: diffraction angle Θ = 3.5°, collimator openings of 1.25 mm, 0.75 mm 
and 1.5 mm (primary beam, scatter and detector respectively), sample thickness of 
10 mm and beam diameter of 40 mm.   This design is estimated to deliver a 
diffraction count-rate of approximately 154 counts/s/mA over the full spectrum at 
a resolution level of 3.95% FWHM.   
As mentioned in Chapter 9, the best design should not be accepted before 
considering all other designs that fit the given restrictions and requirements.   This 
is an example of a case where this is essential as there is a problem with the above 
design, namely that the gypsum (020) and kaolinite (001) diffraction peaks 
overlap the Te Kβ1 escape peaks of the tungsten Kα lines.  At an angle of  
Θ = 3.5°, these diffraction and escape peaks lie at approximately the same 
energies.  The gypsum and kaolinite lines reside at 26.6 keV and 28.5 keV, while 
the escapes lie at 27.0 keV and 28.3 keV. 
This problem has a number of possible solutions.  Firstly, a different 
detector could be used.  However, this would only be a last-resort solution.  
Secondly, an X-ray tube with a different target material could be used; one that 
produces lower energy fluorescent X-rays than tungsten.  An example is 
molybdenum, for which the Kα and Kβ lines reside below 20 keV.  This is again 
a solution that is to be avoided if possible since lower atomic targets produce less 
X-ray flux.  The simplest solution is to alter the diffraction angle slightly so that 
the gypsum and kaolinite peaks are moved away from the escapes.  Figure 10.8 
shows the positions of the diffraction peaks for the angles Θ = 3.39° and  Θ = 3.5° 
as well as the positions of the escape peaks.  Note that in this case the escape 
peaks do not shift in energy since they are produced by fluorescent lines, not 
diffraction peaks as was the case in Section 10.3.2. 
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Figure 10.8 - The positions of the gypsum (020) and kaolinite (001) lines with respect to 
the Te Kβ1 escapes of the W Kα fluorescent lines from the X-ray target. 
 
 The figure shows that there is a significant degree of overlap between the 
diffraction peaks and the escapes with the diffraction angle set to Θ = 3.5°.  The 
tungsten Kα lines reside in the same energy region as the sylvite (200) peak and 
therefore the intensity of the escape peaks vary greatly according to the sylvite 
content of the samples.  Since the gypsum and kaolinite diffraction peaks have 
very low intensities, the overlapping escape peaks would make it difficult to 
extract useful peak intensity information on the diffraction peaks alone. 
 Reducing the diffraction angle to Θ = 3.39° reduces the overlap issue.  The 
gypsum peak is moved between the two escape peaks while the kaolinite peak is 
essentially freestanding.  With the diffraction peaks in these positions, suitable 
energy windows can be created to determine the peak intensities and hence the 
abundances of gypsum and kaolinite in the samples.  Therefore, the diffraction 
angle of the potash analyser is set to Θ = 3.39° rather than Θ = 3.5°.  This shift is 
small enough so that it will not change the overall efficiency or resolution of 
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instrument significantly.  The design parameters of the optimised instrument with 
the new diffraction angle are given in Table 10.5. 
 
Table 10.5 – Design parameters of the potash analyser. 
Design Parameter Value 
Diffraction angle 3.39° 
Beam collimation 1.25 mm 
Scatter collimation 0.75 mm 
Detector collimation 1.5 mm 
Sample thickness 10 mm 
Cone beam diameter 40 mm 
 
 
Figure 10.9 - Modelled EDXRD spectrum of the simulated potash slurry acquired with 
the optimised instrument geometry. 
 
 Figure 10.9 shows the full Monte Carlo modelled spectrum of the potash 
slurry with the optimised instrument.  As usual for a potash material, the spectrum 
is dominated by the two strongest lines of both halite and sylvite.  The sylvite 
(200) line is extremely intense as it coincides with the tungsten Kβ lines.  The 
small peak centred at 50 keV is a combination of overlapping quartz, kaolinite, 
gypsum and escape peaks.  It can be seen that the background of the spectrum is 
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relatively low for a slurry sample, though this is expected due to the low brine 
fraction of the slurry.  This fact is particularly beneficial in the analysis of the 
minor mineral components. 
 
10.4 – Instrument Construction and On-line Configuration 
 
 Due to the small thickness of the sample measured, this instrument could 
not be setup on a main process stream pipeline.  The analyser would instead 
measure slurry in a smaller pipeline carrying material sampled from the main 
stream.  Such a pipeline is called a byline.   There are a number of ways in which 
the instrument could be setup to measure such a stream.  Here, two potential 
instrument arrangements are presented.  In the first arrangement the analyser is 
arranged to measure a vertical column of slurry that is fed through the instrument 
by the force of gravity.  In such an arrangement the orientation of the instrument 
is horizontal, as opposed to the vertical orientation of the prototype analyser.  In 
the second arrangement, the instrument is submerged in a tank filled with slurry.  
The instrument is also oriented horizontally in this setup and measures slurry 
which continually flows into and out of the tank. 
 
10.4.1 – Byline Configuration to Sample a Slurry Stream 
 
 The byline configuration is used to transport a small fraction of slurry 
from the main process stream to another location where it is analysed by the 
instrument.  A typical byline arrangement is shown schematically in Figure 10.10.  
The process stream is passed through a sampling unit, which is designed to 
separate a small stream, for which the composition is representative of the main 
process stream.  The separated stream passes through the byline, which transports 
the slurry to the analyser.  The flow of material is continuous, hence the 
instrument continuously analyses the material as it passes through.  After the 
slurry has travelled through the instrument, it continues through the byline and is 
returned to the main process stream. 
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Figure 10.10 - Basic configuration of a system setup to measure material flowing through 
a byline. Slurry is diverted to the byline by a sampler, passed through the instrument and 
returned to the main process stream. 
 
10.4.2 – Gravity Fed Arrangement 
 
 The first configuration of the instrument presented is the gravity fed slurry 
arrangement.  In this arrangement, the central axis of the X-ray cone beams are 
horizontal and the slurry is passed vertically through the instrument under the 
force of gravity, as shown in Figure 10.11.  A gravity driven arrangement is 
simpler than a pumped slurry because there are less mechanical components in the 
system (reduced pump requirements).  This decreases both the complexity and 
cost of the system and most importantly it reduces the number of items that 
require maintenance.  For an on-line instrument, reduced maintenance is a 
significant advantage – systems that require regular downtime periods to repair or 
maintain components tend to be shutdown due to the inconvenience caused. 
 Since there are no pumps to regulate the flow rate of slurry through the 
instrument, a valve is located on the underside of the instrument.  This valve 
determines the rate at which slurry passes through the instrument.  The flow of 
material is very important.  If the rate is slow, heavy particles may settle, leading 
to inaccurate analysis results.  The valve opening would be set such that the 
optimal flow rate was obtained. 
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Figure 10.11 - A gravity fed system. The slurry is fed through the analyser under the 
force of gravity. 
 
 A more detailed diagram of the potential setup of the instrument itself is 
shown in Figure 10.12.  The general arrangement of the instrument is much the 
same as the prototype instrument, however there are three significant differences.  
The most notable difference is the method for collecting the transmitted X-ray 
beam.  In the prototype analyser, the transmission and diffraction spectra were 
collected in separate runs using a single detector.  This method is not practical for 
an on-line instrument since the material measured constantly changes and thus the 
diffracted and transmitted beams must be measured simultaneously.  This 
requirement dictates that two detectors must be used – one to measure the 
diffracted beam and another to measure the transmitted beam.  The proposed 
setup of the potash slurry analyser is to place two detectors side-by-side.  The 
central detector collects the diffracted beam at the apex of the scattered cone.  The 
detector to the side of the central detector samples a region of the incident cone 
that passes straight through the sample.  Such a setup requires two extra 
collimator openings over the prototype instrument’s configuration.  Both the 
scatter collimator and detector collimator contain an additional cylindrical 
opening to allow the transmitted beam to pass onto the second detector.  It should 
be noted that the two detectors do not need to be the same detector type.  The 
diffraction detector must always be a high resolution detector, however since the 
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measurement of the transmitted spectrum does not require the same high-
resolution as the diffracted beam, another detector type, such as a scintillator 
coupled to photodiodes may be used.  However it is most desirable to use the 
same detector type for both and with the low cost of CdTe detectors there is 
generally no benefit in using a different detector type to measure the transmitted 
beam. 
 The second major difference between the prototype instrument and the  
on-line slurry analyser is that the primary beam and scatter collimators are used as 
the fixed reference to which the other components are aligned.  This enables a 
central shielded section to be constructed between the X-ray tube and the detector.  
The translation stages for the X-ray tube and detector collimator can hence be 
placed outside the shield section.  This simplifies the alignment procedure since 
the X-ray tube can be run continuously throughout the alignment process. 
 The section of the pipe at the centre of the instrument, where the X-rays 
pass through the material, would have a rectangular cross section and be 
constructed from a low-density amorphous material.  In practice, only the small 
Figure 10.12 - Setup of an on-line instrument.  Separate detectors are used to 
measure the diffracted and transmitted beams so they can be collected 
simultaneously.  Also, the X-ray tube and detector collimator are each attached to 
translation stage.  This allows then to be aligned with the fixed primary beam and 
scatter collimators. 
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section where the X-rays penetrate the pipe needs to be made from this material.  
Elsewhere, including the sides of the pipe’s central section could be made from 
any material.  Figure 10.13 shows an example of a sample presenter for a gravity 
fed system.  The main section of the slurry presenter is made from aluminium, 
steel or another appropriate metal, while the surfaces that the X-ray beam passes 
through are thin plastic sheets.  The inner section of the pipe that carries the slurry 
flares out from a circular cross section at each end to a rectangular cross section at 
the centre.  It is important that the measured region of the sample be rectangular in 
cross section so that the sample thickness is constant over the entire measured 
area.  If this were not the case, each region of the beam would be attenuated to a 
different extent by the slurry and hence normalisation of the raw diffraction 
spectrum would be difficult. 
 
 
Figure 10.13 - A possible slurry presenter design for an on-line analyer.  The region 
where the beam irradiates the sample has a rectangular cross section. 
 
10.4.3 – Submerged Arrangement 
 
 A second method for configuring the analyser is to submerge the 
instrument partially or fully in a tank filled with slurry.  This concept is shown 
schematically in Figure 10.14.  Slurry is continually fed into the tank via a byline 
and the overflow is collected and sent back to the main process stream through a 
return byline.  The slurry in the tank is constantly stirred to ensure that it is always 
well mixed.  The analyser is placed through the centre of the tank, where the  
X-ray tube and detector reside on opposite sides of the tank.  X-rays enter and 
leave the tank through beam access ports that protrude into the tank from either 
side.  These ports provide a clear, slurry free passage for the X-rays to travel to 
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and from the sample volume.  The sample volume itself is defined by a thin gap 
between the entrance and exit ports.  The slurry in this volume is the material 
measured by the instrument and constitutes the ‘sample’.  The material in the gap 
constantly changes due to the flow of material from the inlet to the outlet side and 
the stirring mechanisms that agitate the slurry. 
 
 
Figure 10.14 - Schematic diagram of an on-line EDXRD configuration in which the 
analyser is submerged in a tank of slurry. 
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The primary beam and scatter collimators are situated inside the entrance 
and exit beam access ports respectively.   These collimators are rigidly fixed to 
their respective access port, which are themselves fixed to the walls of the tank.  
The primary beam and scatter collimators are therefore the alignment reference 
points for the X-ray tube and detector collimator, which are both placed on 
translation stages.  Like the gravity fed analyser in Figure 10.11, a separate X-ray 
detector is used to measure the transmitted X-ray beam.   
The submerged analyser is the preferred arrangement because it greatly 
reduces problems associated with blockages in small diameter pipelines such as 
those required for an EDXRD analyser.  Although slurries are generally screened 
for large and/or foreign objects, many of these materials manage to evade capture 
and cause problems further down the processing chain.  The tank setup negates 
the need for extremely small diameter pipelines and therefore constitutes a much 
more reliable analysis system. 
 
10.5 – Predicted Analysis Accuracy of the Potash Slurry Analyser 
 
 In this section the analysis accuracy of the optimised potash slurry 
analyser is estimated using Monte Carlo modelling.  This method was shown to 
accurately predict the analysis accuracy of the prototype analyser in Chapter 8 and 
here a simular approach is followed to estimate the performance of the slurry 
analyser.  A suite of twenty simulated slurry samples was created using the 
EDXRD Crystallography Package and the diffraction spectrum of each was 
modelled using a full Monte Carlo simulation.  The mineralogical composition of 
each sample is given in Table 10.6.  The weight fractions of each mineral were 
allowed to vary slightly more than for the synthetic potash samples.  This was 
done because the aim here was to simulate a calibration suite for an on-line 
analyser.  Calibration samples must cover a relatively wide mineralogical range, 
such that they encompass all possible variations in the mineral compositions of 
the measured slurry.  Relative sampling errors of 0.1% were added to the 
abundances of halite and sylvite in the samples.  This value was derived by 
calculation of the mass of solid material flowing through the instrument during a 
30 min collection with an assumed flow rate of 10 L/min.  This equates to  
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296 kg of solids assuming that the density of the slurry is the same our sample of 
fine feed potash (ρ = 1.26 g/cm3).  The relative error was determined from the 
data used to produce Figure 7.9. 
 
Table 10.6 - Composition of the 20 simulated potash slurry samples.  The brine was 
assumed to be homogeneous; hence the fractions of water, dissolved NaCl and dissolved 
KCl were equal for all samples. 
Sample Halite Sylvite Quartz Anhydrite Gypsum Kaolinite Hematite Brine 
1 47.38 25.02 3.37 1.99 3.19 2.34 1.67 15.04 
2 40.02 33.24 0.09 4.48 4.29 1.90 1.37 14.61 
3 38.55 34.21 2.52 3.04 1.93 1.91 3.23 14.61 
4 46.34 28.14 1.77 3.01 4.10 1.56 0.35 14.74 
5 46.48 26.34 3.34 3.29 0.70 1.74 3.09 15.03 
6 44.48 27.42 2.02 2.66 3.94 0.91 3.91 14.64 
7 42.87 29.64 3.10 1.49 1.18 2.53 4.32 14.87 
8 35.70 37.21 1.90 1.28 1.12 4.25 3.49 15.06 
9 45.91 28.84 1.24 1.39 3.56 2.16 1.78 15.12 
10 43.30 30.09 0.84 2.36 3.26 2.84 2.21 15.11 
11 49.59 28.73 0.92 3.45 0.65 0.99 1.01 14.66 
12 42.75 34.40 2.61 1.18 0.20 1.45 2.46 14.93 
13 43.60 29.02 1.13 3.13 3.33 3.67 1.19 14.92 
14 39.46 35.05 1.95 2.05 0.72 2.45 3.46 14.86 
15 39.96 36.10 0.69 1.70 1.37 2.12 3.34 14.71 
16 40.17 32.04 2.91 2.93 2.76 2.37 1.72 15.09 
17 41.75 33.37 1.35 1.94 1.01 2.82 2.65 15.11 
18 45.28 31.44 3.34 1.73 1.82 0.23 1.04 15.13 
19 42.60 30.09 4.39 3.07 0.29 2.66 1.94 14.95 
20 41.60 31.23 2.13 2.23 4.27 0.18 3.35 15.01 
Max 49.59 37.21 4.39 4.48 4.29 4.25 4.32 15.13 
Min 35.70 25.02 0.09 1.18 0.20 0.18 0.35 14.61 
Mean 42.89 31.08 2.08 2.42 2.19 2.05 2.38 14.91 
 
10.5.1 – Analysis Results and Discussion 
 
 Regression analysis was carried out on the twenty spectra obtained in the 
manner described in Chapter 7.  The results of the analysis are given in Figure 
10.15 and summarised in Table 10.7.  From the results it can be seen that 
excellent accuracies of 0.28 wt% and 0.14 wt% are obtained for halite and sylvite 
respectively.  These results are superior to those obtained for the synthetic potash 
samples, which is expected as there are a number of measurement factors that 
benefit the analysis of these minerals.  Firstly, the peak intensities obtained with 
the slurry analyser are much greater than for the prototype instrument.  Greater 
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count-rates are obtained since the slurry analyser is optimised for the 
measurement of this material, whereas the prototype analyser is a general-purpose 
instrument.  Also, a much higher output X-ray tube is used in the slurry analyser.  
This results in much lower statistical errors being obtained.  Secondly, the 
sampling errors are also much smaller due to the much larger mass of material 
measured.  
 
 
Figure 10.15 - Inferred vs. true masses of each mineral contained in the simulated potash 
slurry. 
 
Table 10.7 - Total and statistical errors, correlation coefficients and mass ranges standard 
for the mineral components of the simulated potash slurry samples. 
Mineral Total Error 
(wt%) 
Statistical Error 
(wt%) 
Correlation 
Coefficient 
Mass Range 
(wt%) 
Halite 0.28 0.05 0.997 45.70 - 49.59 
Sylvite 0.14 0.02 0.999 25.02 - 37.21 
Quartz 0.16 0.02 0.989 0.09 - 4.39 
Anhydrite 0.2 0.02 0.973 1.18 - 4.48 
Gypsum 0.43 0.31 0.953 0.20 - 4.29 
Kaolinite 0.66 0.24 0.747 0.18 - 4.25 
Hematite 0.33 0.13 0.952 0.35 - 4.32 
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For the minor component minerals, the overall results are quite good.  
Most significantly, both gypsum and kaolinite can be measured with the 
instrument, which is an excellent result considering that both of these minerals 
could not be analysed at all with the prototype instrument.  Of these two minerals, 
gypsum can be measured the most accurately at 0.43 wt% compared to kaolinite 
at 0.66 wt%.  Although these accuracies are not high (about 20% and 30% relative 
for gypsum and kaolinite respectively), the results are good enough to indicate 
general trends in the gypsum and kaolinite weight fractions over time.  The 
statistical errors for these two minerals contribute greatly to the total measurement 
error and are much higher than for any other mineral.  This is the case because the 
intensities of the gypsum and kaolinite peaks are extremely low and are therefore 
more susceptible to poor counting statistics.  Low intensity peaks are obtained for 
these minerals is due to the fact that the measured lines, the gypsum (020) and 
kaolinite (001), reside only just above the low-energy foot of the transmitted 
spectrum at 27.5 keV and 29.2 keV respectively (see Figure 10.6).  Therefore, the 
use of a higher power X-ray source or a longer measurement time would result in 
an appreciable reduction in the errors for the two minerals. 
For the other three minor components good accuracies are also obtained, 
particularly for quartz (0.16 wt%).  However, the accuracies obtained for each of 
these minerals in this study are slightly poorer than those obtained in the Monte 
Carlo analysis of the synthetic samples.  The main driver for this is the 
significantly greater background in the slurry spectra due to scattering from the 
brine component, which can appreciably increase the errors involved in 
determining the intensities of the peaks of materials present in small amounts.  
The peaks also suffer from the fact that they reside at much higher energies when 
measured with the potash slurry analyser due to the shallower diffraction angle of 
the slurry analyser compared to the prototype instrument.  As a result, the 
diffraction peaks suffer from greater broadening, despite the slightly better 
resolution of the slurry analyser (3.95% FWHM compared to 4.1% FWHM).  This 
also increases the errors involved in determining the peak intensities.  The mineral 
to suffer most from this is hematite, where the peak measured, the ( 110 ) line, lies 
at approximately 83 keV.  For this reason, hematite shows the poorest accuracy of 
these three minerals. 
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The results of this investigation show that the potash slurry analyser is 
capable of measuring all seven mineral components.  These results of course 
assume the minerals have perfect crystallinity, which is never the case for a 
crystal.  Hence, a full investigation of a suite of real slurry samples would be 
required to definitively determine whether the instrument is able to analyse all 
seven minerals.  However, the results indicate that it is likely that the instrument is 
capable of measuring each mineral component and hence it would be justifiable to 
proceed to the next stage of development – building and testing the instrument 
with real materials. 
 
10.6 – Summary 
 
 This Chapter has brought together the knowledge and methods developed 
throughout this thesis to design an industrial potash slurry EDXRD analyser.  The 
main challenge of this work was to develop an instrument that is capable of 
measuring all seven minerals contained in the potash samples measured with the 
prototype analyser, including gypsum and kaolinite, which could not be measured 
previously.  The instrument was designed to analyse potash slurry since there is a 
known need for on-line analysis of this material and its EDXRD properties are 
also known.  EDXRD Design Facilitator was used to determine the resolution 
required and the optimal instrument geometry.  A small diffraction angle of  
Θ = 3.39° was used in order to move the brightest lines of gypsum and kaolinite to 
measurable energies.  The larger diffraction angle of the prototype analyser was a 
shortcoming in the analysis of potash since diffraction lines with large d-spacings, 
such as those of gypsum and kaolinite, could not be measured.  The optimal 
design for the measurement of potash has collimator openings of 1.25 mm,  
0.75 mm and 1.5 mm (primary beam, scatter, detector), a cone beam diameter of 
40 mm, a sample thickness of 10 mm and delivers a diffraction count-rate of 
approximately 1500 cts/s at a resolution level of 3.95 %FWHM. 
 Two different on-line configurations of the instrument were presented: the 
gravity fed and submerged analyser setups.  In the gravity fed arrangement, the 
analyser is oriented horizontally and slurry is fed through the instrument under the 
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force of gravity.  The submerged arrangement on the other hand uses a slurry 
tank, where the analyser is essentially placed inside the tank. 
 Monte Carlo modelling was used to predict the instrument’s ability to 
quantify the mineral phase abundances contained in a suite of simulated slurry 
samples.  It was found that the instrument is able, in theory, to measure all seven 
minerals contained in the slurry with accuracies of less than 0.7 wt% for all 
minerals.  The accuracies for halite and sylvite were particularly good (0.28 wt% 
and 0.14 wt% respectively) due to the high count-rate obtained and low sampling 
errors of the on-line analyser.  Most significantly, gypsum and kaolinite could be 
measured with the optimised instrument, which could not be done with the 
prototype analyser.  Therefore, it can be concluded that the potash slurry analyser 
designed should be capable of measuring the mineralogy of an industrial potash 
stream with the accuracy required for process control. 
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Chapter 11 
Conclusions and Future Direction 
 
 
11.1 – Summary and Conclusions 
 
Monitoring the mineralogical composition of process streams in mineral 
processing is important for obtaining optimal recovery of metals and minerals.  
Currently, relatively few on-stream mineralogical analysers have been developed 
and there is no standard method for the on-line mineralogical analysis of slurries.  
This thesis was designed to set the groundwork to address this problem by 
investigating EDXRD as a means to analyse the mineralogical composition of 
slurries on-stream and in real-time.  EDXRD was chosen as the most appropriate 
mineralogical analysis method for this task since it possesses many advantages 
over the conventional XRD method for application to on-line analysis.  These 
advantages include (i) an instrument design that is less complicated and less 
expensive to produce, (ii) much thicker samples can be measured leading to 
greater volumes of material being analysed, and (iii) no sample preparation is 
required. 
This thesis had two goals: 
 
1. To gain an understanding on the properties of EDXRD analysers and use 
this knowledge to develop methods and tools for optimising the design of 
on-line EDXRD instruments. 
2. Develop a prototype EDXRD instrument and use it to demonstrate that 
EDXRD is a viable method for performing quantitative mineral phase 
analysis. 
 
Monte Carlo modelling was used throughout this thesis to design, optimise 
and predict the performance of a prototype EDXRD analyser.  Monte Carlo 
simulation is an extremely useful tool for this purpose as it allows all the 
properties of an analyser to be investigated during the design phase.  This removes 
a lot of guesswork involved in the instrument’s design, meaning that the designer 
can be confident that an instrument can be produced with a predetermined level of 
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performance.  However the standard Monte Carlo codes, including the widely 
used EGSnrc, ignore diffractive scattering from materials with ordered molecular 
or crystalline structures.  Therefore, before EGSnrc could be used to model the 
performance of EDXRD analysers, the code needed to be extended to include 
diffractive scattering.  Diffractive scattering from amorphous materials had been 
implemented into the EGS4 code previously, but no attempt had yet been made to 
include Bragg diffraction from crystals. 
In this thesis a method for modelling diffractive scattering from both 
crystalline and amorphous materials (and mixtures of the two) using Monte Carlo 
techniques was developed.  This required development in two areas. Firstly, a 
computer code was developed to calculate the cross sections and form factors for 
diffractive scattering.  The code, EDXRD Crystallography Package, enables the 
cross section and form factor data for any combination of crystalline and 
amorphous materials to be calculated and output in a format suitable for use by 
EGSnrc.  The inclusion of diffraction effects in the form factor of amorphous 
materials was achieved by multiplying the standard IAA form factor by a structure 
function that accounts for intermolecular interference effects.  The Rayleigh 
scattering cross sections of these materials were then calculated from the non-IAA 
form factors.  This data enabled diffractive scattering to be modelled from 
amorphous materials. 
Calculating the cross section and form factor data for crystalline materials 
required the Bragg scattering cross section to be rewritten in the form of a 
function of angle multiplied by a function of momentum transfer.  Expressing the 
cross section in this form produced an angular rejection function and the  
‘Bragg form factor’ required by EGSnrc to model diffractive scattering.  For 
materials containing mixtures of both crystalline and amorphous components, it 
was shown that the cross section and form factor for both Bragg and Rayleigh 
scattering for a mixture can be calculated simply by summing the cross sections 
and form factors of the individual components in mass proportions. 
Modelling diffractive scattering also required the EGSnrc code to be 
extended to handle the physics of X-ray scattering from crystals.  This was done 
by splitting the coherent scattering routine into two separate codes – one to handle 
Rayleigh scattering from amorphous materials and another to handle Bragg 
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scattering from crystals.  Two separate routines were required as each scattering 
process has its own cross section, form factor, rejection function and point flux 
estimator. 
In Chapter 5, a prototype laboratory EDXRD analyser was designed.  The 
instrument was setup in the cone-cone geometrical arrangement, for which the 
incident and scattered X-ray beams are conical in shape.  The cone-cone design 
was used as it possesses a number of significant advantages over the pencil-pencil 
and pencil-cone geometrical setups.  It was shown that with this arrangement, a 
better counting efficiency is obtained over the pencil-pencil and pencil-cone 
setups for high-resolution instruments.  Also, the use of conical beams means that 
the incident X-ray beam is spread over the sample but converges to a small spot 
on the detector.  As a result, a greater mass of material is measured compared to 
the other two setups, with the added advantage that a small near-room temperature 
solid-state detector such as CdTe can be used. 
The prototype analyser was designed to be as flexible as possible so that a 
large range of minerals could be analysed with the instrument. Thus, a variety of 
commercially important minerals from the aluminium, iron, titanium and copper 
industries were used as reference materials for the design of the analyser.  The 
fixed angle through which the instrument measures diffracted X-rays was chosen 
based on a number of considerations.  The most important considerations were the 
range of d-spacings in the minerals of interest and the estimated transmitted X-ray 
spectrum.  Other factors investigated in the selection of the diffraction angle 
included the efficiency of the X-ray detector, the coherent and Compton scattering 
cross sections and the resolution as a function of the scatter angle.  All of these 
considerations were combined to select a diffraction angle of Θ = 5.5°. 
The prototype instrument contains four separate collimators; two located 
on the source-side of the sample and two on the detector-side.  The source 
collimator is attached directly to the X-ray tube and contains a cylindrical 
opening.  This collimator is designed to restrict the X-ray beam emitted by the 
tube so that it just covers the annular aperture of the primary beam collimator.  
Restricting the incident beam in this way reduces the amount of unwanted 
background radiation and simplifies personnel shielding.  The primary beam 
collimator resides 40 mm from the sample and is responsible for defining the 
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shape of the incident conical beam.  It has an annular opening where the inner and 
outer surfaces are sloped at half the diffraction angle so that X-rays passing 
through at the correct angle would not be impeded.  The annular opening of the 
primary beam collimator results in a ring-shaped region of the sample with a 
diameter 30 mm being measured. 
The scatter collimator resides 40 mm from the sample on the detector side.  
Its function is to shield the detector from the transmitted incident beam and from 
X-rays scattered and diffracted from the primary beam collimator.  It contains an 
annular aperture to help define the conical diffracted beam.  The detector 
collimator houses a small-diameter conical opening that defines the apex of the 
diffracted beam.  The detector is situated below this opening to capture the 
diffracted beam. 
Monte Carlo modelling was used extensively to optimise the design of the 
prototype instrument and predict its performance.  The best combination of 
collimator opening widths was found by modelling a large number of designs, 
where each had a unique set of primary beam, scatter and detector collimator 
openings.  The combination that delivered the best compromise between 
resolution and efficiency was found to be 0.5 mm for the primary beam and 
scatter collimators and 1.2 mm for the detector collimator.  With these collimator 
openings, a resolution level of 4.2% FWHM was predicted. 
Monte Carlo modelling was also used to determine the dimensional and 
positioning tolerances required for each functional component of the instrument.  
The tolerances were found to be very tight in the horizontal plane – approximately 
100 μm.  For the vertical plane the tolerances were more relaxed at 1 mm.  The 
allowable error in the slope angle of the collimator openings was also investigated 
and it was found that these angles must be within 0.25° of the optimal slope of 
2.75°. 
The spatial sensitivity of the instrument was also predicted using Monte 
Carlo modelling.  The vertical spatial sensitivity was investigated by measuring 
the counts detected from a 1 mm thick sample as it was moved vertically through 
the measurement zone.  The sensitivity curve was shown to be almost triangular in 
shape, where the peak sensitivity occurs slightly above the centre of the 
instrument and the total sensitive region is about 13 mm in height.  The shape of 
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the vertical sensitivity curve was understood by investigating the region of 
intersection between the incident and scattered beams.  This region is shifted 
slightly way from the centre of the instrument towards the source, causing the 
sensitive region to be shifted in response.  The horizontal spatial sensitivity was 
investigated using Monte Carlo simulation by detecting the counts obtained from 
a thin strip of material as it was moved horizontally through the measurement 
zone.  The sample was oriented both parallel and perpendicular to the aperture 
joins of the primary beam and scatter collimators so that the effect of slurry 
flowing in both directions could be studied.  The instrument was found to be most 
sensitive to material flowing through the outer edges of the pipeline, while in the 
central section the lowest sensitivity is obtained.  In the case where the aperture 
joins are perpendicular to the flow direction of the slurry, the sensitivity is zero in 
the central region. 
In Chapter 6 the construction of the prototype instrument was presented 
and its performance compared to that predicted by Monte Carlo modelling.  Also, 
the method for modelling diffractive scattering with Monte Carlo was validated 
by comparing modelled EDXRD spectra to real spectra obtained with the 
prototype instrument.  The modelled spectra of four samples containing the 
minerals halite, sylvite and quartz were compared against experimental data and 
good overall agreement was found.  Upon investigation of the resolution and 
vertical spatial resolution of the prototype analyser, it was concluded that the main 
source of error between the Monte Carlo modelled and experimental spectra was a 
slight difference in the collimator openings of the real and modelled instruments.  
All data obtained pointed to the collimator openings of the prototype instrument 
having larger widths than specified: the number of counts obtained was larger 
than expected, the resolution of 4.32 %FWHM was slightly poorer than the Monte 
Carlo value of 4.1% FWHM for equivalent spectra and the height of the sensitive 
region in the vertical direction was also broader than expected.  However, the 
increase in the collimator opening widths required to produce the performance 
shift observed was found to be less than the manufacturing tolerances placed on 
their dimensions.  Therefore, it was concluded that the prototype instrument’s 
performance was satisfactorily close to level of performance aimed for in the 
design process. 
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The first attempt at performing quantitative phase analysis on mineral 
samples was presented in Chapter 7.  A suite of twenty samples was produced, 
where each sample contained a unique mixture of the minerals corundum, rutile, 
anatase, quartz, hematite and magnetite.  The composition of these samples was 
designed to cover a range of important minerals from different industries.  The 
EDXRD spectra of the twenty samples were analysed using a linear regression 
technique to determine the abundances of the six mineral phases contained in 
each.  The results of the analysis showed that the EDXRD technique is capable of 
determining the mineral composition of samples containing reasonably 
complicated mixtures of minerals.  Accuracies of less than 1 wt% were obtained 
for all components, where the best results were obtained for hematite and 
magnetite (0.28 wt% and 0.39 wt% respectively).  These good results were 
obtained despite the majority of the diffraction peaks suffering from overlap with 
other diffraction lines.  The results were encouraging in that they showed it is 
possible to gain useful and accurate mineral phase abundance information even if 
there is a significant degree of overlap between peaks. 
Chapter 7 also presented an extensive investigation into the measurement 
of potash slurry with EDXRD.  Two samples of potash were obtained and some of 
the important issues for the on-line measurement of the material were 
investigated.  These issues included the diffraction spectrum reproducibility, 
particle size effects and solids loading issues.  The reproducibilities were found to 
be quite poor for the small samples analysed in the laboratory.  However, it was 
shown that the sampling errors that would be obtained during an on-line 
measurement would be more than acceptable due to the much greater mass of 
material analysed.  For the fine feed material, approximately 2.6 kg of solids 
would need to be measured to obtain a 1 % sampling error, while 7.3 kg of solids 
is required for the course feed material.  These masses are much less than the 
amount of material analysed during a typical on-line measurement.  The signal-to-
background ratio was also studied as a function of the solids loading for the fine 
feed slurry.  It was found that the sampling errors are acceptable for solids 
loadings above 10 % for the mass of material measured in an on-line 
measurement. 
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A suite of fifteen synthetic potash samples was created in order to 
determine whether the prototype analyser could accurately measure the mineral 
components.  The samples contained halite and sylvite plus the five minor 
components: quartz, anhydrite, gypsum, kaolinite and hematite.  Regression 
analysis on the diffraction spectra showed that the halite and sylvite components 
could be quantified with excellent accuracies of 0.56 wt% and  
0.49 wt% respectively.  Good accuracies were expected for these minerals as 
collectively they constituted over 90% of the sample masses and their diffraction 
lines were freestanding.  The major source of error for these minerals was found 
to be sampling errors.  Three of the minor components, quartz, anhydrite and 
hematite, could also be measured with good accuracy, however the remaining 
two, gypsum and kaolinite, could not be quantified.  It was found that this was due 
to an excessive degree peak overlap, which made it impossible to extract any 
useful information from the diffraction peaks of these minerals. 
The ability of Monte Carlo modelling to predict the analysis accuracy of 
an EDXRD instrument was investigated in Chapter 8.  The spectra of the samples 
measured in Chapter 7 were simulated using Monte Carlo and analysed using the 
same linear regression technique.  The analysis results showed that it is possible to 
predict the analysis accuracy with Monte Carlo modelling with a high degree of 
confidence.  The total errors for each mineral in both suites determined by 
modelling agreed well with their respective experimental values.  Generally 
though, Monte Carlo delivered slightly better accuracies than those obtained 
experimentally.  These differences were expected due to the cleaner spectra 
obtained by simulation compared to experiment.  The results of this investigation 
were significant as they showed that is possible to predict the measurement 
accuracies that can be obtained with an EDXRD analyser during the design phase. 
  Chapter 9 presented a computer code developed to find the optimal 
EDXRD design for a given application.  A library of performance data was 
derived by Monte Carlo modelling 28 125 different instrument setups.  The 
library was expanded to include over 1.7 million designs by using the data already 
in the library to interpolate the performance data of similar setups.  A computer 
code and GUI called EDXRD Design Facilitator was developed to select the best 
design meeting given requirements.  The code enables the user to specify values 
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and restrictions on all of the important parameters of an EDXRD instrument 
including the materials to be measured, the diffraction lines that must be 
measurable, the X-ray tube specifications, the level of resolution required and 
physical dimension restrictions such as the minimum sample thickness, maximum 
cone beam radius and source-to-sample distance.  The code searches through the 
library of designs and finds those designs that satisfy the users requirement.  The 
design determined to be the best is that which delivers the greatest count-rate.  
Upon the completion of a search for the optimal design, the code outputs data on 
all designs that satisfy the given restrictions, as well as a calculated diffraction 
spectrum of the material. 
The advantage of this system was shown in the redesign of the prototype 
laboratory instrument.  The optimised EDXRD geometry is about 1.74 times more 
efficient than the prototype instrument whilst delivering approximately the same 
resolution.  Moreover, the optimised design was determined in a matter of minutes 
by EDXRD Design Facilitator compared to about one month of design effort for 
the prototype instrument.  The system is therefore extremely beneficial for the 
design of EDXRD analysers as the optimal design can be found in a very short 
time period.  This decreases both the time and cost involved in developing a new 
instrument. 
 In Chapter 10, EDXRD Design Facilitator was used to design an on-line 
potash slurry analyser.  The purpose of this work was to demonstrate the major 
steps involved in the design of an instrument for a real industrial application.  
Also, since two of the components of the potash samples analysed in Chapter 7 
could not be measured with the prototype analyser, this study was also aimed at 
producing an instrument that is capable of measuring these materials, thus 
highlighting the importance of instrument design on the minerals that can be 
analysed. 
 The geometry of the potash analyser was determined using EDXRD 
Design Facilitator.  The optimised design delivers an estimated 1500 diffraction 
counts per second at a resolution level of 3.95% FWHM.  Two possible 
configurations of the instrument were presented: the gravity fed and submerged 
arrangements.  The submerged analyser is generally the preferred configuration 
because it eliminates the need for small-diameter pipelines to transport the slurry 
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through the instrument.  This reduces the possibility of blockages occurring.  The 
instrument was shown to be capable of measuring all seven mineral components 
of the slurry with good accuracy.  Importantly, this included the gypsum and 
kaolinite components, which could not be measured with the prototype 
instrument. 
 
11.2 – Future Direction 
 
 Based on the conclusions drawn in this thesis, EDXRD appears to be a 
promising technology for addressing the need for a versatile on-line mineralogical 
analyser for the mineral processing industry.    In order to confirm this promise 
and convert the EDXRD analyser from a laboratory instrument into a complete 
commercial analyser, the following steps are required: 
 
• A full quantitative analysis study to be performed on real industrial slurry 
with the prototype instrument. 
• An industrial test rig for analysing slurries in a processing plant to be 
produced. 
• A field trail of the test rig to be performed in a mineral processing plant. 
 
The first step would involve obtaining a suite of slurries from an industrial 
partner and performing similar investigations to those described in Chapter 7.  
Before this could be carried out several modifications to the prototype analyser 
would be required.  The prototype analyser was designed to handle batch samples, 
however the rig was deliberately designed so that it could be converted to handle 
slurry streams relatively easily.  The X-ray enclosure does not have sufficient 
space to accommodate both the instrument itself and an apparatus to circulate 
slurry through the instrument.  Therefore, the rig would be moved out of the 
shielded X-ray enclosure that housed it while the work described in this thesis was 
completed.  With the prototype instrument located outside the enclosure, 
additional shielding panels would be fixed to protect the surrounding environment 
from the X-ray radiation.  The frame of the rig was purposely oversized so that 
these panels could be fitted should the instrument be run outside the enclosure 
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(see Figure 6.1).  Another modification required would be the development of a 
new sample presenter for slurries.  An example of a slurry presenter was given in 
Figure 10.13. 
The modified prototype analyser would also require a means to cycle 
slurry through the instrument.  The ‘slurry loop’ would contain stirring tanks to 
keep the slurry well mixed, a pump to move the slurry through the loop and pipes 
to transported the material.  A schematic diagram of a possible setup for the 
instrument and slurry loop is shown in Figure 11.1.  This setup is similar to the 
gravity fed system described in Section 10.4.2.  The analyser is placed 
horizontally and the slurry is fed from the upper stirring tank through the 
instrument by the force of gravity.  After passing through the analyser, the slurry 
enters the lower stirring tank before being pumped back into the upper tank.  The 
flow rate is controlled via the values located at the outlets of the stirring tanks and 
the sample presenter.  Using this setup, slurry could be continually cycled through 
the instrument during measurement. 
 
 
Figure 11.1 - Arrangement for measuring circulated slurries with the prototype analyser.  
The slurry loop consists of two stirring tanks, a pump and several pipelines.  The flow 
rate is controlled using the three valves. 
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Should the analysis of the mineral slurry suite prove to be successful, the 
next step in the development of on-line EDXRD would be the production of an 
industrial test rig and a field trial of the instrument in a processing plant.  The 
most likely setup of an industrial instrument is the submerged arrangement 
discussed in Section 10.4.3.  A field trial would also require software and 
hardware to be developed to control the instrument, collect spectra and process 
the data.  The test rig would be installed at a suitable location along the processing 
chain where a final, permanent instrument would be located.  The instrument 
would be tested for its reliability, in terms of maintenance requirements and 
mechanical sturdiness, and most importantly its ability to analyse the minerals of 
interest.  The outcomes of the field trial would also identify any issues that must 
be addressed before a final instrument is produced and installed.  If the results of 
the field trial were positive, a permanent EDXRD instrument could then be 
installed. 
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